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FOREWORD 

This document preset'lts and analyzes the basic nature of decision
making in the criminal justice system. The editor, Dr. Don M. Gott
fredson, and his fellow contributors focus their discussion on specific 
junctures within the decision-making process; the police, prosecution, 
courts, and corrections. Writing within the context of the often con
flicting goals to which decision-making is directed, the authors have 
gone well beyond an analysis of the process. A variety ()£ procedures 
and information contribute to and; influence decisions within the 
criminal justice system, The authors consider each of these as well 
as the often conflicting societal demands for retribution, punishment, 
deterrence, rehabilitation, and reintegration, and the impact of all of 
these on decision-making. 

Dr. GottfI:edson and his colleagues recognize the critical need for 
research designed to systematize and jncrease the rationalityunderly
ing this complex process. A keystone of this fertile research field 
might be considered to be the need for improved definition and mea
surement of the various objectives in criminal justice; A sharpened 
appreciation of these factors would enable more complete specifica
tion of alternatives, the accur:r.!ulatioTl of evidence-not now, availa
ble-on the consequences of &11e potp;ourri cf methods noW used in 
dealing with offenders and all\~lfuprov~!d ability to classify offenders. 

The reviews and essays jnthis vol~me achieve a unique balance in 
presenting an ovel'view,:,':of a diverse1: multidisciplinary area of con~ 
cern. Abstract conceptS are used witl1 discretion to clarify concrete 
phenomena. This characteristic shoulc1 make the mat~rial 8ttractive 
and directly llseful to an audience of :,policymakers, practitioners, and 
researchers. . ' . 

In order to provide the author fulFfreedom to develop the various 
facets of this monograph, no outline ;9r detailed 'specifications for its 
preparation were set in advance, nor were substantiv,e changes' or 
edito.~~l revisions made during theh:cpublication proces.s. Thhs, the 
vie~s~expressed are those of the ecli~9r and contributoci,. The,Center 
for;Studies of Crime and Delinquency is pleased to make this mono
griph widely available to facilitate much needed and informed cliscus-
S1011 of this topic. ''I: 0 

S~leem':A Shah, Ph.D., Chief 
Center jor Studies of Crime 

and l!elinquency . 
Nationcd Institute of Mm!tal Health 
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PREFACE 

A study of'. decisions-what they are, who makes them, how they 
are made, and, with what consequences-provides a useful focal point 
for examinatiqn of many aspects of . criminal justice. The system of 
criminal justice may be portrayed schematically quite well, depicting 
the intelTelated nature of its parts, by a flow diagram showing the 
series of points at which decisions may be triggered by a report of 
a crime. 

The teport to police of a bicycle theft, a rape, or a robbery may, 
for example, bethe stimulus to decision!; such as: 

Should a police car be dispatched? 

, :pid the offense actually occur? 

Sp,ould an arrest be made? 

Should an alleged offender be held or released? 

Should an alleged offender be pr~i>(;jputed? 
, :r·:n\:,:.i'{~ 

Is the Offender guilty? '"" ";': 

If guilty, what should be the sentence? 

If sentenced to confinement, where? 

To <"hat programs should the person be assigned? 

Should the offender be paroled? 

Should parole be revoked? 

ShQuld the offender be discharged? 

These are but a few of the decisions :ma.de at every step in the 
criminal justice process. Many are obviously important to the in
dividuals'affected, dealing as they do with loss of liberty and other 
serious interventions in individual lives. They are obviously critical to 
the efficient, effective, and humane functioning of the criminal justice 
system. If' that.' system is to serve societ.y well, such decisions sheuld 
be made rationally, ensuring the efficient, effective, and humane 
system sought for the control and reduction of delinquency and crime. 

Although some general agreement might be found with the stat~ 
ments just preceding, that degree oJ consensus might diminish with 
serious efforts to flefine their central concepts. What, indeed, is a 
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PREFACE 

IIdecision"? When may decisions be said te be "effective," and in what 
sens~? 
. If we are to discuss decisions in a system of criminal justice, must 

we not consider also what is meant by the term "systeI'fl.," the proeess 
of definition of persons or events as "crimina!," and the meaning of 
"justice"? Does the latter term include (necessarily?) a concept of 
fairness (equity?) and is there a consensus on that definitien? 

Although it is not to be expected that the definitive answers to 
these fundamental questions, which are sure to be with us for a long 
time. will be found in these pages, these and other issues of decision
making in criminal justice are addressed. Decisions made in major 
areas of the criminal justice system are considered such as arrest 

'. " 
prosecution, sentencing, and corrections. The decisions discussed are 
those" made about persons, that is, individlw,l decisions rather than 
agency or institutional decisions (Cronbach and GIeser 1957). (More 
precisely, these are decisions about information about persons. See 
Wilkins' discussion, pp. 68-70.) 

The Nature of a Decision 

It may be argued that any decision has three maiu'components, 
There is first a goal (or a set of goals) the decision-makei' would like 
to achieve. It is reasonable, and hopefully will be fruitful to as-.. ." - ' 
sutyY~i',that the dEl<lisi9r),"h1~lter has some objective OIl" objectives which 
may be sp2'c~fied. If there"isa~.Q~.(lisien problem the decision-maker 
wishes to bnng about some chmig~Mn the state of affairs or has a 
desire to optimize some result. ,I";." .• ,1 •. ;' 

Second, there are some alternatives. Iithere is ne cheice, there is 
no decision problem!' , 

Third, the decision-maker has some injorrnaiio7ito guide the selec
tion among alternatives. In order to qualify as,Wormationin this 
sense, the data availabl~ about a1ternatives must:be related to the 
goals of the decision; that is, the data must be iel~vant. The defini
tion of relavance in this context i~ that the data,ilftust 'teduce uncer
tainty about the consequences of the decision (s,~~Burnham's discus
sion, p. 94). 

It is clear that decisions may not be evaluated or assessed unless 
the goals of the decisions are Known. Simila:rl::(i,):4~ is difficult to see 
how decisions might be improved in the absence;Bf clear and explicit , v 

, specification of those goals, sih~e no means for aS~;~~sing the informa~ 
tion value of data about alternatives would be avaihible. The informa
tion value of a datum is determined by the relatidT1)of that datum to 

< ~I~' 
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PREFACE 

the consequences of the alternative choices; if there is no relation, 
then there is no information. 
y// 
II 

.. 
Rational Decisions 

!. 

In one of his Unpopular Essays, Bertrand Russell (1950, p. 71) 
said: 

Man is a rational animal-so at least I have been told. 
Throughout a long life, I have looked diligently for evidence in 
favor of this statement, but so far r have not had the good for
tune to come across it, though I have searched in many courttries 
spre::i.d over three continents. 

Citing Aristotle as perhaps the fIrst to proclaim man as a rational 
animal, Russell (1950, p. 72) did not ·find Aristotle's reason for this 
view very impressive. " ... it was that some people can do sums." 

Rationality in decision-making about persons caught up in the 
criminal justice system may be assumed to be a requirement to im
proved, more efficient, or more effective decisions. If this is accepted, 
then there will be. further l'equirements, including at least some 
agreed-upon objectives for the decisions, information about the per
son, alternatives, al1cl knowledge of probable outcomes. In the 
criminal justice system; however, clear agreement on objectives is not 
found easily, and the decision-maker may have much data but little 
information. Evidence on the likely consequences of alternatives often 
is entirely lacking. Given these difficulties, it may not be expected 
that Russell's observation Vflll be refuted easily or that we will readi
ly find much better supporl>\for Aristotle'~ claim of man's rationality 
than his own. . .' 

Don M. Gottfredson 
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CHAPTER I 

Diagnosis, Classification, and 
Prediction 

DON M. GOTTFREDSON 

The three concepts, "diagnosis," "classific,ation," und ('prediction," 
often are used in discussions of decision-making in criminal justice 
agencies. They are related but not identical. 

DIAGNOSIS 

The word:'!"diagnosis/' which originally meant a distinguishing or a 
discriminati~n, l'~fel's in medicine to a decision concerning the nature 
of a diseased condition. It initially carrieg a similar meaning in 
psychiatry, clinical psychologY/·,-9.nd socia!: work. By analogy with, 
physical illness, patients were sorted into categories;: 'of mental dis
order. Late1', the application of the word was extend~d so that a diag~ 
nosis was said to refer not only to the identification of an appropriate 
nosological categol'Y but also to a' full urndel'standing of the patient. 
This paralleled other developments in clinical psychology and social 
work which resulted in emphasis upon both individual uniqueness and 
the need to tres.t the whole pet'son, 

Some disenchantment with the idea of diagnosis as applied to of~ 
fenders and thought relevant to decisions concerning their ,Placement 
or disposition now may be discerned in criminal jusUee agencies and 
among their critics, The diagnosis-treatment model carried over from 
medicine was inst.~·umental to the rehabilitation philosophy which 
became increasingly popular in c(J1'l'ections (less often caUed p:dsons!) 
in the last half centm·y. The concept of the indeterminate sentence 
would anow the offender's diagnosis, appropriate treatment, and 
l'elease Itwhen ready," There has been, nowe\rer, a repeated and frus
u'ating failure to demonstrate the effectivenessj in reducing recidiv
ism-i.e., repeated offending-hy appUcation of this model (Robison 
and Smith 1971). '1'he1'e has been also an increasing l'i.:!jection of the 
"medical model" as an inappropriate guide to intel'ventions applied to 

1 



DECISION-MAKING IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

all who are defined as delinquent ol'criminal (Sarbin 1967i Sharma 
1970; Szasz 1961, 1965, 1970). 

The terms "delinquent" or ucri~l1al'» do not necessarily refer aptly 
to any state of the persol1, as would'~beexpected to be the case with 
diagnosis of physical or mental disorder, Rather, they refer also to 
the state of the social system with which the person is involved as 
a result of his or her acts. That is, a ucrime" refers to a combination 
of perso:ri(s) and event(s). A "criminal" may be defined operationally 
as an act of the person and a societal response-e.g., offense and con~ 
viction-but such definition is not limited to the description of the 
person and his or her acts. If such labelling is commonly a result of 
a person's act plus system response, it does not seem reasonable that 
it defines a need for treatment of the person. It is more reasonable 
to asSUme that there are social, medical, and psychological states that 
may be ascribed to individu~Js and that some of the states may be 
associated with a higher probability of criminal acts. We might seek 

' to modify these states by appropriate treatments. Clearly, however, 
such states cannot be defined adequately by identification of a stage 
in the criminal justice process. 

A "diagnosis" thus refers to some state of t)::le person which may 
or may not be related to present or future events defined as 
delinquent or criminal. Since we may group together., for purposes of 
am~Jysis, persons with similar diagnoses, or may use the datum of a 
diagnosis together with other data about the person, diagnoses may 
(or may not) be useful in classifications of persons, Such classifica
tions may (or may not) be relevant to decision problems in criminal 
justice. They may (or may not) be useful for prediction of the out
comes to these decisions. 

,CLASSIFICATION 

.' The concept, classification, refers to the allocation of entities to iniJ, 
tiaUy undefined classes in such a way that indi~~uais in a class are 
in some sense similar or close to euch other (Cormack 1971). It is to 
be distingUished from tliqentificationl1 or "assignment," which refer to 
the process of choosing, for a new entity, which of a number of al
ready defined classes should be selected for the allocation, There 
recently has been lit growing literature in statistics, ecology, and biolo
gy concerningrnethods sometimes referred to as iinUmerical taxono~ 
my,"l'elatedJo

i this general problem, some of which have found a1Ppli~ 
cation in criminal justice (Rabst, Gottf'redson, and Ballard 1968; Fildes 
and Gottfredson 1972; Glaser 1962; Gottfl'edson, Ballard, and Lane 
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DIAGNOSIS, CLASSIFICATION, AND PREDICTION 

'th 19,6, 3, 1965; Wilkins and MacNaughton: 1963'~ MacN aught'on-Sml , 

Smitli'1964), , t IIc1assification/, has been used m 
Genel'aUy;howe

ver
,. the con;ePt It signment" or else to refer to 

criminal justice age;cIe~ t.,o ~e ~:on 0 o:\YPing (Grant 1961; Warren 
various methods 0 ca eg~7za 1 thods may be clumped under the 
1971;. Sparks" 196~):, T~; l~d ~~h::reticar' approaches (Sparks ~968), 
headmgs of empmca a, 1 d the taxonomic methods mentIOned 
The empirical approach~s mc u :ds b ouping together individuals 
but also any method whIch proce b y ~h are as similar as possible 
so th~t each group con~ains mem e~:s~le from all other groups, with 
to each other and as dIfferent as p. d 'ed not dictated by any particu
the selection of features t? be ~onsl t~I I but tbis does not mean it is 
1ar theory, The approach IS at heo;e lC~ 'bles derived from theoretical 
necessarily anti~heoretical or t da T~arI:heoretical approach, however, 
constructions mIght not be uS~'·h t~ bases for classification are 

! begins with theory, .fro~ w IC e .es derived from psychiatric 
deduced, Examples might m

F
c
1
lude

l 
tY95P60:0~ormier et a1. 1959; Erikson 

(A· h ' 1935' Bloch and ynn, . "(M.ll 1959. 
Ie om .' , ' 44' R dl 1956), sociologlcal I er ) 

1950; Jenkms and HewItt) 19 d e ychologicaI theory (Argyle 1961; 
Schrag 1944; Sykes 1958, ;nt pS Quay and Cameron 1959; SuI-
Gough and Peterson 1952; e ers~n, j 

!ivan, Grant and Grant 1956; VeneZIa 1968). 

PREDICTION 

~ ", f . 'n criminol{)gy to an a..s~essment or" The concept, predIct~on, re els,~ n expected futui'estate of 
a person's expected future beShavlor ~rt :on' of future performance 

' . 1· t' system ome crl eu 't 
the cnmma JUS lee , • 1 ' t arole violation behaVIOr) mus d I, tor "'nmma ac S orp., (
such as e mquen" ~ ,. d t of any steps per-,', . f""t" must be mllepen en 

be defined. ~h~s de ml IOn d. f 'and thus prediction involves two, .. 
formed in arrlVmg at the pre IC IOU, arated over time, On the 
inrlependent ,assessments °t per~?~~r:e~ay be established by any 
basis of a fI]:,St a~sessn:en.) :r~:~ from diagnostic procedures, any 
means wbatever-mcludu:g a ~.,.. r attribute or measure related to 
classification scheme, o~', l~dee , ans t' ing to the persorrs life ilisto
the individual, Commonly, ltemshPler .am

I 
test s"'ores or family situ a-

d f ·1 res psyc ooglca '" 
rY, Successes an ~l u, d.d t to hecome predictors. Thus, any data, 
tion are employe~ as :an, 1 :t~~n (to reduce uncertainty with respec~ 

. thought to constitute l,nform rovide the predictors. The second as-
to the expected ~ehavlOr) ~l:srfications of performance to be pre
sessment estabhshes the, t" tes of the expected values for dieted. The predictions prOVIde es Ima 
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DECISION-MAKING IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

these criterion categories and th . 
f~om earlier empirical inv~stigatio::e o;s:~mat~s ~hould be de~;,mined 
dIctors and the criterion Th . e re abons between ~'e pre
useful in improving predict.os

e 
predl.ctor candidates found not\~" be 

P . I' IOn are dlscarded Th', 
reVIOUS y observed relations b t . ", us, on the basisbi 

cations, one seeks to deter . e wfeen predlctor and criterion cIassifi-
m t b b mme, or each categ f os pro a Ie outcome in terms of th . . ory 0 , persons, the 

The predictor categories may e
1 
crIterIOn. 

att:dbute or measure concerni 't~S ~ r:a?y asserted, represent ::,any 
by What the person says abou~g h' e I~dI\TIdual. They may be defined 
stimuli-the variety of who h ~mse. ?l' others, ink blots, or other 
i . . IC IS lImIted onI b . 

, magIllatIOns. They may be est bl' h d Y Y Investigators' 
the observations or J'udgm nt a fIS e by what others saY-i e by 
th O e Soothe . l' .. , 

IS may include assessments of th rs, smg y or In groups-and 
. e person' bTt' perce~tIOns. They mair be defined b s a 11 les, interests, or 

'" 

ously, Whether these be laudabl ' r.What the person has done previ
may be defined by what is done ~oa~ lev.ements or criminal acts. They 
sure to specific treatment PI' r wlth ~he person, including expo
at any stage of the criminal J'uosgt::ams-that IS, by placement decisions 

, t 
! 

lCe process. , f 

INTERRELATIONS OF THE C 

P
DIAGNOSIS, CLASSIFICATIONO~~EDPTS, 

REDICTION ' 

.{ 
, 

1 
I 
I 
I 
! 

The relat{ons amonO' these :;: 
identified. One may byo m conhcepts as used here may now be ' 
d · 'd ,any met ods mak I 

IVI ual in order to help d 'b ' e an assessment of an in- ,,~~. 
d' escrl e some st t f 'I, lagnoses may be relevant to h' ' a e 0 that person. Such 
may provide information usefu/sfoo; ~er ~~alt? or well-being. They .1 

, purpOses. Persons mllY be classified ~ aS~Lfl~atlOns for a variety of \1 
number of objectives One c .In\ arlou.s. ways to serve any : 
d . . . ommon aIm . , th' t " " {I 

.,uta from dIagnostic pr"ced :..' IS a of predl.ctIon. Thus • 
; , ' "uresand from 1 if' .' ," , 

01. m~y nat provide information u~JfJI;for.' c ass. I~atwn' ef~ofts may." j" 
crIterIon or of various criteria. If the .' ,'.. pre~lCtlOn of SOn:ie'sJng~e ";'(fn' 
such data are useless .co'''' Otll' Y d0-rp:, thIS does not imply that 'f 
• • l' • e1 purposes·,;rt t th ' ;1 
JUstICe decisions is such th t . .!,) 1 . .e',;\1ature of criminal 

d f, . . ,a a predlctwe valu{ th . ! 
use or decls!On~making often i' .' e 0 e, Information ' I 
nostic and classificaticind J. s unphed. Thus, it is seen that diag- :i 
for decision-making The aLa ~ay Oll may not constitute inform~ti()n ',' I 

: depending upon the'deciSi~~~~'~~ltrue for data with predictive utility "':'~1' 
~~:;,:,. ' 4 em. , f 

t', 

I 
f 

d 
:1 

il 
1 
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DIAGNOSIS, CLASS1FICATlON, AND !p RE DICTION:: 

The concepts, "eliability and validity, al'e central to critical assess
ments of diagnostic, classification, or prediction procedures. Reliabili
ty refers to consistency or stability of i1epeated observations, scores, 
or classifications. A procedure is said to be reliable to the extent that 
repetitions of the procedure lead to similar observations or classifica
tions. The concept of validity has reference to the purposes of the 
proceduresi the question of validity asks how well the method works 
in achieving those purposes. In the 'Case of diagnoses, validity refers 
to the aptness of· description of the state of the person when that 
may be assessed by some external, independent standard. Classifica
tions, too, are by themselves, merely descriptive; so that the same 
may be said with respect to groups of persons. When it comes to pre
diction, validity refers to the degree to which earlier assessments are 
related demonstrably to later criterion classifications in new samples. 

The criminology literature includes many reports of "prediction" 
studies in which the crucial step of cross-validation, testing the 
methods develope(!X by application to new samples, is missing. Such 
studies. must be v:i~wed very critically. They may provide useful 
preliminary work helpfuJ to later prediction studies more worthy of 
that name; but even t~e cautious interpretations of validity often 
made in this circumstance may be quite unwan·anted. The studies 
may even be completely unreliable and inva,lid (Cureton 1967). 

If 1)0 estimate of future behavior can be made with certainty, then 
statements of degree of probability are appropriate. Predictions 
proBer!y are applied not to individuals but to groups of persons 
simil!:1.l' .with respect to some set of characteristics. Thus, persons are 
classified; and then statements are made about the expected per
formance of members of the classes. The Iterformance outcomes to be 
expe6h~d for specific -dasses of persons are those which provide the 
most probable values for the population as a whole. 

Any>prediction method may be regarded as having, or lacking, not 
one ;but many validities of' varying degrees. Since validity refers to 
the relation between a specific criterion measure and some earlier as
sessment, it is dependent upon the particular criterion used. Thus, a 

:prgdiction method has as many validities as there are criterion mea
srl~~~~t'oi:be.predicted. Just as a test of scholastic achievement taken 
after i{i~htVscl1001 might provide valid predictions of grade-point 
average in coiMg~~put could be invalid for estimating marital stabili
ty, a d,~linquency prediction method might have some validity for 
judging the likelihood of,say, adjudication as a delinquent before age 

.,18 but might provide no information concerning the probability of 
/adultcril11e,high school completion, or conviction for cal' theft. And 
it must be recognized that the issue of validity is one of degl'e~; pre-
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diction methods are not sufficiently described merely as valid or in. 
valid. Rather, statistical statements of the relative validity-e.g., in 
terms of accuracy of predictions in test samples-are in order. 

When there is' a predictive purpose, aU diagnostic and classification 
procedures, whethe,l' they be interview asSessments, results of projec
tive testing, expert judgments, 01' codifications of life history varia
bles, are bound together by the concept of validity. The predictive 
value is shown by the degree to which the method is valid with 
respect to specific criterion classificationsj and individual stylistic 
preferences of research workers, clinicians, judges, administrators, or 
others cannot logically enter the argument. 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE DECISIONS 

The concepts, diagnosis, classificatioI;l, and prediction, may be 
l'eviewed briefly with respect to decisions made during each of the 
foul' major aspects of the criminal justice system discussed in sub
sequent chapters. These are decisions by police, prosecutors, judges, 
and cprrectional functionarie~. Spme perSons pass through all these 
sets of decisions in their careers from arrest to final dischargej and 
ruany, unfortunately, repeat the process. 

It should be noted that in dif:;cusf:;ing thef:;e decisions we certainly 
are not talk~t1g, about the entire delinquency and crime problem. The 
criminal justice system may be il'relevant to most acts which, if 
known, would be defined as delinquent or criminal. In a national 
United States sample of 13- to 16-yeal'-olclf', 88 percent reported com~ 
mitting at least one chargeable offense in the prior 3 years. Only 9 
percent were detected by the police, only 4 percent received police 
records, fewer than 2 percent were referred to court, and a little 
more than l'pei~qe!ltW!;:t&;adjudicated delinquent. 111e acts of the 3 
perr.entcaught by polii,ll'epresented less than 3 percent of their total 
chargeable acts (WilIi8~hf:;and Gold 1972). 

Similarly" in disc14%sing polke, prosecution, sentencing, and cor
rectional decisions) various additional critical decision pOihts are left 
put. Before moving to the consideration of those four general areas, 
therefore, some aspects of decisions related to delinquency preven- " 
tioll, juvenile detention, and pre-tl'ial1:'elease are mentioned. 
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P)\!oblems 

DON M. GOTTFREDSON 

DELINQUENCY 
The problem of prediction of delinquency among chilcM,m has 

received mu(!h attention; and the voluminous literature on it is vat'ied 
with respect to the kinds of predictors used, methods for combining 
them, a1ld validation ovidence. A number of reviews nre available 
(Argyle WqljBlum 1957; Gottfl'edson 1967; Gough 1962; Mannheim 
and Willdns 1955; Roso 1967; Savitz 1965; Schuosslol' and Gt'essey 
1950; Venezia 1971). Despite this attention, reSUlting in many pliomis
ing efforts, all extant prediction methods are in need of further 
validation, probable revision, and subsequent revalidation in specific 
jurisdictions before any attempt to use them in prevention applica
tions would bo warrantod. (Craig and Glick 1963; Cureton 1957; Gott
fredson 1967; Gough, Wenk, and Rozynko 1965; Gough 1962; Grygiel' 
1964; Hanley 1961j Kvul'aceus 1966; Moehl and Rosen 1955; Roiss 
1951; SaliM 1958; Shaplin and Tiedman 1951; Trevitt 1965; Vonezia 
1971; and Walters 1956.) Relativoly low validity, problems of 
generalization from samples studied to other populations-perhaps 
with different proportions falling into the criterion categodes-and 
inadequate 01,' absent cross-validation evidence are common problems. 
Another is a lack of information on, or attention to, the relative cQsts 
ancI utilities of identifying and seeking to forestall delinquency in a 
predicted delinquent in relation to the possible costs of misclassifying 
an individual who will not become delinquent (Cronbach and GIeser 
1957). This issue is related to concern with the /Cself-fulfilling 
'prophecy"-that is, to apprehension with respect to the possible nega
tive effects of a classification procedure itself upon the persons clas
sified through labelling them undesh'ably (Toby 1965; United States 
President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia 1966, p. 
59; Wellford 1967). Predictions thus may have the potential of 
. enhancing their own accuracy. 
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The concept of the "self-fulfilling p~'ophecy" calls attention in addi
tion to the probability that the two types of errol' resulting from any 
prediction procedure-errors to be expected (since perfection is 
not)-may not have equa} \ consequences. It may be much more 
damaging to treat as delifillUents those persons misclassified as ex
pected delinquents than to treat actual predeUnquents as if they were 
not expected to be delinquent. 

DETENTION 

Juvenile detention is the preadjlldication confinement of allegedly 
delinquent children. Its use, in terms of the proportions of l'eferred 
children who are held, varies markedlY in the United States (Sumner 
1968; Nt,tional Council of Crime and Delinquency 1967). Its purpose 
generally is held to be the temporary containment of children who, 
if released, 'would be likely to run away 01' harm themselves or the 
community. 

Typically, children refetl'ed to probation departments (as arms of 
the juvenile courts) are screened by probation officers who decide 
whether or not the child shall be detained pending further study and 
disposition-which mayor may not involve adjudication by the ju
venile courts. Criteria used in arriving at this decision are poorly ar
ticulated 01' wholly absent, and evidence showing any relation of such 
cl'itl';ll'ia to the purposes of the decision is nonexistent since ap
propriate validation studies have not been done. In one study of de
tention (Sumner 1968, p. 162) about one-fifth of the vadance in deci~ 
sion outcomes (detain or release) was attributed to variation in 
cluu'actel'istics of the children studied-more specifically, to their 
priOl' records (of offense, court referrals, detention, and probation). 

Another aspect of the same study showed that differences in at
titudes (of the decision-makers) concerning the use of detention were 
associated with differing detention rates (Gottfl'edson and Gottfl'ed
SOll 1969)., 

In fairness to accused children, the juvenile courts, and the commu~ 
nity, the problem of deciding which children must be detained pend
Ing an ultimate resolution of the allegation demands much more 
empirical study than ever has been atte1hpted. A systematic study of 
experience with these decisions, identifying the criteria used and as
sessing the l'elation of these to the consequehces of the decision out
comes in tel'ms of the later behavior and life experiences of the chil
dren involved, could pl'.ovide the information needed for a more ra
tional, lessarbitl'al'Y, more humane, less damaging handling of chil-
dren in this circumstahce. . 
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UNCOMMON DECISIONS-COMMON PROBLEMS 

JUVENILE PROBATION 

A comprehensive, 4-year project conducted in seven California 
counties by McEachern and Newman (1969) resulted in development 
of a computerized aid to juvenile probation decision-making. 'fhe 
research had three phases: First, a conceptual model of the process 
was developed, specifying the major treatment and disposition points. 
Second, a followup study of 2,290 youths referred to the probation de
partments was complet~d, from which a conditional pl'obability 
lTlOdel-to predict outcome criteria from backgl'ound anq personal 
characteristics-was developed and tested. (Criteria were 
"i:ecidivism," defined as the humber of repeat offenses, and a 
14behavior improvement-deterioration" measure.) Finally, an experi
mental "on-line" computer system was developed with the aim of aiel· 
ing probation officers to make decisions based on a Bayesian decision 
model. 

PRETRIAL RELEASE 

In the case of accused adults in the United States, the last decade 
has seen an expansion of interest in extending l'elease, while trial is 
awaited, to larger numbers of persons while maintaining assurance of 
the d,efendant's availability for trial. (Freed and Wald 1964i United 
States Department of Justice 1964; United States De.partment of 
Justice and Vera Foundation, Inc. 1965; Vera Institute of Justice 
1972). Traditionally, release on money bail has been the principal, and 
often the sole, mBthod for avoiding confinement of the accused while 
awaiting trial (despite its obvious discrimination against the poor). 1~ 
many parts of the United S~ates programs of.l'elease on the person's 
own recognizance now have been added. The classification and predic
tion problems posed in this area are similar to those fOllnd at many 
other points of decisions in the criminal justice process; thus,their 
discussion serves to illustrate issues common throughout the system. 

The necessity for more careful and thorough study in this impor
tant, complex area was aptly defined by Herman Goldstein (United 
States Department of Justice and Vera Foundation, Inc., 1965, p. 151-
160). He commented that the traditional American presumption of in
nocence before trial, together with a concern for community security, 
places this problem within the same context as so many of the other 
critical issues surrounding criminal justice decisions. The issue is 
joined by the need for striking a balance between the concern for the 
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protection of society and the desire to guarantee maximum freedom 
for the person. The desire - to prevent future crimes opposes the 
desire to allow the suspect to be free prior to trial. Not only the need 
for further study but also the form it should take was suggested by 
Goldstein: ' 

Like so many issues in criminal justice administration, the issue 
of preventive detention is complicated by the fact that we do not 
really know, in quantitative terms, what the social costs are of 
the several alternative.:?_-.We have only fragments of information 
on how many crimes are committed by individuals while on bail. 
And where such figures are available, we have no indication of 
the extent to which these figures are influenced by the prevalent 
practice of detaining those who would be the most serious risks. 
We do not know whether those crimes which are committed are 
similar to those with which the individua..l has already been 
charged. We do not know how many of these crimes could have 
been prevented. And we have little quantitative knowledge of 
the inconvenience or damage which prevalent practice in the use 
of bail causes the individual (United States Department of 
Justice and Vera Foundation, Inc. 1965, pp. 158-159). 

Discussing the purposes of bail, he pointed to the necessarily pre-
dictive purpose of the judicial decisions concerned. He asserted: 

. . . Since the only purpose of bail which is set forth in existing 
Federal or State law is that of assuring the reappearance of the 
defendant for trial, it would appear that the question of whether 
bail is excessive must be determined on the basi8 of the criteria 
which predict the likelihood of reappearance. 

Similarly stressing the central importance of the proQJem of predic-' 
tion to issues of bail, preventive detention, and release'on recog
nizance, Freed and Wald stated: 

12 

Bail, devised as a system to enable the release of accused per
sons pending trial, has to a large extent developed into a system 
to detain them. The basic defect in the system is its lack of facts. 
Unless the committing magistrate has information shedding light 
on the question of the accused's likelihood to return for trial, the 
amount of bail he sets bears only a chance relation to the sole 
lawful purpose for setting it at all. So it is that virtually every 
experiment and every proposal for improving the bail system in 
the United States has sought to tailor the bail decision to infor
matton bearing on that central question. For many, release on 
their personal promise to return will suffice. For others, the 
word of a personal surety, the supervision of a probation officer 
or the threat of loss of moriey or property may be necessary. For 

UNCOMMON DECISIONS-COMMON PROBLEMS 

some, determined to flee, no control at all may prove adequate 
(Freed and Wald 1964, p. 56). 

A number of programs have been initiated as a means of improving 
the information upon which recommendations for release of defen
dants on their own recognizance may be made when this information 
suggests that there is no substantial risk of the defendant's failure 
to appear at the specified time and place. These programs for im
proved fact finding, described by Freed and Wald in the report cited, 
are underway in State or Federal courts throughout the United 
States. 

The pioneer in this effort was the Vera Foundation's Manhattan 
Bail Project, stal-ted in the fall of 1961, which provided a model for' 
other jurisdictions. The evaluation of risk was based upon data COll

cerning residential stability, employment history, family contacts 
nearby, and prior Cl'iminal record. A point system was used in order 
to weight the various items considered, and, if the defendant scored 
a sufficient number of points (and if he could provide an address at 
which he could be reached), then verification of the information was 
attempted. The project staff then reviewed the case and decided 
whether to recommend release. 

Freed and Wald reported results since found in many jurisdictions: 

... The Manhattan Bail Project and its progeny have demon
strated that a defendant with roots in the community is not like
ly to flee/irrespective of his lack of prominence or ability to pay 
::i" bondsman. To date, these projects have produced remarkable 
results, with vast numbers of releases, few defaulters and scarce
ly any commissions of crime by parolees in the interim between 
release and trial (Freed and Wald 1964, p.,62). 

These authors pointed out that projects such as these serve two 
purposes: 

1. They free numerous defendants who would otherwise be jailed 
for the entire period between arraignment and trial, and 
2. They provide comprehensive statistical data, never before ob~ 
tainable, on such vital questions as what criteria are meaningful 
in deciding to release the defendant, how many defendants 
paroled on particular criteria will show up for trial, and how 
much better are a defendant's chances for acquittal ora 
suspended sentence if he is paroled (Freed and Wald 1964, p. 62). 

The general problem of prediction is thus a central issue in recog
nizance release decisions; and the specific prediction problem of 
greatest interest may be stated quite simply. We wish to know who 
reasonably can be expected to appear_for trial an~ who cannot. How~ 
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ever, there is considerableili£~rest ~~ well in the problem of predic
tion of offenses by mi,restees who ai'e released on their own recog
nizance. Finally, thd1:;e is interest in a number of related further 
possible outcomes o'f' the "decision. These other outcomes, which also 
require empirical study, include a variety of other aspects of the ad
ministration of justice, where the consequences of release on recog
nizance are; at present, unknown. 

Stressing the importance of this area of study are the results of 
an experimental project within the New York study. As summarized 
by Freed and Wald, 

... of all defendants believed by the project to be qualified for 
release, half were in fact recommended to the court, while the 
other half were placed in a control group, and their recommenda
tions withheld. In the project's first year, 59% of its parole 
recommendations were followed by the c01.irt, compared to only 
16% paroled in the control group. In short, recommendations 
based on facts nearly quadl'upled the rate of releases (Freed and 
Wald 1964, p. 63).. 

This shows that the proportions released increased through the 
program; but what of other consequences of the release on recog
nizance decision-for example, consequences of' acquittal or confine-
ment. The report continues, ,;,. 

14 

The subsequent case histories of defendants in both groups were 
thereafter analyzed. They showed ,that 60% of the recommended 
parolees had either been acquitted;:;ol' had their cases dismissed, 
compared with only 23% of the c9ntrol' group. Moreover, of the 
40% who were found guilty out ofj;he parole group, only one out 
of six was sentenced to prison. Ill, contrast, 96% of those con
victed in the control group were sentenced to serve a jail terlll 
(Freed and Wald 1964, p. 63). 
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for only 2 or 3 percent of the variance in these criteria. Although a 
variety of addition~l items were studied, the resulting prediction 
equat!phS, when' applied to a validation sample, failed to achieve 
better prediction than the Vera instrument. 

Another recent project sought the safe pretrial release of defen
dants jailed as a resultaf .. inability either to post money bail or to 
meet Vera-type criteria f01:' release on recognizance (Venezia 1971, 
1972, 1973). During the project's first 8 months of operation, 81 of 141 
defendants interviewed were released to a community treatment pro
gram. The cases of 61 defendants rewjhed the court disposition stage} 
and all appeared {Ol' trial. The program was reported as /I ••• showing 
that defendants, who have been considered poor risks for pretrial 
release, can be released with no greater danger to the community 
than that presented by persons on money bail," (Venezia 1971, p. viii). 
The released defendants, \Jompared to members of a nonreleased con
trol group, were less likely to be incarcerated after conviction. 

PREVENTIVE DETENTION 

The intertwining of issues of law with those of diagnosis, classifica
tion, and prediction is well illustrated by problems surrounding the 
concept of pretrial detention aimed at the prevention of possibly 
further crimes by an accused but not convicted person. A now former 
Attorney General of the United States argued in 1969 against chal
lenges that a Federal proposal providing for preventive detention vio
lates the Eighth Amendment, the presumption of innocence, and the 
due process clause ·of the Fifth Amendment (Mitchell 1969). 
Discussing these constitutional issues, he argued that there is no al
ternative to detentior of persons who will commit; additional serious 
crimes if released pEllii1ing trial, if the community is to be protected. 
(See Hruska 1969, for a similar argument.) 

Setting aside the legal issues, one must ask how such (additional?) 
offenses are to be predicted, by what classification schemes, with 
what degrees of reliability and validity, and at what costs (of correct 
and incorrect predictions). Among others arguing the presumed 
merits of preventive detention, Lindau supported the detention-of the 
Ilmost dangerous" defendants on the basis of the insight and ex-
perience of trial judges (Lindau, 1969-1970). It apparently is not 
needless to say that the validity of such predictions by trial judges 
is a question to be answered empirically and that evidence to date 
with such prediction problems must raise considerable skepticism. 
Others (e.g., Dershowitz, 1969-1970) noted the difficulties in predic-
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tion (i.e., the inadequacy of presently available knowledge), pointed 
out the problem of ever knowing how many defendants were errone
ously confined, and conduded that the cost in mmecessary confine
ment would in any case be too high to justify preventive detention. 
(See also, Allington 1970; National Council on Crime and Delinquency 
1971; Hickey 1969; Tribe 1970; Borman 1971; Miller 1970; and:::~Von 

Hir;;;ch 1972.) For a discouraging present-day prognosis for violence 
prediction, see "Can Violence Be Predicted?" (Wenk and Emrich 
1972). 

COMPETENCY 
Confusion concerning the concepts, diagnosis, classification, and 

prediction, also reigns nQtably around the issue of competency to 
stand trial an issue which similarly illustrates the mixturt;! of legal , "...-

and scientific problems cornmon to criminal justice decision-making. 
(See, e.g., Hess and Thomas 1963; Matthews 1970; McGarry et al. 
1972.) Competency in this case is a legal concept referring to a per
son's ability to appreciate the nature of the proceedings against him 
and to participate adequat~ly in his own defense. The concept thus 
concerns a state of the person, i.e., a diagnosis. The diagnosis, how
ever, must address the 'lssues of pretrial competency which are essen
tially legal, not psychiatric, concerns (McGarry et al. 1972). The 
criteria of competency focus essentially upon the protection of due 
process rights of the accused to a fair trial: The person must un
derstand the nature of the proceedings and their consequences and 
must be able to cooperate with counsel. Otherwise, proceedings are 
suspended until the person is seen as able to participate in the 
defense. Diagnoses of physical or mental illness which often are pro
vided the court ostensibly to assist in the competency determination 
are thus not neces~arily relevant to the legal questions asked. 
Descriptions of states of persons involved or assignments to tradi
tionalpsychiatric categories of mental illness may have little or ri;;t 
bearing on competency as legally defined. ,As a remedy, McGarry afd 
his colleagues bave developed more objective procooUl'es f9r rt~a
surement of competency, seeking more adequate 2.Ssessment of t~\~;., 
specific areas of psychological functioning which are pertinent to til\';! " 
specific diagnosis required by the legal issues. Evidence from this 
study suggests that such pr.ocedures can help . avoid costly, oft;en. 
lengthy, unnecessa,ry conti,nement due to hospitalization fol!' com-

, ., 
petency determinations. ' 
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POLICE DECISIONS 

It is the police who first decide, in any person/event allegedly, ap
parently, or actually a crime, whether or not to invoke the law. Thus, 
polic;e officers /I ••• have, in effect, a greater degree of discretionary 
freedom in proceeding against offenders than any other public offi
cial'; (Bittner 1970, p. 107). They decide, for example, whether or not 
an offense has occurred, whether to arrest, whether to issue a cita
tion, whether to hold persons in custody, whether to refer persons to 
other social agencies; they decide whether to press for the invoking 
of the criminal law or to forget it. 

If the judge decides to dismiss the case or acquit the client, there 
is a record. If the prosecutor decides not to prosecute, there is a 
record. But an officer's decision not to make an arrest is not a matter 
of record (Bittner 1970, p. 107). The police do not merely apply and 
enforce the law; rather; and to a great extent, they use discretion in 
invoking the law (Goldstein 1960; Packer 1964; Kadish 1962; LeFave 
1962). 

In chapter III, Professor Pepinsky discusses the police decision
makers and their decisions. He presents a theoreti~al analysis of po
lice decisions in terms of objectives of legitimate and respectable con
trol and he proposes a strategy for increased citizen participation and, 
hence, rationality in these decisions. 
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There is a widely held stereotype that the police officer works sole
ly to develop evidence of crimes and to apprehend offenders. The 
popularity of this stereotype is not at all remarkable. The occupation 
of the policeman is known as law enforcement. His oath centers on 
upholding the-laws of the jurisdiction he serves. 

Indeed, many policemen are wedded to this conception of their job. 
When a policeman helps someone find a lost child, the policeman, is 
apt to be heard to complain that he is not doing what he is supposed 
to be doing. This albeit the common report that 80 per{!ent of the in
cidents handled by a typical police patrolman fall into the category 
of "service" rather than of Ifcrime" (or perhap~ only 70 percent as in 
Kansas City, see President's Commission on Law Enforcement and 
Administration of Justice 1967, p. 121). 

Most police administrators recognize that the role of their officer& 
includes a considerable amount of service. A few administrators con
clude that their officers should be trained to specialize in offering a 
variety of options to their citizen-clientele in such situation,s. Most ad
ministrators regard this service call (with the' possible exception of 
those for emergency services) as a nuisance and a burden either to 
be reduced, ig~ored, or to be passively endured. 

Small wonder, then, that practically all research on poHce decision
making focuses on aspects of how police decide to enforce or whether 
to enforce the law. Even in the rare instance of research reports on 
police service, like Bittner's (1967a) report on police decisions as -to 
how to respond to apparent mental illness, police decisions are at 
least very nearly characterized as law enforcement decisions.-such as 
whether an involuntary mental commitment shall. be maden There is 
a valid and important question to be expJored as to whether the po
lice decisions only partially involve law enforcement . .However, given 
the predominant state of thinking among police and the practically 
exclusive perspective of social scientists, there are almost no data by 
which to describe police decisions without a law enforcement 
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q 
referent. Hence, this discussion of police decision-making will be i .. ,t 
limited to how· police decide t? ~nforc~ or whether to enforce the law, i. i 
questionable though the restrICtIOn mIght be, i ! 

Within the boundaries of this restriction, there is another issue that ~ I 
need not be resolved stereotypically. The issue is one of whether dis-I 
cretion to enforce the law is viewed as a matter of deciding whether I 
to treat an actual violation of the law as such, or as a matter of decid- It 

ing whether to regard a case as a violation of the law. . 
Goldstein (1963b), for example, stands on the first side of the issue. I 

To him the question of discretion is one of why the police do not fully! I 
enforce the law. From this point of view, violations of the law are! I 
real or actual. The job of the police is to discover theviolationf.), ap- it 
prehend the perpetrators, and develop evidence of the offenses suffi- H 
cient to convict the petp~~ators. Full enforcement is an assumed an.d [ { 
yet unattained goal of polIce work. The goal of full enforcement IS; j 

held not to be attained because of police reticence to do their duty! I 
and because of difficulties in obtaining sufficient informa!ion ab~ut~' 
offenses. These impediments to full enfor~ement are the obJects of In- i ,! 

vestigation in this approach to police.~lecision-making research and; '.~ 
are the stereotypic concern of the police,: themselves. : ! 

The other side of the issue is adopted here, According to this view, tl 
the matter of whether a violation of the law has occurred is one of: i 
social definition. There are, to be sure, deg:tiees of social consensus as!) 
to what the operfitional definition of a given crime should be. Given: \ 
a complaint of a robbery with a film of a man with a gun taking a, '\ 
bag of cash from a bank, few would be expected not to agree that !;1 
a robbery had in fact occurred. But a decision as to whether a wel-: J 
fare check had indeed been stolen from a welfare mother's purse I 
would be expected to be m0Ec~equivocal. The decision would be even 'I 
more problematic if the rep'oft to a victim surveyor alleged the theft i t 
to have taken place 9 monfus previously, Or what is to be made of.! I 
a ~an's statement t?at his ~~rife has just slapped him without justifi~ H 
cation? The matter IS not one of adequate eVIdence alo~e, but also of} 
what conduct is to be regal'ded as an offense. Even If the slap cc-; J 
cUl'red, perhaps it is not inc\uded in that 'whieh should be treated as! ,I 
an assault. If a man takes ~ome statiOl,wry home from the office to. ! 
write lett~rs to friends, pe211aps it should not be considered a theft,' if 
or should It? As lawyers S0011 learn, the boundal;'Y between what. theY~,i 
term "questions of fact" aJd "questions of law", is often ambi~ous,fl 
let alone the difficulties inherent in resolving each of these questIOns'i ! 
To the policem. an, this means, that he is apt to be draw~ beyon? .the[. t 
questions of' whether he can make an arrest or prOVIde suffICIent I 
evidence for a successful prose(!ution to the confrontation of the issuei i 
22 it u t, 
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of whetne,l1J1e should treat an incident as an offense at all, not mel'ely 
on ethiq'a.l' gi~(}unds but on epistemological ones as well. Thus the cen
tral re~:~archquestion on police decision-making is one of how the po
lice de~i~e whether to respond to information as though an offense 
has occurred, givenJegitimate ambiguity on the point. From this per
spective, the exerci~e\ of police discretion is fundamentally a matter 
of deciding how to treat amb;iguous information, not one of ignoring 
what are already known to b@>i'fenses or of failing to find unknown 
ones. As is shown below, the data on police decision-making are fully 
compatibl~ with this premise. 

The de~isions of police supervisors and administrators concerning 
their SubOl'dinates are not covered in this {!hapter for three reasons. 
First, police management carries theoretical foundations and practices 
which are quite distinct from those of police interaction with private 
citizens. As McNamara (1967) reports, administrators and supervisors 
typically are more concerned with running a quasi-mWtary organiza
tion, such as by making certain officers are properly dressed, than 
with the day-to-day decisions line policemen must make. Even ad
ministrative decisions conr.erning deployment of police forces tend to 
be so global that they scarcely cover the decisions line policemen rou
tinely must make. While police management decision~;a1'e well worth 
investigation and description, they constitute a digressicii~ from con-
sideration of other police decision-making, .I 

Second, there are few data available on police management. Most 
of the police management literature is exhortative rather than 
descriptive. There is therefore little material available to us to report 
on police management decifion-making, 

Third, most police decisions are hardly subject to supervision any
way. Whether on the street or in an office, a police officer tyPically 
operates with a high degree of autonomy, The potential for effective 
administrative control Qf the police, as in dealing with police corrup
tion (see, e.g;,' PresidE{~1t's Commission on Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice 1967, pp. 208-215), or violence (Toch 197Q/~r most 
comprehensively; in the National Advisory Commission on Criminal 
Justice Standards and Goals 1973), has only begun to be explored. As 
matters now stand, most line police decisions must be made by the 
officers themselves without the guidance of their supervisors or ad-I" 
ministrators. " 

By way of example, this author observed the traffic enforcement;:<t 
patterns of a group of urban patrolmen for more than 600 hOlll'{'" 
(Pepinsky 1972). Even while supervisors were ;,speaking of the need 
for strict enforcement to cut accident rates, particularly at specified 
intersections, enforcerr:ent patterns varied considerably among patrol-
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L I men. Some patrolmen were notorious for "tagging" a number of mo
torists. Others h'abitually warned motorists, and some rarely even 
looked for violators. This variation occurred even as formal note was 
made of the number of traffic citations given by each patrolman from 
month to month. In other words the gap bebveel};management deci
sion-making and patrol decision-making was considel'able. 

Nevertheless, a considerable range of police decisions is discussed 
here. Given the focus on police decisions as to whether and how to 
treat information received as that of crimes or delinquent acts, a 
variety of decision-makers remain to be covered. These include 
uniformed patrolmen, detectives, and members of specialized units, 
such as those dealing with juveniles, morals, narcotics; and organized 
crime. Decision-making for some categories of offenses, such as traf
fic offenses, differs from that for others. The next section of this 
chapter describes the various categories of police decision-makers in 
some detail. 

THE POLICE DECISION-MAKERS 

Policemen can receive a variety of assignments and the decisions 
policemen are called upon to make vary accordingly. Since this 
chapter does not deal with police management, no attempt will be 
made to describe patterns of administrative hierarchy, from ser
geant~ to chiefs or commissioners. Nor will special assignments relating 
primarily to administrative issues, sUGh as those in community rela
tions, in internal investigation, or in research and planning be 
covered. 

The basic distinction in police assignments is between those wear
ing uniforms and those in "plainclothes." Uniforms are intended to be 
highly visible to the public, plainclothes to be inconspicuous. Not sur
prisingly, therefore, most of the literature on police decision-making 
has focused on decisions by the conspicuous police-the uniformed 
patrolmen. 

Incidentally, it has been found (Cizankas 1973) that the public tends 
to offer greater deference to officers dressed in suits than to officers 
dressed in traditional uniform. In some communities, this has led to 
dressing patrolmen in blazers. Effectively, blazers are still uniforms. 
All of one color, with a crest on the breast pocket, the blazers still 
serve to make the police wearing them readily identifiable by the 
public. 

Uniformed or not, the police decision-makel's generally have a good 
deal in common. Practically all have the same job qualifications and 
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have undergone the same formal training; practically all have begun 
their police careers in uniform; practically all work an 8-hour shift 
each day 4 or 5 days a week (though some departments have experi
mented with 10-hour shifts); practically all are subject to working 
overtime on special assignments or for court appearances; and in any 
assignment except.community relations (or planning and research, an 
aspect of police management not here considered), some will be work
ing or on call any time of the day or night. These commonalities func
tion as constraints to lend some similarity to police decision-making 
regardless of assignment. 

On the other hand, there are also structural features of the various 
assignments which dictate differences in patterns of. decision-making. 
These features will now be described. 

!! 
! ! II Uniformed Patrolmen 

f f Most uniformed patrolmen in any department are generalists. Some 
It may walk beats, but most are assigned districts to patrol in squad 
I! cars--most in marked squad cars. In large enough cities, patrolmen 
i I work out of precinct stations, each comprised of several districts. II Though no data are available on the JWipt, in this author's experience 
! f a "large enough" city will have a ~9~:~lation of nearly 2(j0,000 or 
I ~ more.9' 
1 : iF": 

\IJ!. In sume departm~nts, patrolmen rid~ t,;o in a squad car, in other~!.lh 
L ' one. Those on routme patrol are resptmslble for answering calls for ~: 

i f assistance relayed to them by the dispatcher. Though in some areas '. 
ilt:!, .11 of large cities police can be overloaded, with responding to calIf) (see, 

e.g., Reiss 1971, pp, 78-79), a more common problem for patrolmen is 
compensating for the paucity of calls they receive. 

i J For example, this author gathered data on observations of 70 
F! patrols in the busiest precinct'in Minneapolis (Pepinsky 1972). The 
ftf patr~lmen received tnbaverage ~f six calls in each 8-hou1' patrol and 
\ spen an average 0 a out 10 mmutes for each response (in a range 
i I of a coupl~~J:>f minutes on such cans as those to "check Iuds disturb
I,:,' II' ing" to .~n hour-and-a-half for a response in which an arrest was 
',i .. f. made).i'i',l\ypically, then, the patrolmen spent about an hour of' their 
j! 8-hour shift responding to calls and took off another half hour for 
!t meals. This left 6% hours in which the patrolmen had to make work 
it for themselves. '. 
11 Adam '12 notwithstanding, patrolmen are not in the habit:of 
I! discovering offenses in progress as they ride through the streets. U During ;t.he 70 patrols of data collection and the 10 patrols of pretest 
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in MinneapoHs;this observer only once was witness to catching offen
ders in the act (e:xcept for traffic violations)-catching a group of 
burglars when the observer was in a squad car that had been called 
to back up the arrest. The myth of patrolmen constantly fighting 
crime is far removed from the daily routine of most police. 

Traffic enforcement is often a relief from the boredom of routine 
patrol. Tickets can be written for a streetful of parking violators 
(though in cities with meter maids, this task is largely preempted). 
The patrolmen can sit at a street ,corner and wait for someone to go 
through a red light, though often at such times drivers can be frus
tratingly law-abiding. Oonveniently, a speeder or someone driving a 
car with a broken,'-muffler may pass by. As a last resort, cars can be 
stopped for license, registration, and traffic arrest warrant checks. Or 
the patrolmen can scan license plates of parked cars to see whether 
they might be listed on the "stolen sheet." 

Occasionally, a suspicious character may be spotted running across 
a lawn or parked in a back alley. A stop for a cup of coffee may re
lieve the monotony. But all too often, patrolmen are left to suffer the 
frustration of riding around aimlessly for hours at a time. 

There are some special assignments for uniformed patrolmen. 
Walking the beat has been mentioned. Here, at least, the patrolman 
is apt to find more opportunity for conversation than in the car. Some, 
cities have special traffic details, including those directing traffic, 
those concentrating on traffic enforcement, and those investigating 
accidents. 

Some departments have tactical squads or special units. Men 
receiving this assignment are apt to receive training in crowd control. 
They are:llso assigned to ride unmarked patrols in high crime areas 
literally to look for trouble. Indeed, if they do not make arrests, they 
are apt to be sent back to regular assignments (Rubinstein 1973, p. 
363). As expected, they find trouble and make arrests more than 
other patrolmen, but sometimes they' practically have to drive across 
a city at high speeds to "back up" a call in order to do so. 

,> There is a good deal more tedium in police patrol than has been 
~popularly and scholarly recognized. This is not to deny that many 
other jobs are more tedious, nor to suggest that there is not a fair 
amount of variety in the situations to which patrolmen are called to 
respond. At one moment a patrolman may be helping someone into 
a locked house or car, at another trying to calm down a raging 
husband and wife, at another picking up a drunk off the street, and 
at another taking a report on an alleged burglary. The demands of 
the job are as various as one can imagine but commonly not nearly 
so frequent as one might suppose. The lack of ar-tivity for uniformed 
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patrolmen, and thek relatively low status in mose police departments, 
lead many of them to seek other assignments. 

Detectives 

In some very small departments uniformed patrolmen do criminal 
investigation themselves or call on a()from other departments or 
agencies. Generally, however, even small departments have full-time 
detectives. Larger departments have divisions of detectives, subdi
vided into units specializing in investigation of particular kinds of 
crimes. The subdivisions range from broad categories in medium-sized 
departments (e.g., property offenses) to those covering specific offen
ses in large departments (e.g., burglary). "Detective" may also be a 
rank above patrolman, equivalent in some departments to that of ser
geant and in others to that of lieutenant. ln these cases one usually 
becomes a detective by civil service examination. 

In a few departments, team policing has been instituted. The most 
widely discussed and adopted plan originated in Syracuse. Under the 
plan, a team is made up for each district, including not only patrol
men, but a detective and members of specialized units as well. There 
are no reports on patterns of decision-making that have in fact 
emerged under such a plan, but in theory coordination among the 
various' types of officers is much closer than under conventional po
lice organization. In theory, too, detectives would be on the street a 
good deal, but data on the pojnt are unavailable. 

,,-~;:'\,\{';.:;!I' , 

Detectives are distinct ff§iil members of specialized units, such as 
narcotics, discussed below. 'Detectives geI1erally do not initiate in
vestigations but proceed on the basis of offense reports and some
times arrest reports received' from uniformed patrolmen. They try to 
find offenders, locate missing property, and prepare evidence to 
present cases to prosecutors., 

Dragnet has presented another misleading image about the police. 
Most offenses known to the police are not cleared by arrest (see, 
,federal Bureau of Investigation, annual). Most detectives spend the 
bulk of their time at their desks, going through papers and using the 
telephone.\:~ " 

1: 
Regrettably, empirical studies of detectives are nowhere to be 

found. As with most of the specialized units, hypotheses about deci
sion-making are made in thie chapter, but with very little evidence 
in the literature as foundation. , 
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Specialized Units: Juvenile or Youth Aid 
Officers 

C I ! 
I 

! 
I 
L 

Thernovement to treat wrongdoers under 18 years of age as wards i ~ 
. 111 

of the State to be helped rather than as criminals to be punished jf 
began in the United State~. around the turn of the century. Separate I) 
courts weree.stablished for juvenile delinquent offenders. The defini- if 
thn of Udelinquency" was extended to include not only those acts j'.! 
'~hich if committed by adults would be. crimes. Chirdreh wkl'e also It 
termed "delinquent" (or "persons in need of supervision") if they ;If .. 1 
were truant from school, "incorrigible," "stubborn," or in a plethora ! 
of ways demonstrated the need for State supervision in loco parentis. r.! 
However, it is a moot point whether ad,judicated delinquents came tol;l 

~ be treated. any less harshly than convicted criminals (Kittrie 1971). I ! 
In conformity with the spirit and demands of the juvenile court t t 

movement, police depa:rtments developed juvenile or youth aid divi- f [ 
sions. Members of these divisions were specially assigned to in- 1,1 t 
vestigate and to ,some extent manage the cases of problem children. I I 
Cases involving'~bildren were to '. be referred to these officers by l! 
other 'police, by 'other agencie~; especially including schools, by !! 

h parents who sought assistance in dealing with their own children, by I J 
other involved or concerned citizeils,and in some cases by the courts ! f 
or court services themselves., ! t 

Some juvenile policemen (or woil1~n) are assigned directly to II 
schools as liaison o~f'icers. It is generally well ungerstood (e;g. Gold- II 
man 1963) that juvenile officers have a considerable amount of,discre- l 

I" tion as to 'whether to make use of informal disposition of cases or of f ' 
formal referral of cases to juvenile court and of whether forrrially to ! 
take juveniles whicl1 will be discussed here. Remarkably, pattJrns of 
police decision-ma~~lg with reference to juveniles appear to qi:l prac- I 
tically the same as'those by patrolmen concerning adults. In fact, all 1 

of the findings on police decision-making can be subsumed under a I", 
single theoretical fl;amework, as they are later in this chapter. , 

'I, 

Specialized' Onits: Morals Squad 'Officers, 
Narcotics Officers, and 'Organized Crime 
'Officers :\ 

These unit.s usually are found only in large departments. Officers 
.in these units specialize in 1aying the foundation for prosecution of 
what Stinchcombe (1963) has referred to as "private offenses." These 
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are offenses characteristicaHy committed out of. the public vi~lw in 
which even those who ,might be considered victims will not or ci~nnot 
complain to the police. ,For instance, it ,would be rare to find a citizen 
complaint in cases of gambling, prostitubion, or sale of narcotics. Thus, 
officers in these units rely primarily ,bn three techniques to gain 
evidence of offenses for arrest and prose'cution. . ,~ 

One technique for obtaining infor,:rr%~iim is to payor cajole those 
already involved in· illicit activities. THe paid informant and/or the in
formant who is asked to cooperate in return for some form of immu
nity from arrest oi;'· pwsecution may in some cases be induced to 
serve as a prosecution witness. More often, however, his or her infor
mation is; used as a prelude to the use of one of the other two 
techniques. 

A second technique is covert surveillance or examination of 
suspects. An informant's statement, for instance, may pro '>ride suffi
cient basis for authority to use a wiretap to gather incriminatory 
evidence. Or a se.~Fch warrant ,:inay be issued permitting offieers to 
come upon suspect~: unawares to find evidence such as narcotics. 

The third technique, again commonly based on informants' state
ments, .is for an officer to gain the confidence of a suspect and get 
the suspect to con1mit an offense in the offirl'!;r's presence. This 
technique is commonly used as a basis for arrestsfo:f' drug sales. 

The literature on how members, of these units decide whom to treat 
, , " 

as suspects and which activities. to treat as illicit (e.g., those of a pimp 
versus those of a prostitute) is practically nonexistt:)nt. One academic 
and yet basic reason for the paucity of data on this topic is no doubt 
the difficulty of constructing a controlled research del'lign for locating 
patterns of decision-making in this type of activity. This difficulty is 
explainecl, in the following section of;;the chapter; 

{ 

GENERAL APPROACI-1ES TO PGLlCE 
DECISIGN-MAKING: REACTIVE AND 
PROACTIVE 

The distinction between nroactive and reactive law enforcement 
has been brought into comm"on us-a~~by Reiss (see, e.g., 1971). He uses 
the terms Bpecifically to refer toCf~ctivities of uniformed patrolmen. 
If the patrolmen respond to a calf:;t:rom the dispatcher, their action 
;is called reactive. If the patroInf~J}. find incidents with'Out the 
dispatcher's aid, their action is calledpi·oactive. It is theoretically use
ful to generalize these categories to cbnsideration of all ,decision-mak-
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i r.q 
I ' ing. Not so obviously, perhaps, there is more reason for the catego- 11,1 

des to be salient to the researcher than to the patrolman or other 1 

decision-makers. For the researcher, proactive decisions form a null II.! 
category, a category definable only as a residuum of decisions not 'I 
known to be reactive. What defines reactive action is a practically l '( 
certain signal to the researcher that an occasion for a dec!si?J1 is at f 
ham!. For instance, when a patrolman receives a call '1:'1-on'l the !, 
dispatcher, the observer is practically certain the patrolman must de- I' I 
cide which kind of official response to make, including the option of I 

having found an offense to have occuned. For other patrol decisions, ! I 
the observer does not have this certainty. The patrolman may be 11 
equally nearly certain of what he is called upon t6 report in other I; I 
situations, but the observer does not share this awareness, if such j 1. 

awareness exists at all. r i 
The question of sha!'e(k~wareness is irrelevant to the obsel~ver in !! 

an important sense. If he is to study the substance of decisions as 'l'l 
a dependent variable, he needs to' induce the independent variable I 

from \vhich t'o begin his process of explanation. For instance, if ~he 1(1 
observei· seeks to isolate variables explanat.ory of patrolmen's debi- .; 
sions to arrest, a control group of decisions not to arrest is required. 1

1

,,/, 

More specifically, if more blacks than whites are arrested by patrol- . 
men, the observer needs to be able to show that the patrolmen de- !,~,~ir 
cided proportionally not to arrest a lower proportion of blacks than I' 

whites to prove that blacks are more likely than whites to be ar- i t 
rested. Decisions to treat cases as warranting law enforcement can 1

1

',' 'f~ 
be controlled against those not so to treat cases only in instances of I', 

reactive police decision-making. Most of the literature on police deci- l"l~ 
sion-making focuses on these instances, \ 

Which, then, are to be dealt with aSl'ea:ctive police decisions? First, II 
obviously, patrolmen's responses to calls from the dispatcher are in- ! i 

, ,!' eluded. Recall that decisi'yns of concel'nhel'e are those of police as to l} 

whether matters are to be treated as involving the 'comm.ission of If 
Cl'jmes or delinquent acts. Police are asked to make a formal response If 
to each call, in which they must decide wbether to report the offensesl~ 
they are sworn to uncov·er. ;1 

There is no way to enumerate the incidents patrolmen consider "l 

proactively. Does one include all suspicious glances of the patrolmen [1
1
: 

in a squad car? O,ne can enumerate the proactive and reactive deci- f & 

sions by patrolmen that law enforcement activity is warranted. Black 1 J 
1970, howeY5lr, found only 24 percent of such decisions to be proac- ! I 
tive. This author, Pepinsky 1972, found 1 percent of Guch decisions to I f 
be proactive. By accounting for patrolmen's reactive decisions to treat 1"I! 
matters as in the jurisdiction of law enforcement, 911f~ accounts for .' 
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th~ vast majority of ali patrolmen IS decisions to treat matters thusly. 
fTraffic enforcement by patrolmen is predominantly proactive, The 
/1 

dispatcher can scarcely be expected to direct the patrolmen to find 
.( , 

moving violators, and patrolmen are seldom dispatched to write park
ing tickets. 

As Black and Reiss (1970) point out, juvenile officers get most of 
their cases by referral-from patrolmen, from schools and other 
agencies and citizens. Their decisions are therefore treated as typi
cally reactive. The decision-making literature uniformly proceeds on 
this premise, assuming that juvenile officers are called upon to treat 
every case as though it might be referred to juvenile court. 

Detectives practically always base their activity on offense reports. 
Hence, their activity is also treated as reactive. No signal is discerni
ble for action by members of other special police units adequate to 
treatment of their decisions as reactive. The paucity of decision-mak
ing data on activities of ~pecial units is consistent ,with this premise 
as is the generally private nature of these categories of offenses. 
Thus, the activities are treated as proactive for purposes of this re
port. 

Based on an understanding of the roles assigned to police decision
makers and of the basic approaches to decision-making taken by po
licemen, the decisions themselves can be explained. 

Reactive Decisions-" Manifesting Legitimate 
and Respectable Control 

The findings on reactive discretion by patrolmen and juvenile of
ficers fall'iMo a tradition of research and writing on police disrltetion, 
repreSented in a generai way by Aaron (196(!), Abernathy (1962), 
Adler (1964)"J?anton (1963, 1964), Barker (1966), Cressey (195'(), Her
man Goldsteirt (1963 a, 1963 b), Kadish (1962), Parker (1965), Toch 
(1963, 1968) and Whitaker (i964), in addition to those whose, work is 
cited below., The findipgs on how the discretion is used are all con
sistent with the imputation n~ a rather simple motivation to the police 
in their work. That motiva:;;lUi~i~·,,~,p try to make manifest to them
selves and to others that they ar~L:in control of police-citizen interac
tions, and that this control is legitimate and identifies the police as 
o9ccupying a respectable status within society. Reiss has described 
this effort by the patrolman as an attempt to meet ",the problem of 
establishing legitimacy of. authority" '(1971; p.o'3): 
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Universalistic vs. Particularistio Devices for 
Manifesting' Legitimate and Respectable 
Control 

~:. : "1. 

f L 
If 
" I! 

,'. fff! 
',r I 
'1 J 

The way in which the literature has indicated the police might 1'7 
manifest legitimate and respectable control in reactive situations can f'l. 
be divided into four categories: (1) meeting what they perceive to be II 

jt 
;::::~:f~n:~ t;e~:~t~2)a:~t~~~:t~~ffi~i~~t t~:~s 0~ns~;~~:S~e:I:3~::: ,1 
serting their control by making decisions opposite to those they be- II 
lieve any parties who challenge their control would want them to 1 I 
make; and (4) making decisions as to whether to report offenses in I J 
such a way as to show that they identify with respectable people of I' 
apparently attractive social status and to show they identify against I 

1 
the unrespectable. The first two of these devices are, in Parsons' LIS 
(1951) terms, universalistic. That is, they suggest that the features of 'I. :'l~ 
situations significant for these purposes do not depend on the nature 
of the relationships developed between the patrolmen and the citizens Ii 
they meet. The latter pair of the devices is particularistic-that is, 'It, I 
they depend on the nature of particular police-citizen relationships. I 

The universalistic devices should take a while to internalize. Hence, f 
! it is to be expected that their use becomes mor~ salient as the I 

seniority of the policeman increases (though the decision-maldnglA 
literature does not explicitly touch this issue). "I' 

I ~~ The learning of the universalistic devices might be a part of the !;~f 

socialization of the policeman described by Niederhoffer (1967) andf ! 

, . 
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tion that ethnic difference~fOrpolicemen can make a difference in the 
ways they do their job.,~· 

Universalistic Devices;; Meeting Perceived 
Expectations 

There, should be some cues the patrolmen get that treatment of a 
situation as warranting formal law enforcement activity is . or is not 
the socially expected response for them to make. As seven'a! authors 
(including Bittner 1967a, 1967b,,' Cumm~ng, et al. 1965, Stoddard 1967, 
and Wilson 1963) have suggested, the policemen look for external in
struction as to whether they are presented with a situation that calls 
for formal law enforcement action-as by an offense report or an ar
rest. The first clue the patrolmen receive as to what is expected of 
them is in the dispatcher's call. This author (Pepinsky 1972) found in 
fact that patrolmen he observed based their decisions on whether to 
report most offenses practically entirely on whether the dispatcher 
mentioned an offense in his call, provided only that the patrolman 
talked to someone who' corroborated the call. This is consistent with 
Skolnick's (1966) and Wilson's (1968) observations that police feel im
pelled to demonstrate to those in a position to hear that they give 
priority to law enforcement activity. 

The expectation most commonly referred to in the literature is the 
explicit request or demand by a complainant that the police take 
specified acti9n. Black (1970) found that police rely on complainants' 
expressed wiShes in deciding whether to report offenses. Blackalld 
Reiss (1970) and Hohenstein (1969) report the same reliance on com
plainants' wishes in police decisions as to whether to take juveniles 
into custody. 
. The Minneapolis study (Pepinsky 1972) also provided a small 

• Westley (1970). Socialization is probably a slow process, however, Ii 
since it is not uncommon to hear policemen comment that it takes \ I 
from 1 to 5 years to become "streetwise." Conversely, the particu- ! '! 
laristic devices are to be expected to be more salient for the more !'" t 

... '.'11 number of cases that suggest ot.her normative expectations 'are operajunior officers. Besides not being as sensitive to universalistic cues as , 
their senior brethren, the junior officers can be expected to have to rl' tive in patrolmen's reactive decision-making. Where the complainant 

! , ;; knows an alleged suspect, the patrolmen believe they can settle such use particularistic. devices more often to bolster their identities as I ' 
;~!.':matters as th~fts inf?rmally. ~lderly complainan:s can safely be re

good policemen (McNamara 1967, pp. 163-252)'Hr~ garded as senIle. TheIr complamts are apt to be Ignore.d. Women are 
The particularistic standards are likely more salient overall for 1 t b 

those with the lesser .social distance, frolp the citizens they meet in }. f to e pr~tected, and the patrolmen treat ~heir complaints of assault 
, • ., 'I ~. '. II more serIously than those of males. 

a reactIve sItuatIOn, Goffman~ .. ~1~63J :,l')n:ept of role dIstance sug- 11 Since the patrolman knows that official action against more serious 
gests that tho~e more. apt to be ,;Identifi.ea as members of the low- II offenl'1es connotes more effective enforcement to his superiors, he (or 
sUltus commu~lty are lIkely; to make ~!lm~est that they are um:ela.te~) I ~ now occasionally she) shapes his (or her) decisions to this expectation. 
or only ~egatively related to ,the undeSIrables., Tl1~ same may be ?l .' B~ack (1970) found patrolmen: more likely to report felonies than 
hypothesIze~ to apP,IY to othe:.~ea,sur~s of s~clal ~lsta~ce, such .as!f.{ mlsdi:lmeanors. Ru?ill'st~in (1973) reports misdemeanors resulting in 
place of reSIdence and race. Tlhs IS conSIstent WIth WIlson s (1964) no- I, t arrest mOl;eoften than violations. 

ri 
'j 
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'l'he reactive decisions of detectives fall overwhelmingly into the 11 
category of meeting expectations. The detectives react to offense. re- I! 
ports, most of them received from patrolmen. The Federal Bureau of ,I 
Investigation annually reports that, nationally, detectives "unfound," 11 
or decide to treat as not stating offenses, only 4 percent of the re- Ii 
ports they receive. The only meaningful prediction to make about de- f 'j' 
tectives' reactive decisions as to whether to treat cases as involving 11' 
violations of the law is that every case will be so treated. Detectives I 

apparently See it as their duty to treat ail cases they receive as in- j·l· 
volving offenses, and they practically always meet this expectation. 

In meeting expectations in reactive decision..;making, policemen are t f 
subscribing to a lesson they have learned in their training. They are /'1 
instructed that there are professional traditions as to how legitimate ! f 
and respectable control through law enforcement is to be accom- I: 
pUshed. Insofar as no, other guidelines present themselves as to what Ii 
constitutes the acconiplishment of legitimate and respectable control, [ 
the police are left to rely on cues from others as to how decisions I 

are to be made. As can be !'leen, a variety of such cases or expecta- jl'J 
tions have been found by observers of police decision-making, and the ¥ 

expectations are often reflected in the decisions that follow. ! 

Universalistic Devices: Fulfilling Prophecies 

The other universalistic device, suggested by the writing of Merlon 
(1968, pp. 475-490), is the self-fulfilling prophecy. As these concep
tions become learned and internalized, the police have been found to 
use them as a basis for deciding whether an allegation of harm to 
which they are called' to react should be treated as an offense. In 
turn, conformity by citizens to these stereotypes of offense behavior 
is reinforced and fulfills the prophecy, as the work of Lemert (1972) 
sug;~ests. , 
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(J967). There is good reason to believe that patrolmen reinforce 
citizens to act out the stereotype by treating violent offenses among 
minority group members as commonplace and tolerable, and among 
whites as exceptional and intolerable. 

In apparent contradiction to this prophecy, there are findings (e.g., 
by Thornberry 1973, in police decisions relating to juveniles, though 
not supported by such fir-dings as those of Terry 1967) that police in 
reactive situations are trtore apt to treat cases (including those of 
violence) involving mindrity group suspects as warranting formal law 
enforcement than those involving whites. The best evidence is that 
the higher rate of formal action against minority group members in 
cases involving alleged violence is attributable to l:>ehavior, of citizen
suspects toward the police, not toward other citizens. . 

Bayley and Mendelsohn (1968, pp. 122-137) found i~ Denver that 
more minority group members repqrted ,mistreatment by the, police 
and complained about police than did whites. Biderman et al. (1967, 
p. 137) found in Washington, D.C., 'that whites are consistently and 
generally substantially more "pro-police" than are blacks. It is there
fore to be expected that minority group citizens are more likely to 
be antagonistic toward the police than are whites, as indeed this 
author observed in Minneapolis. Since citizen demeanor toward police 
rather than the operation of a self-fulfilling prophecy seems to ac
count for reactive police decisions disproporlionally to treat situations 
of all~ged violence involving minority group members as demanding 
law enforcement, the findings on this decision..;making factor are 
covered in a later section. As to higher rates of arrests for black!;i in 
cases of alleged property offenses, racial stereotype~, haVe~eel\ 
shoWn to operate in police decision-making. This bias is';:~ddl'essedin 
the section below on status identification.';':lt::~., 

One of the most interesting and best documented of these stereo
typeS is that when a black assaults another black (particularly with 
a knife), the conflict will turn out to have been an ordinary family 
quarrel; whereas when both parties are white, the matter will be re
garded as highly unusual and serious (La Fave 1962, cited in S~olnick 
1967, p. 171): While Black's (1970, pp. 744-746) data do 110t show sup
port for the role of race in offense-reporting, his findings might have 
been different had he analyzed harms involving the pel'son separately 
from those involving .only property. A ba~lis for the stereotype that 
some. gl'OUPS ordinarily do more serious vilolence to one another,than 
do others has been provided by the work of Wolfgang and F€)rracuti 

Pollak (1950) has argued that a great deal of hidden female 
criminality exists, which he attributed in large measure to females 
being treated as Offenders by police much less readily than men. I Here again a self-fulfilling prophecy apparently operates. Given the 

I.' ' stereotype that women commit fewer crimes than men, patrolmen 
i less often reactively treat .women as offenders than they do men; and 
I thus fewer women than men turn out to be offenders in official eyes. 

34 

I ,J The research by Terry (1967) suggests the' operation of another 
r i self-fulfilling prophecy in the reactive decisions of juvenile ()fficers to 
! .~ treat problem cases: as officially recognized instances of delinquency. 
'I I A prior record of juvenile delinquency indicates that a case should be 

i' '" I ~ J.ormally disposed of,thereby increasing the relative proportion of 
" known recidivists. among those regarded as delinquent. of juveniles H seen. The criterion used by juvenile, officers for their decisions 
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becomes the ba~is for the rationale that more delinquents, ('after all" 
(Garfinkel 1956), have that characteristic. 

One way of posing the question of whether legitimate and respecta
ble control has been accomplished is to ask whether control through 
treatment of cases as demanding law enforcement is needed. Stereo
types are l~arned by policemen in the course of their careers. As Ru
binstein (1973, pp. 150-151) notes, the stereotypes become clearer to 
policemen as their experience increases. Together, the stereotypes 
constitute street wisdom. Certain categories of people clearly need to 
be treated as offenders. Why? Because they have tended to be those 
found likely to be offenders in the past. The reasoning is circular but 
powerful to the policeman who has no independent way of testing the 
power or of knowing the origin of the stereotypes. The stel'eoty~e.s 
are therefore definitive of when and where the respectable and legIti
mate approach to control of a situation is officially to tr"at it as an 
occasion for law enforcement activity. 

Particularistic, Devices: Responses to 
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It has been found repeatedly that those juvenile suspect~ wh
9
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demeanor toward the police is cooperative (see Black and ReISS 1 ;)1 
Chambliss and Nagasawa 1969; and Piliavin and Briar 1964) earn !I 
more lenience from the police than do those whose demeanor shows \ i 
a. lack of respect (Goldman }'963; LaFave 1962; and LaFave 1965). i.l 

Black (1970) found that the more cooperative complainants were with I! 
the police, the more likely were the police to reP?l-t offenses .. He.iss I I 
(1970, p. 51) found that patrolmeJ! were more hostlle or authhOl'l.t~l'1an \'t 
and more likely to ridicule citizens of two races when "t e cltIzens III 
were agitated" than when they were "calm and detached.",:.Though . f 

not all directly on point, this literature lends considera'ble support toH 

~~~e:!ej::;~~ea~~i:~!Ora:I·t~er:~e~~e:e~~ti;:e~tC~~;~::i! p::r~: 1'1 
stances of violation of law. Olie New York City Police Captain who t! 
has given training to patrolmen on the handling of domestic disputes IJ 
confirms that, in the case of alleged family assaults at least, patrol- \ I 

men generally an'est only when they receive abuse, regardless of;:;i:t· 
possible injury to other citizens.'::" I' h It 

A chain of reasoning leads to a connection between accomp IS ment I '1'1 

of legitimate and l'espectadble
h 

conl~rol onththethone Thhandp' 'Olal'cnedcotmhe l!'l ....• ·. 

demeanor of citizens towar t e po Ice on eo er. e-
m()nly hold the plausible assumption that citizens who respect the ! J 

J 1 
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authority of the law are those more likely to behave in adheren(:e to 
the dictates of the law. In the typical view of the policeman, he does 
not act as an individu.al, but;. as an ageiit sworn to uphold the majlesty 

. of the law before the public. If a ~itizen behaves disrespectfully 
toward the officer, the citizen is not seell by the officer as mEn-ely 
showing disregard to the officer as an individual. The citizen is seen 
as disregarding the larger authority the officer believes he 
represents. Thus, disrespect to the officer represents the best 
evidence the officer is apt to have of disrespect for the laW it
self-hence, of a citizen's determination not to adhere to the dictates 
of the law in the future. 

In a few moments of contact, there is littllJi an officer can do for 
long-term effect on a citwen's disposition to oJpey the law. l\1:inimally, 
the. officer can reward any manifestati<:l!1_df respect for him and 
punish any manifestation of disrespect as elementary learning theory 
would appear to dictate. To take a complainant seriously and thus to 
reward him is to treat his complaint as deserving of law emorcement 
activity, and vice versa. To punish a suspect is to invoke the weight 
of the criminal justice system against him as by arrest, and vice 
versa. Hence, in reactive decision-making by the police, citizen 
demeanor towaJr'd them is a rational criterion for choice of action most 
likely to accomplish legitimate and respectable control. 

r 

Particularistic Devices: Status Identification 

The principle of the use of status identification as a criterion for 
decision-making is divisible into two parts. If the decision-maker per
ceives the status of a subject of his decision to be desirable, the deci". 
sion-maker win act to carry out the subje~t's wishes as the decision
maker perceives them. If the decision-maker perceives the status of 
a subject to be undesirable, the decision will be to act against the p€l'-
ceiv€d wishes of the subject. " .", ,. ' 

Status identification does not appear to be an important factor in 
reactive police decisions concerning possible offenses against the pel'':' 
son. As noted above, these decisions seem to ~ a function of the 
combined effects of reliance on self-fulf'illing prophecies and citizen 
demeanor. Nevertheless, status identification appears to operate as a 
principle 'of decision~making,iinmatters.involvillg possible property of
fenses and juvenile status ~~ff~ils~s. Nearly 30year:;L(tgo}~Robison 
(1936, pp. 27-29) observed that a disproportionate share of 
delinquents turned out to be from poverty backgrounds because the 
police were more apt to ascribe wrongdomg to those from "the wrong 
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'd f the tracks." Shortly thereafter, Johnson (1941) made s.i~ilar i J In one sense, control means for the policema,n working fo)" or s~ e ~ fons ab~ut police treatment of adults, as in arrest declslon~. j' f against those he meet$. The policeman's action gains respectability ~ ;~t v~ ~s . rimination againat minority groups or low socioeconomIc ,I from its conformity to the. expectations of respectable citizens as opst~~~: ~r~ons illl'eactive police decisions has since been corroborated II posed to those of the unrespe, ct~ble. The act,ion is given legitim.acy by 
. P b . of studies including those by Black (1970), Bordua I f the tautology expl:essed by Qumney (1970). The legal order tends to 
m 6

a
O)nuCm ehI. (1971) I Goldman (1963), Kephart (1957), Sk01nick

r 

I I express the interests of the dominant stratum (or, stmta) of the 
(19 I oc Ian , ! . t Th' d . t 1 . f I 'h h 
1966) d Thol'nberl'Y (1973). ! SOCIe y. Isomman group a f:)0 consIsts 0 peep e at t e top of t e 
('S ,anh discounted the role of racial or socioeconomic status dis- 'f socioeconomic hierarchy. Therefore, what those at the top of the orne ave . . . ! ' '. • . ,.. . . • 
crimination in law enforcement. Green (1972~i,~as ta~(:n thIs posltl.on, I! or~er :vant .IS by defmltIon offICIally le~ltnnat?, m contrast to that 
.. . 1 d' "mination in police a:i'i'd~b, deCISIons concermng i I whIch IS deSIred by those at the bottom of the hIerarchy, fmdmg no raCIa ISClI "';1:F~ ••• "th 1'1 

adults. He attributes the appearance ofl'acll.d':i:lIscrlmmatIOn to. . e , 
wider distribution among Negroes of lowel' sOCIal cl~ss. characterIstIcs ! r. 

associated with crimes" (p. 488), ~h~ c0.rnmon associatIOn of race .~nd I., 
socioeconomic status makes ~his dIs~mctIon tenuous at ?est., , II 

Terry (1967) found from tIme serIes data that seventy and nu~bel ! I 
of recorded offenses rather than race explained juvenile offIcers' I i 
decisions as to disposition of caSes, though ThOl'nberry (1973) foun? U1 ! 

an independent effect of race or socioeconomic status ~n such deCI
sions using cohort data. Terry's findings cann~t stan? In a~y. event L 
provided race and socioeconomic status determme polIce deCISIOns as I f 
to whether to record offenses and as to how severe the l'ecorded of- ! t. 

I, fenses are to be. f 
Race as associated with socioeconomic status thus .appears to be. a I r 

substanti~l factor in police decision-making. The hIgher t~e s~c~o- (1 
economic~~status of a potential suspect, the greater th.e plObablhty Lj 
that police at any stage of reactive decision-making wIll opt o~t. of r"i 
tI'eating cases as appropriate for formal law. enforcem~nt activIty. r i 
Where the racial or status identity of.a potent~al suspe~t IS unknown~ 11 
Black's (1970) findings suggest that hIgher s~cIOeconoml: status com II 
plainants have the higher probability of gettmg the pohce to opt for J I 
formal law enforcement activity, I t 

St tus identification is a variant of Goffman's (1963) concept of II 
"role

a 
distance." By setting himself .in the p~sition of advers.ary to I J 

those he perceives to be of low SOCIoeconomIC status, th~ pohc~man !I 
h t to be identified as "on I:) of them." This author (Pepmsky II opes no '- r h' h 1 t 
1970) has suggested that the police atlprre to accomp IS mg suc. I I 
status distance by eliciting confessjons. from susp~c:s. Conversely, If Lt 
the policeman follows the perce~v.ed WIshes. of a CItIzen, ~~' ca~ hop~ ]'1 
to share an identity with the CItizen that mclude~ the Cltiz~n s p:r l' f 

. d 'tatus Thus the policeman has an interest m cooperatmg WIth I ! celve s ,- I' , hr' I 
those citizens who appear to have a status whlch t e po Iceman IS I I 
satisfied with having ascribed to himself, as Black (1970) found. Ii 
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The Interrelationship of the Criteria of 
Reactive Decision-making 

The development of the use of these four criteria for reactive po
lice decision-ma.king has not been historically traced. Deductive 
l'easQhing, however, suggests that reliance on particularistic criteria 
preceded that on universalistic criteria. Reactions based on demeano~' 
and on status identification can, over a period of years, institutional
ize notions of What is to be expected of a decision-maker on the one 
hand and institutionalize self.fulfilling prophecies on the other. As he 
becomElS socialized into the job, the .policeman learns the traditions or 
conventional wisdom about how the job is to be done or about who 
is more likely to be the real offender. The policeman's skill is demon
strated by picking up cues as to\~~hich decision is correct with less 
and less reliance on experiencing interaction with particular citizens. 
This skill or street wisdom does muc}fto give the policeman a profes
Sional identity, just as' possession of conventional wisdom gives the 
lawyer or the doctor a professional identity. Thus, the demand fOl' 

profeSSionalism leads the decision-maker to place credence in such 
universalistic criteria as expectations and self-fulfilling prophecies, 
and to rely on such particularistic paths to those criteria as demeanor 
and st~tus identification. 

Proactive "ID~cisions: Manifesting Legitimate 
and RespeaHible Control in a Different 
Pattern 

As far as can be seen, the police subsume proactive decisions to the 
sitme goal as that for reactive decisions. The main diffel'ence between 
l'eactive and proactive decision-making is that reliance on status 
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identification is.not apparent in the latter case and that demeanor is If! 
used for proactive decision-making only after initial decisions to treat ! 

cases as meriting law enforcement activity. Hence, when an initial 1 f 
proactive decision is made for treating a situation as appropriate for I' 

law enforcement activity, the decision characteristically will be based 
on a univei'salistic criterion. The demeanor of a suspect is used only 
to modify such a decision in cases of traffic enforcement. 

The reason for the preeminence of universalistic criteria in proac
tive decision-making is rather obvious. Citizens tend to resent proac
tive police intrusion into their lives, which restrains the policeman's 
proactive activity (Rubinstein 1973, p. 155). The 'policeman typically 
requires some. justification for proactive. law enfol'c~ment activity, 
and the justification must therefore precede contact with potential 
suspects. Since justification must come before the policeman develops 
particularistic relationships with potential suspects, only universalistic 
criteria are available for use in decision-making. The use of these 
criteria will be considered first in the realm of traffic enforcement 
and then in the realms of enforcement against what Schul' (1965) has 
caned IIcl'imes without victims"-narcotics, morals, and organized 
crime offenses. 

11 
1 , 
! ~ 

I 
[I 
! t 
)'1 
11 

II! 
II 

In Tmffic E'n,jo1'cement It 
Most traff,ic stops arE; a matter of meeting expt-)ctations. Quite t I 

simply, unlfiss a patrolman is on the way to an emergency call )1

1 
.l· 

(Rubinstein 1973, p. 93), he is expected to stop anyone seen to commit 
a m,oving violation. I . .i 

There are a couple of exceptions to this rule. If the violating driver It 
will be too hard to catch, he is to be left alone. For example, if a car I f II is going at high speed in the opposite direction of a patrolman on.a I ! 
heavily traveled street, the danger of a high speed chase with little 'Ill. 
chance of catching the offending driver is apt to lead toa decision I f 
l),ot to pursue. ",1 

Second, there are some established conventions in various depart- r 1 

ments about tolerable violations of traffic laws (Gardiner 1969). It is rf 
unusual to stop a driver for exceeding the speed limit by a mere 5 1 r 
miles-per-hour. In some areas, rolling slowly through a stop sign at r t 
a quiet intersection will be tolerated. . "'! ,1, 

Thus, uniformed policemen are expected to stop traffic violators 1 ". 
unless (a) their presence is immediately required el§ewhere, (b) I I 
catching the offending driver is impracticable, or (c) the traffic of- [g 
fense is within tolerable limits. N onuniformed officers seldom make lJ 
traffic stops at all. Ij ." [ot 
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Once a stop has taken place, demeanor plays an important role in 
whether the policeman will "write a tag" (Gardiner 19(9). This 
motivation is exemplified ~? the police handling of some traffic mat
ters. From inform~l o.bservation in the Minneapolis stUdy (Pepinsky 
1972, pp. 47-49) thIS IS what happened during a typical interaction 
between a patrolman and a motorist. The mo.torist'i\l.'gued the 
allegatiory that he had violated a traffic ordinance; he wa~ 'given 
a ticket. Even asking what he had clone improved his chance$~ of 
receiving a "tag." If he tried to excuse the violation (e.g., HI was hav
ing engine trouble and wanted to get to a garage without stopping"), 
he was more apt than not to get a ticket. If he got angry at the of'
ficer, he was very likely to get a ticket. If he asked the officer why 
he had not stopped the person who had .run the light before him his 
probability of receiving a ticket was high. If he asked the officel: for 
his badge number he had likely earned a ticket, If he talked about 
his,friends on the police department or in politics, he was apt to get 
a tlcket (see also Rubinstein 1973, p. 159). If, on the other hand he 
both readily admitted running the light and indicated to the officer 
that the officer had done the right thing in stopping him, his chances 
were ~xcellent. of being let off with a warning. By this: conduct the 
motorIst had SIgnaled to the officer that the officer was in control of 
the situation and could legitimately do as he wished with the mo
torist,' Similarly, if the motorist used a term of respect for the patrol
~an In addressing him, such as "sir" 01' "officer," showing a recogni
tIon of t.he worth of the patrolman's status, he stood a better chance 
of escapll~g the notice of violation. 

One pa~'ticular incident illustrated the likely fate of the deferential, 
respectful motorist. One of the two officers in a marked squad car 
saw someone enter an intersection just as the light turned reel. His 
partner could not corroborate this, and he himself thought there was 
so~e u~certainty as to whether the motorist had actually committed 
a VIOlatIOn. The motorist pulled over. The officor \vho had seen the 
cal' go through the intersection got out, saying, "If he gives me any 
trouble, I'll tag him." The motorist got out of his cal' andfuet the of
ficer as he approached. They talked for about a minuteatlcl then the 
officer wa:ed at the motorist and returned to the squaa! cal'. He 
seem.ed a httle nonplussed as he reported to his partner, "I asked the 
guy ~f he, knew what he'd done and he told me, 'Yes sir, I ran the 
red hght. He was so honest I couldn't bring myself to write him a 
tag." To this observer he added, ".I'll go out of my way for someone 
who tells me the truth, but if there's one thing I can't stand it's a 
guy who lies to me." This appears to have been a COl1Ul1on attitude 
among the policemen observed. As a rule, then, traffic enforcement 
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as the product Qfn~,eeting expectations turns out to. be used primarily 11 
to teach apparently;,~:ecalcitrant drivers a Jesson m .respect for, the -,-~ I 
law. Perhaps"i~~ . ."would not be the case where t~cket quotas Or It 
bribery ar.e the practice, but at(,:1resent these practIces seem to be !I t 
limited to Isolated areas. ,.J "',:::",> \ I 

Uniformed patrolmen assigned the responsibility of traffic enfo):'ce-" ! 
ment are also asked to find drive~s :"ho are no~ driving under p2:o~er !'! 
authorization from the State. ThIS mcludes dr:~vgrs who are drivmg II 
under suspended or revoked licenses" t~ose 'Id:r:iving w~t~out ~roper 1 
car registration, and, in some j~risdIctlOns, those drlvmg wI~hout \ I 
proof of insurance. 'rhe ~atrolif1e.n may also b~ as~ed to ,locate dl~ve~s \1 
with warrants outstandmg agamst them fOl fallure to pay bafflc ! ! 
fines, as is the case in MinneaBous... ! 'f 

Under these circumstancgs; the patrolmen need Cl'ltel'la for Ii 

POLICE DECISION-MAKING 

Once the suspect is identified, if his alleged conduct meets depart
mental expectations as to which conduct is worthy of police attention, 
it is practically foreordained that the officers of the specialized unit 
will do their best to gather evidence for his or her arrest and 
prosecution. Bribery or further intelligence from the suspect may 
alter this course of action, but there are insufficient data to analyze 
decision-making in these contingencies. 

Otherwise, :rumor has it that there is but one other -exception to 
this pattern of police activity. In some areas, morals squad officers 
are said to work out <lund~rstandings" with known prostitutes. 
Periodically, at the convenience of the prostitute, she will submit to 
arrest and plead guilty to a minor charge provided she is left free 
to ply her trade in the meantime. In this way, the morals squad of
ficers meet a more or less formal quota of arrests I)f prostitutes with 
the pl'ostitutesf full cooperation. This exception to the use of the self
fulfilling prophecy criterion by narcotics, morals, and organized crime 
officers appears to be isolated, however. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF POUCE DECISION
MAKING PATTERNS 

stopping some drivers who ha\9~(;not. just be~n seen. violating the law. ! I 
For this purpose, patl'olmen m Mmneapohs (Pepm.sky 1972) were r i 
found to rely on a self-fulfilling prophecy that seemmg!y h.ad grown !! 
out of. status identification. The prophecy is that mmorlt~ group I J 
members driving relatively dilapidated cars are those~ost lIkely to \ 1 
be improperly authorized to drive or to have outstandmg warrants. ['\ 
It may be, for instance, that white drivers of expensive new cars are l f 
as likely to be driving under suspended licenses as their counterparts, ! ~ 
but this hypothesis remains untested. Since violators are found only \,,! The ,goal now directing police decision-making is beyond reproach. 
among the group stopped by the police, the patr~lmen can. ho~estlY 11 If the police, charged as they are with an aspect of formal social con
say that the data "show" that minority group drivers of dIlapIdated l i trol, succeed in convincing the citizenry and their supe1'iors that the 
automobiles are those most likely to be driving under ar);est warrants ! control is being exercised legitimately and re@ectably, there is no 
or without proper authorization. " . .' ,.' I ~ room f01' quarrel with their performance of their duties. 

As has been mentioned, patrolmen generally abhor wrltIng.parking 1 l On the other hand, tll~ bases the police use to make their decisions 
tickets. They will, therefore, do so only if a strong demand IS made, ! t in pursuit of this goall:~main problematic, The explicit statement of 
as by (a) a sergeant, (b) a private citizen under personal duress (e.~., I f these bases makes their arbitrariness manifest. Arbitrariness in itself 
whose dl'iveway is. blo~ked), or (c) by the owner of a commerCIal II is no condemnation of the bases, but it begs the question: Are these 
establishment (Rubmsteln 1973, pp. 46, 156-157). lj bases the optimal ones for the police to use? 

1, As stated in the introduction of thi,<s chapter, the dictates of the law 
In NaJ'cotics, Morals, and Organized Crime Enfo1'cement . fi are not an adequate basis for police decision-making. It is small 

Though hard data on the po~n~ are unavaila?le, officers m these I i wonder that none of the major criteria revealed in research on police 
units apparently base their deCISIOns to enter mto l~w e~orcement ijl decision-making is the tel'lUS of the. law. The law may impose limits 
activity on self-fulfilling prophecies i~itiat.e~ by cit~ze~ mformants. I 011 police decisions, but it sUl'e!y does not determine the deci~ions. 
The officers receive informatIon as to IdentItIes, l~catIOn.:>, and alleged I, The frames of reference of legIslators and legal scholars al'e SImply 
conduct of suspects from the informants. The mformants :nay?e too abstract to indicate to policemen hlOw day-to-day decisions are to 
motivated to provide intelligence for personal power, matenal g~n, I i be made. 
lenience from the police, revenge, or, in rare. instances, moral m- 1 t Nor has any basis other than=-t:nes€ now used by policemen 
dignance. . t 1 presented itself for adoption by the police. Therefor~, as matters now 
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stanel, the choic~ of bases for decision-making must, be among the 11'1 Because this is how things are done? Once again, the reasoning ap-
four already being used. l proaches ~ircularity. ,I 

The use of particularistic bases is difficult to defend, probably tool There IS no dearth of abstract expectations comm~nicated to 
difficult to defend. If the policeman is to represe)1t a higher auth?r~ty I. patrolmen to guide their work. If not circular, though, th~ abstract 
than himself, then his decision tpJlenter into law enforcement actIvIty , expectations become ambiguous, unrealistic, or mutually contradictory 
must transcend the state of his ~personal relationship to a citizen or ! when applied to concrete, cases. For instance, as alluded to above, 
citizens. The idea that the policeman represents a higher authority t while the Minnea~olis study (p~Pi,n, sky 1972) was being .conducted, a 
stands against his basing a decision to invoke the authority of the i team of psychologIsts was carrymg out a program to tram patrolmen 
criminal justice system on personal feelings. .'" 2S to how to respond to calls '~0 domestic disputes. When the 

This implies that demeanor and status id€'ntification are unsatis~a:- " psychologists began .to lear~l the details of act~al cases th,e patrolmen 
tory bases for police decision-making. Is a person to be deemed eh~- . faced, the psychologIsts qUIckly came to despaIr of meeting the chal
ble for criminal justice penalty because he does not get along WIth "i lenge of goal definition. Their solution was to tell the patrolme!ll there 
a particular policeman? Certainly not. Is a person to be de~med eli~- '1 was practically nothing worthwhile tbey could accomplish and there
ble for criminal justice ~enalty because he .belongs t? a SOCIOeconomIC I fore that the patrolmen had Qest seek to leave the domestic dispu-
status to which the policeman does not aspIre? Certamly not. " tants as soon after arriving as possible. The message to the patrol-

Thus, the use of universalistic devices h police decis~o~-makm~ IS! men was tb.at they could do harm but no good, and that they had 
to be pl'oferred. There is-little room for agree~ent that It ~s. undeslra- !! better do nothing but watch out for their personal safety and ex
ble for ~he police to act to meet thp- expectatIOns of ~he. c~tJr.,ens the)~! tricate\themselves as quickly as they could from an untenable situa
serve. There is good argument that the use of self-fulfIllIng prophe- I t tion. 

cies is unsatisfactory., ..'. , I f A lesson of experienc~ in working with police is that instead of at-
The reasoning supporting the use of self-fulfl11mg prophecIes. must l't tempting to defin,e expecta,tions for patrolmen an,d their citizen-clien

be circular. The pro?f. th~t matteTs mus~ be t~eated as deservmg?f ! tele, the. police and theil::?lients will have to be equipped to define 
law enforcement aC~(ylty IS based on thel: havmg been so t:;ated m l;;i expect,ations for themselves. The task before the social scientist-con
the past. The reasomng leads to such pohce statements as, ~en a II sultant is. not that of defining the SUbstance of IJolicemen's expecta
black hits a black, it is not a crime br.cause we ha:e ne\t pr~vIOdusI~ I I tions but of defining a procedure by which expectations can be articu
regarded it as a crjm~." Minimally, an ~dequ~te bas~s. for pol~ce eCI-), j , lated and'revised by those who must meet them. Thus a procedure 
sio~-I?aking mu~t ?e md, .epenc~ent of 'p~'IOr pohc~ declslOn-mba~~g. ~h~ rf for articuI'ation of expectations will be discussed in the following sec:" 
deCISIon may comcI~e WIth ?11.0r de~lsIOns, but It ma~ not e ou~ e. I i tion qf the chapter. 
upon them. OtherwIse, one IS led ultr:nate~y to subscrIbe to the p,rmcI- 1 ! 
pIe that the police can act as they Wln WIthout l'egard to others con-l 
cel'ns. . ' ~ 

By process of elimination, we are led to the meetmgof expect~- ! ! Recommended Procedure for Articulation of 
Expectations of the Police tions as acriteriol1 of police decision-malcing. As a result ?f thIS! I 

limitation many police decisions to treat matters as approprIate to t Patrolmen 
law enfo;cl;lment -activity can becharacte~ized as illegitimate. These I 
include practically all such decisions by members of n~rcotics, m~)r~ls, I" 
and organized crime offenders. Among others, MOl'rI~.;and Hawkms I' ' 
(1970) concur with this conclusion .. There mar. h.e a le~tlmate ~ol~ fo;, I !' 
police to play in enforcement agamst these C1'lmes Wlthout VIctims, I,' 
but the role remains to be demarcated.. Ii 

The use of S?n:e expectati~ns by t~e police is as indefensible ~a!; the l"f 
use!.:?f self-fulfIllmg prophecIes. Formsta?ce, why should a ~atIoJ~a~ t, I 
report an offense? Simply because the dIspatcher expects It of hIm. I t 

i .. 

M ' r,i 
' V 

There are three important considerations to bear in mind in 
establishing a procedure for articulation of expectations for pat.rol
rilen. First, what citizen-clients do is as important to the meeting of 
an expectation as is what the patrolmen do themselves. This is 
generally expl'ess,ed by ,patrolmen in terms 'of a need for citizen 
cooperation. For ~',xample, if one expectation is that pat~olmen catch 
burg,lars in a neighborhood, they can" hardly do so withoutdtizens 
watching out for burglars and calling for assistance. Or if another ex-
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t If 
pectation is one.of helping spouses not ·to fight, the' spouses have .0 11':.'11",.. were three basic shifts of 8 hours each (not counting an extra shift 
want.,the help for it to be given. to covel' heavy activity in the early evening hours). Three secondary 
Second'~ven within one precinct, the needs and therefore the ex- shifts overlapped the three basic ones. Thus, the early day watch 

pectation~ for, patrol service vary considerably from one distri,ct to began at 7:00 a.m., the late day watch at 10:010 a.m. The early middle 
the next, and even among parts of one district. For example, there I 'watch began at 3:00 p.m., the late middle watch at 6:00 p.m. The early 
might be a number of drunks on the sidewalk on only a couple of t dog watch began at 11:00 p.m., the late dog watch at 2:00 a.m. 'i'he: 
blocks of one street in a precinct. Therefore, the procedure should .~ car on early day watch was on primary status from 7:00-11:00 ~.m.; 
allow for patrolmen assigned to different areas arriving at different .'1

1

. the car on late day watch took over primary status from 11:00 a.m. 
sets of expectations. l,·::".l~. to 3:00 p.m., and so on. Thus, each cal' on regular patrol had primary 

Third, the problems and hence the appropriate expecta~ions may . ~ responsibility for answering calls for 4 hours, and backup responsibili
chang,~' in a given area from time to time, and expectatIOns on?e I ty for the other four. If these cars were unable to handle emergency 
thought viable may later prove to be inviable. Fo~ ex~mple, the cllll- ',' calls, a car was dispatched from a neighboring district. 
dren in one neighborhq()d may do a lot of vandalIsm ~n th~ summer In this situation, the backup patrolmen could have heen out of ser
but not in the winter. Therefore, the procedure for artICulatlon of ex- '\' .. 1, vice at any time without seriously impairing the capability for han
pectations must be permanent and continuous; it must allow for reas- ! dling calls in any given district. Meetings with citizens could easily 
sessment of existing expectations. ,. i be scheduled for backup patrolmen to' attend for a couple of hours. 

These considerations dictate that a procedure. be established for I, t The benefits of potentially improved service from goal definition with 
patrolmen in each district to meet repeated1ywith a variety. of 11 citizens should outweigh the costs of taking backup patrolmen off the 
groups of citizens residing and doing business there. The questIOn I i streets. 
then arises as to how these meetings ai\e t{) be organized. IJ With citizens and backup qistrict patrolmen in attendance at the 

The first problem is to locate groups of citizens and bring them to !i meetings, the community relations officers 'would introduce discussion 
meetings. Initially, at least, it would probably be overl~ ambitious to I with one short question: ''What can the patrolmen do for you citizens, 
create groups especially to meet with patrolmen. The hIstory of com- f and what can the citizens do for you patrolmen?" Perhaps menlbers 
munity organization has mostly been one of frustration in attempts '. II' of a church could provide a place for patrolmen to bring public 
to stimulate citizen participation in community· action. It is better t~ I drunks for the night. Perhaps patrolmen could try to obtain portable 
risk malapportionment of citizen representation ~n goal definition!or I t radio units for citizen street patrols to call in police assistance. Per
patrolmen than it is to risk nonrepresentatIOn, and so actIve, II haps a committee, of citizens and patrolmen could develop lists of 
established groups such as churches, schools, chambers of commerce, It referral services for the patrolmen to use in response to various 
and political com~ittees, should be approached to meet with patrol- } kinds of crises. 
men. t Out of the meetings, the patrolmen and the citizens should dev~lop 

Most urban police departments today have community relations jl' a sense of what they can reasonably expect from one another ~nd 
units. Typically, members of th~se units' are spee.ch-makers. Where I.i discuss how b,?st to do what is expected. As patrolmen and citizens 
such units exist, their members can serve as coordmators for arra~g- . { en~ounter problems with one another, they can raise the problems in 
ing the patrolmen-citizen meetings. Where such units do not eXI.st, !.! the meetings with a view to resolution. " 
they should be established for coordination purposes. Commumty III For the patrolmen-citizen process of articulation of expectations to 
relations officers' primary responsibilities would ,be to locate. ! be effective, it would have to be reflected in the reward structure of 
established citizen groups, contact their ~eaders, set ~p times and \1 the police department. Thus, the' community relations officers would 
places for the meetings, and serve as mformal chau'men at the J ! be given responsibility for distilling criteria. of patrol p~rformance to 
meetings. ..' .. It corre~pon? to the expectations of patrolmen comii1g from: the 

In police departments that have not already d?ne so, manpower lJ ~eetmgs. When a com.munity. rel~tions. officer in a district could ar
would need to be allocated so that two p~trol un~ts a:e o~ duty ~t !~ rI.ve ~t a set of operatlOnal CrIterIa WhIch all of the patrolmen in the 
anyone time in each district. The Model CIty PrecInct m.MI~neapohs j] dIstrIct and the leaders of participating groups signed, the criteria 
provides an example of how this can be done. In each dIstrIct, there l.,t w~lUld be placed in the personnel file of each district patrolman. The 
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sergeant or sergeants in the district would then be given prima:r:j CONCLUSION 
responsibility for making periodic evaluations of the patrolmen, tn [!'J 
terms a/the agreed-upon criteria bnly. Hence, for example, unless the • f This survey of police decision-making is in no sense a condemnation 
patrolmen and citizens agreed that patrolmen should make arrests for I of the police themselves. On the contrary, the literature indicates that 
parti<!ular offenses, records of arrests for those of~enses would not be! police generally are trying fo meet the proper goal in their work-
included in the patrolmen's files. When a civil service group .rated

h 
a,., ing-that of manifesting legitimate and respectable control over the 

patrolman's work and scored it on a promotional examinatIOn, t e citizenry. When the police have failed to meet this goal, it is because 
score would be based on the criteria that peculiarly arose from the I' the citizenry they serve has not equipped them to do so. It is likely 
police-citizen interaction in one district. If any group or .a~y patrol- '.: that most citizens have not bothered to think through concretely how. 
man petitione'itthe community relations officer for a. revlsIOn. of the, : they expect the police to meet the goal of good law enforcement, and 
criteria, the community relations officer would be oblIged to cll'culate 'r it is certain in any event that the citizenry has not communicated 
the revision for possible approval and subsequent use.! such expectations to the police. 

Under the premise, then, that there is a need for articulation of ex- , The underlying organizational problem made salient by the findings 
pectations of police patrolmen, this is a proposal not of what the goals I on 'police decision-making is not unique to the police. It is generi~ to 
should be, but of how they should be obtained. 1 bureaucracies and has long since been noted by such observers as 

' Selznick (1943) and Blau (1955). The problem is commonly called "goal 
Membe1'S of Other Units . displacement." When no clear way to meet a goal is presented to a 

Members of other police units should be integrated into the I ! member of an organization, the member will do his best to make it 
procedure applied to patrolmen. Organization~l.ly, this also calls for " appear as though his conduct serves the goal, though rationally the 
adoption of a version of the Syracuse team polIcmg ~lan. .. I ' service of the goal is not demonstrable. 

At a minimum, juvenile of~icer.s should b~ a~slgned to specifIC I If there is an indictment implicit in this discussion of police deci-
patrol districts under the coordmatlOn of the dIStrlCt .sergea~t. Wh:n- !;! sion-making, it is an indii.!tment of a failure of planners for police de
ever the patrolmen (who are the generalists) in theIr meetI~gs wlth I I partme~ts to address themselves to removing undesirable constraints 
citizens reach matters concerni~g .juveni1~ offi:ers or detectives,. the I t on officers' capabilities. It is manifestly unreasonable and apparently 
patrolmen should call these speCIalIzed offlcers 1,0 ~~tend the m~etmgsr unnecessary to ask a policeman to po a Job without giving him the 
and negotiate reasonable expectations with the cltlzens .. As .wIth ~he! tools he needs to perform his duties. This, above all, is the lesson 

ld b d t d t Of Job ,taught by research findings o. n police decision-making. patrolmen, these ex~ecta~ions ~hou e a op.e as cri erla
r performance for the Juvemle offIcers and detectives. .. ',1: 

It has been suggested already that there appears to be n.0 le~tI- 'I REF ERE NeE S 
mate role for members of specialize? units, such as ~~ose dealing WIth II 
narcotics, morals, and organized crIme, to play. ImtIally, then, these 11 

th I Aaron, T.J. The Control of Police 'Discl'etion: The Danish &I;perience. Springfield: units should he eliminated and their manpower rea:1located to ~ el' r "f Charles C 'iihomas, 1966. 

assignments. Should a police-citizen group man~ge.to. d:velop a v~able If Abernathy, G.M. Police discretion and equal protection. South Carolina Law Qua1'terly, 
set of expectations for officers in one of the JUl'IsdlCtlOns of Cl'lmes !. f 14:472-486, 1972. 

ithout victims sufficient to require the full-time attention of one or j.J Ad~el: r.;r.D. The, application of discretion in enforcement of the law in mental health 
w. .. ld b . t d' th 1 cal team'l) sltl_atlOns. Polwe, 7:48-53, 1964. 
more offIcers, a specIal aSSIgnment cou e Cl ea e . m eo" t Banton, M. Police discretion New Society 2'6-7 1963 

. f th k' d of as-1 '", ' Since the articulation of concrete expectatIOns or ese m S ii Banton, M. The Policeman in the Community. London: Tavistock, 1964. 

signment is theoretically so diffi?ult, the development of such exp~c.1'1 Bar~er, B.M. Police discretion and the principle of legality. Criminal Law Quarterly, 
tations is unlikely. Special aSSIgnments for enforcement of laws,! 8.400-407,1966. . ", . . . 

. . 'th t 'ctims shoUld probably be permanently ':1 Bayley, D.H., and Mendelsohn, H. Ml1101"lttes and the Pollce: Confrontatton tn Amer-
agamst Cl'lmes WI ou VI . .' i ff ctive law enforcement):i .ica. New York: The Free Press, 1968. 
relegated to accounts of the hu;;tOlY of ne e, ;;:1 Blderman, A.D.; Johnson, L.A.; McIntyre, J.; and Weir, A.W. Incidence of crime vic-

days gone by. ;~ timization. In: President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice: 
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CHAPTER IV 

Prosecution and Sentencing 
Decisions 

DON M. GOTTFREDSON 

PROSECUTION DECISIONS 

Once a person has been' arrested, a variety of decisions may be 
made before that person leaves the adjudicatory system or is sen
tenced. These decisions focus on whether or not to press the 
case-i.e., to file charges (and the specific nature of the charges) and, 
if the decision is to prosecute, on the degree of vigor with which to 
prosecute. Generally, across the country, little is known of the criteria 
which provide the basis for these decisions; and even careful descrip
tions of the processes in various jurisdictions are lacking. Worse, 
there ,is even less information available concerning the effects of 
these decisions, either in terms of impact elsewhere in the criminal 
justice system or in respect to the later criminal careers of the per
sons accused. 

A recent study in Los Angeles County sought to demonstrate the 
value of such analysis and description (Greenwood et aI. 1973). Con
centrating on following what happens to adult felony defendants, the 
authors identified these basic decision points: 

(1) the decision by the District Attorney on whether or not to 
file felony charges; (2) the decision by the Municipal Court as to 
whether the defendant should be held to answer on felony 
charges, should be dismissed, or should be treated as a 
misdemeanor; (3) the offering of inducements by the prosecutor 
or the court to encourage a guilty plea; (4) the decision by the 
defendant on whether to plead guilty, to submit on the trans~ 
cript, or to go to trial before a judge or jury; and (5) the finding 
of the court as to the defendant's guilt and the 'appropriate sen
tence. (Greenwood et aI. 1973). 

These authors noted that prior studies of prosecution have been 
generally of two types. The first includes studies based on observa-
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tion of how particular matters are handled or on interviews, generally I'; 
concentrating especially on areas in which wide discretion exists and, • 
how it is exercised (Greenwood et al. 1973, p. v-5). In this category":",, 
they refer to Kaplan's (1965) description from his own experiences, f 
Newman's (1966) analysis of plea bargaining, Miller's (1969) study of f 

variation in charging practices, Grossman's (1969) description of ""Ii,' 
prosecutorial discretion in Canada, and the description by Graham 
and Letwin (1971) of preliminary hearing procedures in Los Angeles. r 
They assert that: 1 

Each of these studies demonstrates that the prosecutor is al
lowed a broad range of discretion in performing his function; that 
the use of this discretion is difficult to monitor; and that there 
is considerable variation in how that discretion is exercised. II 

The second type of study depicts the flow of defendants through ! 
the adjudicatory process. Pointing out that such studies have been t 
used to demonstrate the screening performed at each step in the! 
process, they cite Subin's (1966), Washington, D.C. study, the Pre- ! 

sident's Crime Commission (1967) study, and other studies of particu-
lar courts. A general flow model, permitting the e!:timation of 
branching probabilities at each step in the process (and associated 
resource requirements) has been developed by Blumstein and Larsen 
(1969). Such a model has considerable utility for planning and for 
simulation of the p.xpected consequences of changing policies. As I 
pointed out by Greenwood et al. (p. 5), however, the data necessary I 
to support the use of such a model is not currently available in I"! 
criminal justice agencies. ,I 

In the Greenwood study, aspects of both methods were used in I! 
order to seek to identify factors within the system that affect the )"t 
treatment of individual defendants.! 

PROSECUTION AND SENTENCING 

sio?s-offense severity and risk of new offenses-provides scores 
whIch enable th.e ran~ngs desired.1 The case rating, called an im
portance score, IS del'lved from modified versions of the Sellin and 
Wolfgang (1964) severity scale and a scale developed originally as 
parole prediction device (Gottfredson and Bonds 1961). This is on: 
central feature of a general management information t 
d · dt hi . sysem 
eSIgne ~. ~c . eve ~ .vm:ety of goals, including: 
1. The r&!Jl(J. IdentifIcatIOn of the more serious cases. (The approxi

mately 16,000 cases per year which must be considered for 
pro.secution in the District of Columbia must be handled bv the 
~mted States Attorney, who serv(;lS as the local prose~utor, 
aIde? by about 75 lawyers assigned to the D.C. Superior Court 
(eqUlvalent to a State court of general jurisdiction). 

2. T.he ~rovision of control of scheduling impediments to the adju
dICatIon of cases on their merits. 

3. The ena~ling Of. "monitoring and enforcing of evenhandedness 
and conSIstency In the exercise of prosecutorial discretion." The 
prosecutor's p(l1ic~etiJ exer~ised through many assistant prosecu
tors, may be momtored WIth respect to equity concerns in areas 
such as: 

"The decision not to prosecute. 
The decision to upgrade, reduce, add to or subtract from the 
, charges recommended by the arresting officers 

The negotiation and acceptance of pleas. . 
The decision to allow defendants entry into diversion pro

grams. 
The decision to nolle prosequi or dismiss ; case. 
Th~ .initiation (of), or concurrence in, case postponements." 

4. PrOVISIOn of a data base for research on prosecution decision
making. A notable example of the potential utility of classification methods 1"11 

as an aid to management in the prosecution area is found in the of- I 

flces of the prosecuting attorney for the District of Columbia. Since I J 
the work. load in that office (annually, allegations of 8,500 serious I ~ SENTENCING DECISIONS 
misdeme;"~ors and 7,500 felonies) precludes vigorous investigation ;1 
and prosecution of aU persons charged, a quickly obtained daily ;~[ ~n:e c.onvicted the offender must be sentenced. 'l"he sentencing 
ranking of cases was desired which would approximate the ranking I' deCISIon IS ~t present gui~~d ?nsystematically by often conflicting 
to be obtained subjectively by experienced prosecutors after a care- I goals Of.pulllshment, rehabIlitatIOn, community protection, deterrence, 
ful review of the case information (Work, C.R. 1971 ari'd Institute and eqUltable treatment. It is a decision which must be made within 
for Law and Social Research 1974). Based upon an extensive collec- "const~'a~ts imposed by law and by resources (i.e., alternatives). It is 
tion of objective data obtained for each case and preliminary study, a

h 
deCISIon which must be made with little systematic lmowledge of 

of the relations of such data items to experienced prosecutor ,t e consequences of previous decisions\in similar ~ases. It is a deci-
judgments, a lineal' combination of scores on two dim en- IPersonal communications, William A. Hamilton ~d Charles R Work. 
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t 
sion which must be made in the absence of data provided systemati- . t 
cally to nS$ist the judge in making equitable sentencing decisions, as- 1 
suring that similarly situated offenders are similarly treated in the f 
selection of s~l1tencing alternatives. .l 

The problem of equity implies a classification problem. Whatever 'I' 
meanings are assigned the concept, "justice," it appears that there " 
may be general agreement that the concept, "equity," is an included :,' 
but not synonymous concept. Thus, justice must include equity; equity , 
does not ensure justice. But how is equity to be determined? If it ,i 
means that similar offenders, in similar circumstances, are given I i 
similar sentences, then it is clear that equity is a statistical concept f 
of classification. As d~cisions become less variable with respect to a 
given classification of offenders, they may be said to be more equita-
ble. . , , 1 

Equity, of courSe, is not the only goal of sentencmg decislOns; and "f 
sentencing also implies a humber of prediction problems. The cou~ts /1 
at present, however, t:f,ically lack information about offenders wh:ch j i 

demohstrably is related t? goals of .changing :he offe~der, deterrI~lg II 
him 01' others, or comtnumty protectIOn. Such mformatlon can be pIO- L f 
vicJed only by followup studies to determine the consequences of the II 
decision, alternatives based upon information systems ~ro.viding care- 'I 
fu} j',ecord keeping concerning the offe~del's' characterlstlCs, the sen- ,,'I,' 

tencing dispositions, and the results m terms of the goals of the ,:i 
cl'itninal justice system. . " , 1 

An exception to the typical lack of attentlOn .to the class:flCatlOn i 
and prediction problems inherent in the sentencmg process IS foundi 
ill the attempt of one judge (Whinery et al. 1972) to develop! i 

"predictive sentencing" procedures. The project seeks to determine f 
and test optimal sentencing st:'ategies am?ng five .different. t~'e.atme~t 1 
alternatives for youths. c1a~sIfi:d accordmg t.o hkely re(!l.dIvlsm (10 I t 
terms of l'epeated b'afflC vlOlatIoi1s) when assIgned to a gIVen treat-j} 
ment modality, ,1 

Although thel'e are other exceptions and a considerable relevant ~ 
literature (B01~eson 1968, pp. 173-236j Sparks 1968, pp. 129-169; Wolf-~r 
gang, Figlio and Sellhl 1972, pp. 218·243 and pp. 252-255), the att:~., 
tion given thus far to ~ualyses of sente~cing does not matc~ th: :nl' j 
portance of the pl'pblem. It would be diffiCUlt to find othel dec~ston J 
p1'Oblems affecting clitically the liberty and jui'l.tre li~es of l~1'ge ) 
numbel~S of people in 'which decisions are ?nade wtth so httle(.~ 
knowledge oft/wi>' l'eS'l.L{t$. • • {~ 

Presentence reports usually completed by probatIon offlcers, are! J 
. I ! t\ 

emPlOY, eel ,in m()S~,jUriSdictions. w~en penalties of n:ore banI yea~~, 
may ensue (Pl'esldenes CommlSSlOn on Law Enfol cement and Ad m 
W ~ 

PROSECUTION AND SENTENCING 

ministration of JustiC(~ 1967) and in some jUrisdictions when lesser 
penalties are at issue (Gottfredson and McCl'ea 1973). Typically, these 
reports follow from an inVestigation by the probation officer. Or
dinarily he or she has talked to the defendant and, possibly, family, 
friends, employers, or others. The report typically is intended to 
pI'esent a comprehE!llsive assessment of the defendmlt, his life situa
tion, and it usually includes a recommendation concerning the court's 
disposition. Commonly, some identifying and demographic information 
is included, official and defendant's versions of the offense are sum
marized, as is the prior criminal record. F'l'equently, the report in
cludes a life history; descriptions of the defendant's home and work 
situationsj assessments of interests, attitudes, aptitudes, and physical 
and mental health; and other personality assessments. All are in
tended to clarify the factors resulting in the defendant's present djf
ficulty and to assist in the court's disposition decision. 

The judge may be presented in this way with a g'l'eat mass of data 
concerning the offender before him; and this may provide him an in
cI'eased feeling of confidence in his decision, But, while the courts 
typically keep records of decisions taken, they ordinarily do not keep 
score on the outcomes. As a result, information on the relevance of 
most of t,he assembled case data to rational decision-making for 
disposi~ioh (placement) of the offender is unavailable. Thus, presented 
.with a wealth of data never assessed for its empirical relevance to 
his decision problem, the judge has exhaustive data but little ihforma. 
tion. .. ~,,_ 

In chapter V,'Professol' Wilkins discusses th~ nature of decisions 
with particular reference to sentencing~ He poses a number of issues 
which require resolution to enable advances in understanding of sen
tencing and hence an opportunity for increased rationality in these 
key decisions. 
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CHAPTER V 

Perspectives on Court Decision
making 

LESLIE T. WILKINS 

Two kinds of problem in relation to decision-making will be con

sidered in this chapter. The IlrSt may be thought of as concerned 

mainly with the '~quality"of deCisions and the second ,v.ri.th the ''kinds'' 
of decisions. 

I", 

THE QUALITY OF DECI,§IONS 

There are many ways in which decisions by the courts may be COll

sider,ed to be similar to other kinds ot~ decisions. It is possible to sug

gest similarities and differences in tenus of the nature of the process 

of coming to a decision which may determine its quality, and it is 

possible to focus upon the subject matter of ' concern in the decision 

which may influence the choice of process and its relevance. 

The word "decision" often is qualified by a preceding adjective or 

adjectival clause. We talk of rational decisions, fair decisions, signifi

cant decisions, correct decision~, or of incorrect or unfair decisiol).s. It 

is, of course, difficult to say whether any of these qualifying terms 

suggest any change in the decision process itself. Perhaps exactly 

similar procedures are used by persons who, as we see it, arrive at 

unfair decisions as by persons who arrive at decisions which we 

would classify as IIfair." These considerations indicate one aspect of 

the decision-making processes of the courts which it {Xn be necessary 

to explore. Simply and in lay language, the question is whether'both 

good and bad decisions are rurived at by the same means, or whether 

a diffe~ence in process can be identified. 
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DECISION-MAKING IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

THE KINDS OF DECISIONS 

The subje~tmatter of decisions may be anothe~ factor ~n determin-~. 
in the nature of the decision process. A.s an l11ustrat~ve exampl.e 
fr!m the particulal' area of the courts, consIder the two kmds of deCl-

SiOtB~he decision with regard to the guilt of the person charged 
2: the decision with regard to the disposal of the offender who has 

been found guilty (sentencing).. . . . 
A e the quality and nature of the p1'ocess of decislOn-ma..1{mg ex
tl; similar in the two cases? Of course, the information .used must 

~: different for the two kinds of decisions, b~t that IS .not the 
uestion. The issue is whether, given an appro~rIa:e set of mfor~a

~on (whatever that might be), that informatIOn IS ~rocesse~ (I.e., 
weighed assessed, or manipulated) in the same ways Irrespe~hve of 
the nat~re of the end product. This indicates the second mam area 
of concern in this chapter. 

WHAT IS A DECISION? 

It seems important to be somewhat .more speci~c than we might 
normal1y be in sorting out what it is we are discussmg. ~ve~ layman 
knows what a decision is-within limits. How~ve.r, whIle It. may be 
simple to say that a decision has been made, It IS not so SImple to 
discuss the process of making it. A person may know that he ha~ ?e
cided to get married, but he may not know exactly when ~hat deCISIOn 
point was reached. After the decision it is clear that It has taken 
I If 'for example we could ask our bachelor every second or 

pace. " . ld "" 
minute "Have you det1ided yet?" at each pomt he cou answer ~~s 

or "no)' and we would then have a fair idea as to when t~~ deCISIon 
was made. More generally we would expect the tra~sItIOn from 
"decision=no" to "decision=yes" to be somewhat slow-lI~e the scale 
which tips when the weight on one side exceeds th~ weIght on t?a~ 
tl . The Illast straw" does not strike us as havmg any speci. 

o ~e~t b lt it is that "straw" which "causes" the scale to tip. In thIS 
~~llg 'r'~ would not matter in what sequence the it~!p-~ W~f..f! placed 
ana ago'! 1 , h 1 t ", '~";II,;'" of no 
'1 the scales. The identification of t east s raw ~,\ ,~.'~:.'i''''.~,:'''; 
11 • • th I q'" .'" I"<.1i l~":portant special consequence in the process; It IS, none e e\:, .. >}'~''.'-':L~ 
in the general result. . . . ~-: . h 

It will he observ,ed that we talk of deCISIons m:val'lOus VI:ays. T e 
analogy of the weighing of information as though In scales IS a com-
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r ~. monplace with the special characteristic of being dignified as the r, symbolic representation used to represent the idea of justice. (The 'l fact that justice is also blindfolded is an additional, but unrelated, 
" . symbolic consideration.) We also refer to decisions using the analogy 

,~1 to a journey-we arrive at a decision. This pictorial analogy again has,;, 
" a sequential reference: the distance traveled is increaSing until we' al~F'< 
. rive at the point when we can say that a decision has been achieved. 

COURT DECISION-MAKING 

However, if we press these analogies to any extent it will be seen 
that there are many differences between that otthe "scales" and Uthe 
journey." In a journey the sequence is important, for clearly one can-

'.'1.:" not travel the last mile before completing the first. There is another 
common analogy which suggests that we build up a decision-an 
analogy with construction. Again tJJ.is use of language suggests the 

t importance of sequence, for, as everyone knows, a building must have 

.
f a sound foundation and the sequence of operations is a matter of conI siderable importance. 

f Is this merely empty philological speCUlation? It would seem that 
, we must ascribe similar importance to the philological analysis, when 

l ithe words we are considering relate to a "process" carried out by 
. t man, as when the words apply to objects which may be seen, touched, 

and directly experienced with the senses. We know, for example, that 
I the peoples who live in the frozen regions of the north have many 
! more words by which to describe "snow" than we have in the English 
[ language. This greater differentiation is necessary in order to commu~ 

J 

t nicate the conditions which are important to their day-to-day work or 
I even to survival. In English usage we qualify tQe word snow by ad
I ding adjectives "hard pOWder," "soft wet" and so f Ol!th, as anyone 

11 Who has waxed cross-country skis with the various color-coded waxes 
I f knows all too well! The fact that we have only one word for 
! ! "decision," yet USe a v~riety of analogies which present quite dif-

f ferent imag~s, suggests that we are somewhat ullcertain as to what 
a decision is. If the processes of deciSion-making can vary as much 
as the analogies we use, then, perhaps there are many decision 

. processes? If there are many different decision processes, when do 
we use which kind? Do some people use one kind and other persons 

. f a different kind aU the time, or do we select the decision-making 
It process ac.cording to the natu.re of the problem? If we select a dif
hi ferent process of decision-making for each kind of problem, can we 

~):~t say anything about how many kinds of processes exist and how many 
. '" kinds of problems it is necessary to distinguish in order to match the 
f~ process with the problem? In o,~r specific case, is the decision regard-
1'·1 lUg determination of guilt a different decision from the decision 1'18-

~ '1 garding the disposition of the offender by sentencing? 
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DECISION-MAKING IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

'l'h fact that we do not have more than one w~rd for the concept I 
f ' ~ecision leads us to treat all decisions as alIke, unless we :an " 

~:::~ ~~~':~:id!l'd~~:i~~:!;l::~~i~n d:~i;:~t;'~;i:~ t~;7~~b!;~: 
Jl' t the President decides to go to war; the second, he .d~cldes to 

fi s , . k ·h'.t II,' the difference between the two decISIOns only 
weal' a pm s II. '" h d'f: 
1n terms of the amount of consideration given to each? Is t .ere a h,I ~ ; 

f 
. the process as well as in the kinds of informatIOn w IC It 

crence ~n] 'd? 01' to put it another way, is the difference only in I are conSI( eI e, , , . ( n) -
tel'ms of the tjme and effort given to the conslderab~n quan I y or I 
are there differences in the manner or process (quabty) of the con- '. 
sideration? We must assume, since it is necessary t~ use ~he same ~ 
~vol'd-decision-to describe the decision to wear a pmk Sh.ll·t as we ~ I 
use to describe the decision to go to war, that whatever cl1~fere~~es \' 

: ostulate are not so great as to have demanded the mven. I,on , 
~fe a~~rf~'~nt word as a token of that difference. ~f different quahtl~s , i 
vf snow require differentiation in the verbal codm?,. then, had theI~ t 
been a noticeable difference, surely different c1ecls~ons, w,ould hav~ ~ 
be'" similarly discl'lminated by modifications of the hnglllsllc code. :1 

>l 
CONSEQUENCES AND DECISIONS ! 

While there is nothing which can indicate the nature of the deci· 'I 
sion-making process in the words used to denote that procdes~: ~'ek ::'~lt 

. ., t b t veen "wars" an pm, 
would normally wish to dlscnmma e e \ ., . r I~ . 
shirts" in terms of the consequences of the deCISIOn. In othel wo ("'I 
~ve seem to aSsume that the decision has been made and to hav~ J 
, 'd to the pJ'obable outcome, Some decisions may not have se;:I') 

1 egm . .. ' . ht B t we are still set WltbHI 
ou, s consequences. whereas othl~rs II:llg . U . h t,'f .n / 

. '., It m1ght seem tal \\<" the same term for the c1eclSlOin plocess. . 'a!; 
k I precisely how decisions were made where these have trlvl

t 
,~ 

col1ne~\eqUellce,s we might consider, thB;.~ame factS, to apply bto ddec . :',':,'1"1" 

", "h r 't ems a sur or:, 
sions with serious COl1seq\lenee~; But some 0\\ 1. se h' h th pl'es-~!. 
insulting to suggest that if we knew the manner m W .IC ~, 'e;;: 
id~nt went about weighing the decision to weal'. a Pl~k ~hut: ,,~, 

. I t be able to infer something about the ways m whiCh he ViOll 
nug 1 < , h 1 ., t go to war 4 
weigh the infOl'mation concerning t e (eCISlOn 0 " 

. 1" , 'sc order ~eem~ to be :l diffe 

I,~t~~~' t~;\.~h~~:~~~o~~e:~:np;~~~l(ent \\~~~~ed t~einfo~matibon whith .I.~ganl 
qm:<. ' ,'. ..... hl mllke reasonable mferences a out 0\\ e 
qUCo.tlO\i8 of gOlllg t~ \\ Ul, ~\e m1flg} .". ther" is a corl'elation between the 
I • t to WCUI' a pmk shn't. ,10\\ ev 01. " • t -

( eCI( e " '1 r I) -hethel' the il!onsequences ate Sel'10US 01' rl 
pl'Ocesses {OI' If they lIrC H en len \\ 
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The postulation of widely different consequences (as we see them) 
leads almost intuitively to the rejection of the idea of an identity of 
process in th~: decisions. We tend also to resist the suggestion that 
while the proc~sses may be similar to each other, in the more serious 
cases there may be much more of the same method in use. 

We seem intuitively to require a qUalitatively different procedure 
to satisfy our feelings about the decision-making processes when the 
consequences are serious. 

.Each key word which it becomes necessary to use as we proceed 
with the analysis of decision-making has a tendency to crumble 
under the pressure we must place upon it. Vie have noted that there 
are several analogies which are commonly used in discussing the 
term, "decision," and that this suggests that the meaning of the 
word is uncertain or that (as with our word "snow") there are many 
different classes of process covered by the one word. Wf~ have tri.E'.d 
to idE!l1tify possible differences by noting that the outcomes for deci
sions may differ and that this may be known to some degl'ee before 
thE! decision process is begun. We have noted that there would seem 
to be a preference for a belief that there are differences in the 
quality of the decision processes themselves which are related to the 
postulated seriousness of the outcome. It will be llecessary to take 
up one or two more concepts and to try to put these together with 
those already dealt with before we can begin taking apart the com
plex set and once again reduce our concern to the single idea of a 
"decision." This elaboratioIl;v,'il1 \~t ishopecl). be analogous to the 
lepidopte:ra (caterpillar); the'overk(ylng of the chrysalid and the 
emerging of the imago. The '.concept of "decision" with which we 
shall emerge may not be brighter or more beautiful, but it may be 
more useful to us in considering ho"#" decision processes may be stu
died and improved. It may be necessary to know with more preci
sion what it is we are talking about if our task is to seek iri'lprove
ments. 2 

then clearly it does not matter in which way the sentence is constructed, The "less 
serious" cannot be more strongly correlated ,'lith the "more serious') than the inverse. 
If we know the process for making a serious decision (decision with ex-pected serious 
coru,equences) we may feel more relaxed about making inferences a1:\J1,lt trivial deci
sions. In the one direction we require a higher level of certainty of the correctness 
of the inferenre than we require in the other. We are lW-Jting decisions about o!ll' 
.postulated decision-maker and the kinds of decisions we consider him to be making, • 
'l'iJe CQnsequences f01' us of our decis\ons about him lead to different levels of require
ments. 

,,'This is not so mllch an ontological question ~ it is a concern to find an operational 
del'l!liWm Qf i'decisiru.l'a.'ld "decision processes." 
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DECISION-MAKING IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

INFORMATION SEARCH AND DECISION
MAKING 

The making of decisions, no matter which m~aning or analogy we 
may select to describe this process, implies a search for and a dealing 
with information. We weigh information and come to a conclusion, we 
balance the probabilities, or we may cut off cliscussion and force a 
decision. Indeed the idea of a "decision" as a termination of a process 
is implicit in many of the words we use, as it is in the etymological 
basis of the word "decision" itself. (Webster relates "decision" to the 
Latin decisio-a cutting off.) The jdea of decision-making as a process 
is, of course, quite different from the idea of the decision as the ter
mination of a prior process. It seems that we should lmow with which 
kind of phenomenon we are dealing. 

The idea of a decision being made in the total absence of any infor
mation seems absurd. A person may act blindly in the absence of any 
information,· but that action can hardly be described as a decision. On 
the other hand, if a person says that· he wishes to continue to search 
for more information or to consider more information we would not 
normally characterize his state as having made a decision. He m3:Y 
have made an "interim decision"-but this is a provisional termination 
in the middle of a process. It is possible to use words -In this way, 
but we are, it seems, postulating that at the "interim decision" stage 
the person is behaving as though he had seen all the information he 
needed-he is not in the. state of having made a decision, but hEi is 
pretending that he is. The pretended situation is, then, the one we 
should consider as relevant to the defmitiQns we will use. 

When we think about decisions, we think of information .. We as
sume that a quantity of information e'xists, in our imagination or 
memories or in records, files or computer tapes, or we may make 
direct observations (i.e., collect information) at the time we mal<e the 
decision, We,. may, for example, observe the color of' the shirt while 
we are also thinking about the kinds of sit.:~lations we will face dur
ing the day and we will "decide" in the light of this information. We 
have a strategy for the search for information. We may look, we 
may call for a file, we may ask somebody some questions or merely 
stop and think. Having obtained the information, or at the same 
time as we are collecting it, we are processing it in some way. That 
is, we are relating one item to another and trying to put together 
the various pieces while attaching some significance to each itern.

3 

.....---._-
3 See Burham, R.W. in this volume for discussion of this process. 
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We may, in general, exercise some selection over the order in whlch 
we seek for specific items or information-what we want to see 
first, second or later, and, of course, we may terminate the search 
at a.ny point which seems reasonable to us in the light of the infor
matIOn, we have already obtained. We do not wish to go on collecting 
data wnen we are ready to cut off (conclude) the process. ., 
. It would ~eem reasonable to postUlate that the strategy of informa

tIon search IS closely related to what we mean by "decision- ki " 
I d d

· . rna ng. 
n ee It seems that the decision is merely a point at which we are 

prepared to stop searching for more data. Olearly, if we are taking 
a behavioral approach we might say that a person could be said to 
~ave ma?e a decisio.n when we observed that he stopped seeking for 
mformatIon. There IS, however, the further point of considering the 
data. I~ may be that th: processing (considel'ation) tal<es place at the 
sa~e. tIme as the collectIOn, so that the termination of collection is the 
deCISIOn. I t ma~ be: on the other hand, that the processing continues 
after the termmatIOn of the collection of data. There are mental 
pro~essesjpyolving recall of data previously seen (an internal 
retrIeyal~'system) and also some form of assessment the nature of 
which may vary both from person to person and from decision to 
decision. There is, of course, no way for us directly to observe the 
proce~s of coming to a decision (i.e., of assessing the information and 
combining it). We ~ay observe outcomes of decisions where the infor
mation available is· controlled in some ways and· make guesses as to 
th~ nature o~ the process. We may identify other kinds of processes 
Whl~h seem likely to be similar to those which the human intelligence 
c~rrIes out. We shall return to some of these considerations later. 
FIrst we must consider the termination of the information search-
and-al?sess phase. . 

CONFIDENCE IN THE DECISION 

l~ .w~~ be remembered that when we were discussing the "trivial 
deCISIon .<to wear a pink shirt) and the userious decision," we raised 
the questIOn as to whether a different process for information search 
and assessment might characterize decisions with different levels of 
con.sequenc~s. It is, of course, absolutely obvious that the same kinds 
of mformatIOn cannot be used for quite different decisions but this 
does not necessarily imply that the search and retrieval m:thods we 
ado~t are different, pOl' that the ways in which we "weigh" theinfor
~a~l~n are any different. We noted that in the case of the serious 

eClsIon, a higher level of confidence in any decision would be 
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DECISION-MAKING IN 'rHE CRIMINAl-JUSTICE SYSTEM 

. an decision-maker and expected of him by any obser~er. 
reqUIred by y rr d It is possible to have a hIgh 
This analysis needs to be q~a,l Ie \' hich is just as wrong as one in 

d~~l'ee of ~~~:d::Cc:~;i(;e~~~IS~~:ar~y, when we ask of .the deci,si.on-
\\ hleh we. f'd t before coming to a serIOUS deCISIon, 

\ . that he be more con 1 en . ,. b 
ma ,el: h . 'nd his subJ' ective happiness with hIS declsIon, ut 
we do not ave III ml ..' • ct , b bilit that the deCISIOn IS cone . 
some concept o. f ,the PIO

h 
a Y t ken into probability statements is 

Th m ve whIch we ave now a h 
e 0 sa in in e£fect in the previous paragrap 

~~a~m!~~l~~eo::~:; ~: de~isi~n-m,aker to ,h~ve a hig~er e~~:'e:h~: 
belief in the correctness of any senous declslon ~e may m 'f b ' 

W . hope that the hIgher degree 0 e-
of itself,. is not eIbl0u~hf' .. ee d~~Y as the subjective probability f(J1' the 
lief-whIch may e 1 e ell . 
decisioll-maker-bears some close 1"esernblance ,t? the Idea we may 
h f the objective probability of a correct decisIOl: .. 

ave ° " may be prepared to make a deCISIOn even though 
In some cases W<:o • h th d ., n 

out level of <!ollfidence is not very high (our feelmg t at e e~s~~d 
may be wrong is not totally allayed), while in oth:r cases ~e ," ~el'
make strong efforts to increase our level of confIdence be ~l e 1's 

, t' g the information search 01' assessment pl·ocesses. It appea 
mma In • , th 1 gree of con
that we may postulate an aSSOCiatIOn between e (e ·c 

fidence which we '.vish to see in a decision and the, consequ~n:es ~~ 
that decision. We require a higher degree ?f confIdence w ,el e .VI e 
postulate large differences between alternative outcomes ,Wh;ch les~ 

. . on we or others are about to make. (ThIS (oes no 
~ponl t~neydde~:;~rence~ in the na~ul'e of the decision processes which 
Imp y .. f' 1 • lat s to the con'ht dopt) The requirement of con Ie enee re e . 
~e :~es (for u~); that is, it concerns a projection into. the f~ture 0; 

q 'bl outcomes to alternative decisions (one of whIch may be 
~~;~~aleto decide), Confidence is not related to the methods of operat-

ing upon the data, 

CONFIDENCE AND COMPETENCE IN 

COURT DECISION-MAKING 

of the same complexity) in a case where he had done less work. The 
amount of work done, however, would not only relate to the degree 
of confidence required, but also to the perceived difficulty of the task. 
If a task is seen as more difficult than another, then more work 
would be expected to be done to achieve the same level of confidence. 
Thu.s we would expect an association between the degree of con
fidence and the perceived degree of difficulty of the task, so that the 
more difficult the task the lower the level of confidence for the same 

.[ amount of work. But the relationship may not be quite as simple as 
that. Some experimental evidence to be examined later suggests that 
a different explanation may be necessary. 

Let us take up the question from the point of information search. 
A decision-maker can, in all normal decision-making situations, ter
minate the anformation search whenever he wishes-presumably 
when his confidence level has reached a point which he considers is 
commensurate with the consequences of his decision. It is also possi

e ble to terminate the information search when the level of confidence 
is low, thus avoiding unnecessary work. Unless I am palticularly 

,.. fastidious, I would not spend much time seeking out and considering .. 
\1. information relating to which shirt I should wear; unless, by chance, 
'1 I was going for an interview for employment and I knew the inter ... 
;J viewer to be unduly particular about shirt colors, In the first part, 
~1 the level of confidence required is a matter of the personality of the 
J decision-maker (fastidious about dress or not). In the second part it 
.• is related to the consequences for the decision-maker, as he perceives 

.i them to arise from the el)vironment. 
The wish, or. requirement, to raise the level of confidence in a deci

sion seems to be a common need. Indeed, it seems likely that under 
..1 normal circumstances the search for and retrieval of information, as 
-,1 well as its processing in the mind, will not be terminated (i.e., in our 
~f terms, a decision will not be made) until a level of sufficient subjec
:j tive certainty is reached, Whatever the situation in this case, we have 
{:f not moved toward any resolution of our doubts as to whether, as a 
.~ decision-maker approaches a problem which he sees as likely to have 

serious consequences, he adopts a different strategy of information 
, search from the start, or whether the process of sem'ch is similar in 

. all cases. Furthermore, if there is only one strategy of information DECISlON-MAKING 
. . 1 1 f nfidenee· ~ search common to all decision-makers for all kinds of decisions, there 

HO\v maya decision-maker seek to mcrease hIS eve. 0 tCOd that in 1'4 is still the question liS to whether the information obtained is dealt 
that a decision he may make is cOl"l'ect? It may be • e~rec ~ ight ~ with (i.e., weighed, considered, or processed) in the same ways by all 

me way 01' another he will do more. work on the PIO em. hem. nt . persons for all kinds of decisions. 
so, ect the level of confidence in a decision to incr,ease as t e a~.~u ly ... It may seem that these are interesting questions to a psychologist 
exfP 'k done on the ·I)1"oblem increases. It certamly seems udn ~ ~ .:: but that they have no practical importance to judges or other deci-
o WOl f' 1 (fol' a eCISiOll 1, 

that a decision-maker would express more con I( ence 
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DECISION-MAKING IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

sion-makers in the field of criminal jus.tice. It is true ~hat at :he 
present time these questions may be lIttle more than mterestm~, 
" ,h J'udge can determine for himself exactly how he wIll smce eac . ' h' . 

proceed and he can. require the probatIOn serVIce to pass t? 1m In-

formati~n (such as the pre-sentence report) in. almost a~~ form he 
personally prefers. But the very large variation m the deCISIOns made 
by courts are receiving more and more critical comment, often by t~e 
courts themselves (Frankel 1973). If social. sc.ienti~ts .are ~o aSSIst 
judges and other decision-makers in the crlmmal JustIce fIeld, and 
particularly if the facilities of computers are to ~e harnessed to the 
problems of sentencing, then questions of the kind. we have. posed 
above must be answered. If this is not done, and ~f some kmds of 
reasonable answers cannot be obtained, then there IS a ~ood cha~ce 
that money will be wasted in providing apparatus of mformatIOn 
retrieval for courts which is not suited to their needs. If the level of 
confidence required in a decision is, as we have suggested, related to 
the seriousness of the consequences of the decision, the~ perh~ps 
there may be differences in the decisio~-maki~g processes In relatIOn 
to persons accused of serious or less <;erIOUS CrIme. 

DECISIONS ABOUT PERSONS 

Judges and indeed all persons in the criminal justice area as well 

l'n ma~y other areas talk of making decisions, .,lbout persons, We 
as.' . rt' I d t 
know, of course, what this phrase means, and It ce . al~ ~ oes no !' 

hat it says. Decisions cannot be made about mdlvlduals, but , 
mean w . d"d I b put 
only about information about individuals. The In IVI .u~ may e. . 
into prison, sent home, or other, as a re::;ult of a decIsIOn. made w~th 
respect to him, but the basis for the decision can only be mfo~atlOn 
which the court has about him, in some ~or~ or another. ?bvIOUS as , 
this may seem, the consequenc, es. of thIS ~lmple elaboratIOn. of the :~ 
generally used language are seldom recogmzed. If we recogmze that '~ 
decisions are made about the ip.rormati.on ;;e, h~ve ~bout a ~erson, "'* 
then we must accept that that informatIOn IS limIted In quantIty and :;, 
may have some deficiencies in quality. . .:; 

It is often claimed, despite the limitations of ~he l~fo:~atIOn, th~; ~ 
decisions about offenders are decisions about umque IndIVld~als. Th'1 
is in some measure true, in that it is reasonable to de.s:rlbe every '~ 

"unl'que 1/ But it does not follow that our deCISIOns can be ' person as . . . der 
as differentiated as are the persons invo.lved. If we ~Ish to conSI ith • 

h . dividual as unique (as. indeed he IS) and to claIm to deal w,1 
eac m '. . f"t f 1 nt bits ':'{ 
h. s such then it follows that there IS an m 1m yore eva . , • 1m a , . 
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of information, since each further piece of information we obtain 
about the person has a probability of marking him out as different 
from somebody else who was similar except for this particular item 
of information. How: 'many item.s of information do we need to be able 
to say (prove?) that a person is unique? Since there are an infinity 
of persons (or a number large enough to be considered to be infinity) 
then there must bean infinity of information. Even if we cou1d mea
sure only one thing, but accurately enough, then we could describe 
each person as unique in terms of only one piece of information-say, 
his exact height or his exact weight. There is, of course, no point in 
attempting to measure height or weight so accurately that eat!h per
son can be described uniqutlly. We use a scale of measurement. which 
is adeqY3,i;'e for what we want to do: fit a suit, decide the hei,ght of 

." a table, length of a bed, or whatever. In any event, and in all actual 
cases, the number and variet;9' of the decisions we can make are 
limited, and we are wasting our time (if nothing else) if we sel~k in
formation which exceeds that required to do the job. The job m~\ly be 
the placing of a person in a category which we see as moslt ap
propriate for him, where clearly the number of categories (or types 
of decisions) cannot extend too widely; certainly not to infinity! One 
argument against the claim that decisions must relate to the unique 
individual is that if we were to match the unique individual to our 
decisions, we would require a potentially infinite set of different 
(unique) decisions. But this is not the strongest argument against the 
absurd claim of some decision-makers to make decisions about in~ 

dividuals. If each person is unique, and if each decision we make 
about persons is also unique, then we can never learn anything from 
experience. No unique or once for all event can be any guide to policy 
(Wilkins 1962). We can only use information as a guide when we are 
prepared to consider similarities, not when we are emphasizing dif
ferences (uniqueness) to the exclusion of all other considerations. 

The claim that every person is unique is,af course, reasonable. It 
serves also as a moral basis for our behaviour toward persons, for if 
WEl consider each individual as!i1mique, then we impute to him a level 
of autonomy. Furthermore, ifwe accept the moral claim that each in
dividual is unique, while making decisions affecting such persons on 
the basis of limited information, we must als~ a,ccept that there is a 
chance that any decision we make may be wrong. (It is clearly no 
solution to say that we must obtain all the information about ~pe per
son, because then we could still not make a decision. We would not 
have time.) We have to accommodate the idea of making morallyac
ceptable (good, l'ational, or fail') decisions under conditions of uncer
tainty. This presents some difficulty since it has been customary to 
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consider most issues of morals on the assumption that states can be 

accurately defined. ,ri) 

A RATIONAL DECISION <I 

We have used terms to qualify decisioIls, such as "good/' trfair<' or 
IIrationa1." The idea of "fairness" will be touched upon later. Th~ Idea :." 
of "rationalitylt is a difficult issue, but one which can be consl.d~red 
to"be relevant to sentencing and, indeed,. to., all other court deCISIons. 
Rationality bas been discussed by philosophers from ,many dif~erent 
viewpoints; a rational decision, however, may be somewhat eaSler to 
define than the idea of rationality. 

Statistical decision theory offers one such simple definition. We 
must assume that there is available a choice of possible decisio.ns. 
(Clearly if o~ly one dedition is possible it is not ~rofitable t? dis:uss 
whether it is or is not rational.) Normally, there Will be a chOIce, smce 
it is usually possible to decide or to decide not to decide; the lat~er .; 
being also a decision. A b~dy of info~ation is ~lso ~ssumed to e.x~st. "t 
It is not meaningful to dISCUSS the Idea of ratlo~ality of. a deCISI?n .;~ 
if the decision is made in the total absence of mformatlOn. Again, 
however this is a trivial condition, since in order to perceive the need ' 

to mak.e I a. dec. isiol1 we. would ~xp:ct some infor~ation to be. av. ailabl:·I~.· 
Third, there must be some crItenon 01' purpose m respect of the d~Cl. ~ 
sion to be selected. Usually, this is stated in the form ofsomethmg ' .. 
which we wish to maximiz.e or minimize. If we do not kno",r what we " 
wish to achieve, it is not possible to consider the ration.a~ity ?f any;, 
selection among possible decisions. Thus, a rational dec'l.st~\n t~ that ) 
decision among those possible for the decision.maker WhtC~, tn the , 
light of the information available, maximi~es tite. prob(J.bilit~ of the ;~ 
achievement of the purpose of the decision-maker tn that spec;ijicand c ~. 
parlicula1' case. .. ..~ 
. It must be noted that each rational decision is conslde~~ed as a .~ 
specific and single route betweell the information and .the gOllJ..Ther~ 
are, of course, decisions about decisions. It may be r~tlonal fo): a de(,~I. 
sion-maker to decide-not-to-decide until he has more lWormatl!on. ThIS "i 
may, or may not be, in itself, a rational decisi~n. In or?er t<,1 deter- \ 
mine whether this is so., we would need to have mformatlon about the '~ 
information, .since th~' Becond order decision is with regard t~~ info~. '7i 
mation and not to the initial criterion. It will be seen t~~t t~IS 1 

procedure can go on foreve:-fle~s ~ave s~allerfleas wh.<ih bM t 
them. The fact that an infimteser1es ]5 possIble does not, h~\~eve:, 
render an absurditlf the use of the CQncept of a rational decullon In . 
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these terms. Thel'atio of the dih.moter to the circumference of a cir~ ,) 
c1e is also an infinite series"but we use (11') to the value which has 
sufficient accuracy for our purpose. It may be quite ~easonable to ask ,., 
questions (i.e./ to seek infox:m.atibri.)ahout information which we are 
using in our decisions. Indeed, we might even claim that it is rational 
tii do so. The method and the crite!'ion, howe.ver, whereby we should 
assess information is not the Same hS the method or criterion we use 
in relation t~ the decision which concern.ed"usirt the first level of our 
consideration. 

If'this argument seems cOJ;1.lplex or ~nnecessary 'it m~y be noted 
that some recent research suggests that most decision·makers do, in 
fact, carry out a process of this kind. In coming tp a conclusion by 
s{;'arching and weighing information, thelli', is'.a transition from seek
ing information with respect to the decision itself' to the seeki~g of 
information about the information u!')ed in arriving at the initial deci
sion. An interim decision, say, to grant parole, will be made after the 
decision-maker has exa,mined a small number of items of information 

It - • 

He does not stop seeKing informatron at this point but ccntinues to 
examine further data. It appears, llOwever, that he is not relatihg the 
latter items of information to the decision criterion, but to the infor
mation upon which he based his initial (or interim) decision. If no 
item of information appears in the latter period of search which 
gleems' to fit badly with an item used in the interim decision, the deci~ 

#sion is quite soon made final-the information search ceases. If on the 
other hand information at the later stages seems to be dissonant with 
somijD of the earlier information, the search will continue. It is far 
more satisfactory to see the latter search for· information as i-elating 
to lIinformation-about-information" (a checking for possible dis
sonance) rather than the obtaining and weighing of further data with 
respect to the decision itself. 

ASSISTING THE DECISION-MAKER 

The phenomenon described in the preceding paragraph has been 
made use of in a practical manner in relation to decisions of the 
United States. (Federal) Board of Parole. The initial decision is sim~ 
pllfled (or· almost routinized) by the ~se of guidelines. T.he human 
decision-maker is ~elieved of much of the e,ffort of making the j:h:st 
decision, but he is especla11y to be concel'ned with the second part of 
the decision process~to examhic hlfol'mation which may suggest dis
sonance to the extent that, i)} any particular case, the guidelines 
should be set aside. The proce~\s of decision~making in this area can 
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then be improved by collecting together the reasons put forward for 
considering particular items of irrformation cli~son3l1t with ~he 
guidelines ahd subjecting these to 11gorous apPl'IDsal. The practlClill 
application of this, th€6ry has been fou~d to be most useful t~ ~he 
Parole Board and haS" been commended ill at least one court opuuon ~ 
(Gottfredson et al. 1973). ,~l.'. 

In. re: Lupo v. Norton, and Zagarino v. Attm'1WY Geneml of the.l 

United States, et al. the court hoted: . all :t 
The issues arise because the Board, though not constitutIon Y I 
required to give reasons for its decisions"Memechino v. Oswald, > 
430 F .2d 403 (2d Cir. 1970), has commendably ~dopted a n.ew I 

procedure designed to promote rationality in the decision-roa.ldng '.y 
process and to enhance understa:1ding. of th~ process by aU con- .:.\: 
cerned especially prisoners. Key mgredients of the new 
proced~e are (a) the use of a tabl: of gui~elines as an aid in 
'deciding the appropriate length of hme a prIsoner shoul? serve 
tefore being paroled, see 28, C.F.R. §2.52, and (b) a. requIrement 
that a ,prisoner denied parole ,receive in ~ting the reasons foro 
the decision, see 28 C.F.R. §2.15 (c) (reVIsed). These aspects of 
the new proc€<;lure are detailed in Battle v. Norton, 365 F. Supp. 
925.(D. Conn. 1973), and Gmsso v. Norton (D. ~onn. 1974). The i 
guideline table sets forth suggested le~gths of}une to.be served f prior to parole for various combinatl0p;s .of . wo VarIables, .:he t. 
severity of the offense and the, characterIstIcs of the offender. I 

1 

\ 
RATIONALITY, DIFFtCUL TY, AND 

It may seem adequate, if we wish to kpow how difficult a decision ,t 
is for a decision-maker, merely to ask him. Similarly, if we were to ,"j1 
ask how confident a person felt about a decision once he had made 
it we might expect' a useful answer. In practical situations these! 

CONFIDENCE 

procedures lead to some rather pec,:li:rr resul~s. ..! 
If we assume that the human deCISIOn-making processes are similar ! 

to those which might,take place in a computer we would assume tha~ .tt., 

the more difficult the task, the more work would have to be done to , 

obtain the same Ip.vel of confidence. Further, we might measure the 
amount of work in terms of the quantity of information ex- "1 
amined-the more, the greater the amount of work done. We hav~ .. ~ 

I 
~~ "chars t ... f·"" 

of It may be noted tbat the iterns -in L~~·iY,ar=w.ble. termed here,.... aC enstlcs 0 ~.w 11. f. 
offendet<." consist mainly of his previous conviction record and related ·matters. ", i 
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noted earlier that the level of confidence which a decision-maker 
would require before terminating the information search procp.ss 
would be expected to be associated with the believed consequences 
of any decision he might make. A decision with trivial consequences 
would require a low level of confidence, and hence little work, and 
fewer items of information would be expected to be studied. If we 
hold constant the level of the seriousness of the decision 
(consequences) we would expect the level of (Jonfidence achieved to 
be inversely related to th~ assessed difficulty. That more confidellce 
is obtained only by more work seems a reasonable assumptiOJil. 

Actual experimental results prove otherwise. As expected, decision
makers, in a sequGnce of interim decisions, assess their level of con
fidence to be increasing as the amount of information they examme 
is increased. They also claim, however, that as the amount of work 
done increases (the number of items of information examined in
creases) the difficulty of the decision task dec1'eases! The ease with 
which a decision is said to be made is directly proportional to the 
level of confidence in ~he decision. It is said to be the easy decision 
in which there is confidence, and, as the difficulty is seen to be m
creasing, the confidence diminishes. It may be that the individual 
decision-maker is unaware of the fa'ct that as he examines n'Iore infor
mation he is doing more work. He believes that as he examines more 
informatiOn the task of making a decision is progressively becoming 
easier. If we were to simulate the human decision-making process by 
the use of a computer, the greater the level of c·onfidence we 
required, the more work the computer would· hav~ to do' and we . ' mIght say that this would he, for the computer, a more difficult task. 

It will be noted that the relationship between confidence and dif
ficulty in decision-making is only unexpected if we assume that deci .. 
sion~making is a process. If we assume that all decision-makers when 
involved in the actual task of decision-making, realize j as we'stated 
ill the beginning of this chapter, decision-making is not a process, but 
the termination of a process, then the rating makes sense. 

'Ir~ rating . confidence and difficulty, the decision-makers are not con
sidering the processes of information search but of terminating the 
information search-that is, coming to a decision, It is obvious that 
if we view a decision in this way it is easier to stop the process when 
we are confident-a positive correlation is then expected between 
e&l1e and confidence. If, however, we thhlk of decision-niaking aSR 
process, then this is a very striking anomalQus result. 

There is still one remaining disturbing findmg from the experimen
ta! work from which the results noted in tbe:prevlous paragraph 
were derived (Wilkins 1959). AU decision-makers claim that they can 
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·f 
deal with large quantities of informatiotl- at least as easily as small! 
quantities. The information search is continued well beyond the point .. i 
at which research shows any possible utiIityto the continuing activi~r 
ty. This is a more serious error th{m a mere wasteful use of time and d , 
effort. Usually, it seems that persons will not voluntarHy terminate .'.1 
the information .search until they have reached the point of inform a- .'1 
tion overload and their expected peliormance has deteriorateq to well 1 
below their optimal level. This is, of course, unfortunate, but notf 
unexpected. In any continuing task how do we know that we are f 
beginnirw; to do badly? (:'If we are playing any bal\'\ gam~s, we know f 
the exae:t level of our success after each stroke-there is continuous I 
feedback. Our decision-maker, however, does not have any means fot f 
knowing, after each item has been retrieved and studiedl how well he 
is doing in his attempts t.o combme the data into a rational decision. 

( 0 

The only way in which the information searcher/decision-maker has 
any feedback that his!performance is deteriorating is when he senses 
that he is beginning to be disorganized. This is an internal, subjective 
criterion which may function quite differently .in different decision-,:, 
makers, Most decision-makers are not satisfied toceas~ the informa- i 

1 tion search in decisions regarding offenders until the number of items I 

exceeds the memoryspnn. The number of items of information which 1 
can be used in a decision (as Burnham in another place in this mono~ '1 
graph has discussed) is a mere frac~ion of the number which can be f' 
remembered, In experiments with case data from files of offenders! 
it appears that up to 30 items can be remembered immediately after f 
the presentation of the information, where the recall is facilitated by I 
a checklist in which one response is fixed as correct if the two others ! 
are a180 correct. This would seem to be providing almost the best con-l 
ditions for, recall. Individual decision~makers, however, will seldom! 
stop their information search operations at less than 30 items, nor do f 
there appear to be any stoppilig: rules consciously applied. The • J 
process is terminated by a feeling ct,nat enough data has been ob-! 
tained, This feeling appears to agree closely with a recognition that .1.' 

:U~pi::;r;:~~:d~l~:~~le:t~!!~s~St:e~e ~~;~e::l~:~!a:::!:~~e!~~ ...• " 
back indicating overloading or disorganization, 

There are malny and various
d 

resfearhch studMies 'hOf dfecihsion-makki~g i.' 

and there Is a so a large bo y 0 t eory. uc 0 t is wor IS } 
reviewfedhin the chat pteI' by Butrnham a~t~adY mebntioned. Fo~ thde P~t· J 
pose 0 t e presen argumenour POSI Ion can e summarIZe qUl e .. ' 
simply. ~ecision-~akers who .b~lieve that they ca~ ~onsider all the . J 
relevant 111formation are decelvmg themselves. Dec~sIon-makers who tJ 
believe that they need only more information in order to make better n 
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decisions are clearly incorrect, Computer salesmen who tr t 
suade managers, administrators, and judges that "if only thY 0 ~elrd-
h . f t· h" ey COd ave III orma Ion at-t eir-flllgertips their problems would bId" 
h f t ' I' t' " e so ve av.e .. ar 00. SImp IS Ie an Idea of, information search retrieval and 
decision-makmg, ", " 

Pert ding f1:lrther research in cooperation mOth d .. k' . . t f . . ,eClSlOn~ma ers m a 
varie y 0 deCISIon situations there are "ew l'nd' t' f h ' ht ,1.' Ica Ions 0 ow we 
mlg proceed toward. improved decision makl'ng 01 1 ~ bl ~ ,ear Y complex 
pro :~S cannot be addressed without considerable quantities of in-
formah?n; yet, as we' have indicated, the human information 
processmg does n~t see~ adequate, Complex problems must, perhaps 
be bro~en down mto dImensions 01' elements and then recombin d 
after ,slmple, .less comp~ex decisions have been made on limited se~s 
o~ data. I~ thls ;vay the ~uman decision-maker may not be overloaded 
":lth c~nslderatlons outslde the immediate concern of the particular 
dlmensIOn, and there is an opportunity to proceed to examine the is- -
sues one by one. How~verl such a process of breaking down re ukes 
~ complementary metho~ for putting together. Rules for reco~bina~ 
.1Oh of the sU,bproblems must also be id,entified. Perhaps' an exam Ie 
of :h.e redUC~lOn. of a problem to dimensions may be given. JUdi!al 
declslOn-makIng IS often concerned with the problem of the dan'" 
offender. ., erous 

SENTENCING THE "DANGEROUS 
OFFENDER'~ . 

Who is the dangerous offender? What constitutes dangerousness? 
i~e.re clearly will be differences of opinion on these questions but 
e It be assumed th,at there is also some general 'basis of agree~ent 
~or p~rposes of ilIustrati?n Ie~ us consider that any person who ha~ 
0n:mltted an act of phYSICal Violence against another person may be 

defmed as a potenti~lly dangerous offender. The initial act of viole ;ay, und~r this formulation, be taken to be a superficial indicatorn~~ 
c:::ther VIolence. ?fcourse nothing which can he done after the act 

i change the clr?umstances or nature of the act itself. We might 
~ sh to take the VIew that the only action justified with respect to 
cr~ offender. is ,that. which takes account only of his past crime or 
in ,es, ~f th~s VIe,,: IS taken, then clearly there is no point in col1ect~ 
. g mfOl mahon whICh relates to the probable actions of the offender 
~~:he fut~r(;:!. Most philosophies of sentencing would take a rather 
. erent vlew-probable future acts of violence are a consideration 
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in the disposition as effected through the ~entence, while the ·seri- i 
ousnesS of the past act is also to be taken mto account. It does not ; 
follow, however, that the more serious the past act the .more probable 

future act. Indeed the general trend seems to be In the reverse " 
:rder. It will be clear that as soon as it is acknowled~ed t~~t there 
are two considerations (or more) in determining the dISpOSItIOn, the 
question' of balancing them also appears as a problem. Wha~ may .be ~{ 
indicated as a reasonable disposition in terms of one consIderation 'I 
may be reinfdirced by the other or may be contr~indicated by it. ~t ,:f 
is possible to continue to discuss issues of compleXIty far beyond thIS ;1 
point in abstract terms. But the stating of the prdoblemStdOetsh.nokt Pthrot- .1 
vide a formal solution( rather, there is a ten ency o. m a ! 
because the issues can/be stated they can be dealt with by co~mon ·,'.t' 
sense or by appIicatlort of general intelligence and experience Without u' 

reference to any explicated rules of analysis or combination. It does 

COURT DECISION-MAKING 

The technical issues raise ftu1her moral questions, because any in
ferencesc with regard to the future (e.g., probability estimates, 
whether intuitive or mathematical) can be incorrect in two quite dif
ferent ways., Moreover, the two different kinds of error have dif
ferent kinds of consequences and, hence,~"1.t would generally be ac
cepted, two different kinds of moral issues to be balanced. A con
sideration of errors of prognosis will indicate the value of subdividing 
of problems-the diViding of errors into two kinds, known to statisti
cians (not surprisingly) as erro!"s of the first and second kind! 

a) Errors of First and. Second kind. 

A decision is wrong if we reject the hypothesis when it is in fact 
true andaJso wrong if we accept it when it is false. These two ways 
of being incorret:!t are not, however, necessarily equally wrong. That 
is, we may ,predict a particular case as being a likely recidivist and 
be eithet right or wrong, and may predict a case to be nonrecidivist not then assist with decision-making research to continue to note the 

, 'f' 1 complex issues, but rather to examine the consequences 0 SImp e 
ones in the first instance. 

.. )~.nd be either right or wrong. This is clear from the two-way table 
.' )table 1). 

The first question raised when t~e example of the dange~ous of
fender is posed is that of whether the past offense alone prOVIdes the I 
basis for the disposition or whether some imp1ici~ pre~icti?n. of~uture I 
dangerousness was involved. This is a fundainenta~ dIscrl~l~atIon of I 
the possible bases for information 'search str~tegIes, decislon~, and I 
moral value choices. Immedia.tely, when attentIOn turns. to considedr.af-l 
tions of probable future states 01' events (and there are Important 1 - ,· .• ·.1 
ferences between these which we will not discuss), the consequences 
of any decision also change. The past is more surely. k~own than t~e . I 
future indeed insofar as we can know the future, It IS only by lU

ferenc~ from the past or the present. Thus, if we are concerned only 
with the award of just punishment (without concern for the future 
probability of crime) we would base our mor~l judgment as to. W.hat 
constituted "just desserts" in terms of the serlOus~ess of the c~lmmal 
act and that alone, whereas if we wish to make m!erences WIth ::e
gard to future behavior, the limitatio~ of inform~tlOn> to the qualIty 
of the criminal act may afford no gmde. The mam dIfference, hoW
ever, is ,not in terms of the nature and quality of the in~o~mation to 
be sought, but rather in terms of the nature. of the deCISI?n .. In th~ 
former case the decision is a moral matter; m the latter It. IS mo1'~ ;< . 

akin to say business scientific, technical 01' even mathematIcal decl- i':" 
sions sInce the focus' is upoii an estimate of a probability. On~e the .J 
prol;ability is determined, there is st. ill r~maining a .moral question to :.1 
be determined even if the moral qpestlOns regardmg the nature of ~ 
the initial offense are ignored. 11 
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Table 1. Predicted and actual outcomes and kinds of errors 

Actual outcome 
Predicted outcome 

Success Failure 

Success (right) (wrong) 

Failure , (wrong) (right) 

It is customary to use the term "false positive" to designate those 
cases predicted incorrectly as becoming failures. That is, "false" ap
plies to the direction of prediction. Alternatively, the risk of error can 
be seen as representing, as it often does in practice, either a COB

surner ora producer risk. In many situations in the criminal justic.;'! 
field, however, there is no opportunity for identification of the con-. 
surner risk. This is because when a prediction is made that the in
dividual will recidivate (fail) if he is released, he will, in fact be 
detained in .. the institution; accordingly, he has no op}}Drtunity of 
demonstrating that the prediction was wrong-that he could succeed. 
When he is eventually released, if he is then successful, this fact is 
credited to the decision to hold him longer (i.e., for more treatment" 
and this was effective, thus proving the earlier decision to be correct! 
If on the other hand, he fails, this is direct proof that the earlier pre
diction was also right-he was thought to fail if' released then, he was 
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released later and failed, and clearly the failure could not be the 
result of further treatment. This is a kind of Catch 22 in reverse! No 
matter what the outcome is in relation to the prediction, three ,of ~he 
four results (as noted by the cells of table 1) are assumed to reaffIrm 
the wisdom of whatever decision is made, so long as it resulted in the 
offender being detained longer. Only if the offender is re1eased and 
then fails (top right-hand cell of table) must the predicted out:o~e 
be considered to be an incorrect prediction. There is, thus, a buIlt-m 
bias toward risk aversive behaviol' in assessing probable outcomes. 

In additiori) to difficulties in assessing the errors in just terms 
because of the confounding of predictions with decisions, there are 
questions of trade~off between various preferen~es. or moral values. 
Some of the issues are due to the fact that predIctIOn of future ~ut
comes (prognosis) is an inexact science. Perhaps the most detall~d 
and extensive study of the violent offender, which was conducted In 

the attempt to find a measure of violence-proneness, was that ?f 
Wenk and Emrich (1972). They studied over 4,000 young men m 
California, giving them a very large variety of tests and co11ecting 
data on almost every aspect of their lives. Th~y used the best known 
techniques of statistical analysis to build a prediction table for 
violence proneness. They were not very successful. They say, 

Those individuals who have the top 260 scores (of the 4,000) were 
classified as violent~prone, and the remainder as not violent
prone. On the first step with variable one (his:.o;ry of vio~~pce)) 
twenty-eight individuals were correctly classifIed as vlOlent
prone as they were also found to be i~ the vio~en~ ~ub-sample 
(true positives). These hits stand agamst 256 mdIVIduals who 
were misc1assified. According to the prediction index/ 24 persons 
were classified as non~violent (false negatives); and 232 persons 
were classified by the index as Violent-prone and turned out to 
be non-violent (false positives). 

This means that in order to ensure that about half of the persons 
who are in fact violent are id~ntified in advance, the penalty ~s th~t 
We would also classify 9 o·~~t of'~very 10 incorrectly. We cunnot Identi
fy the 1 among the 10 who must be classified as potentially violent 
because all have similar characteristics. Th,e implications for the two 
classes of error (consumer/offender v. producer/decision-maker risk) 
are very clear in this example, and- the problem of the trade-~f~ as 
a moral choice is most, strongly evident. How many false pOSItives 
(i.e., persons whO are similarly suspect) is it reasonable to .i~carcerat~ 
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category? It does not'appear that it is possible to do ,better than to 
have nine false :positive cases for every correct assignment if we are 
to catch half of those who will commit further violent offenses:--that 
is the limit of present knowled~e. If 90 persons wrongly considered 
as dangerous is too high a price to pay for the 50 percent insurance, 
then would 50 persons for 10 percent insurance be morally accepta
ble? If .not 50 for 10, then what number represents a morally acc~pta
hIe ratio between the true and the false positives? If we act at all 

.J and even if we do not, there will be some number representing this 
'1. ratio. The only way to avoid treating any person incon'ectly as a 

,,' t potentially violent offender is to treat no one at all as being poten~ 
'.1.1, tially violent. Similar1y, if we wish to incarcerate all potentially 
I violent persons, we must incarcerate all persons, since everybody has 

some risk of committing a violent act! 
The problem may be avoided if it is proposed that we act with 

respect to offenders .only in terms of their past ~ct, maldng no assess
ment with regard to future probable acts and not modifying the deci

{sian in terms of any expected behavior. This is'the "just desserts" ,f'-
1 gument made .by the recent book entitled Struggle Jor Justice 
. t (American Friends Service Committee 1971). If any consideration is 
1 not completely in ter-ms of the past, then the issue of the trade-off 
! between risks has to be faced. 
·'1 It may b,: suggested that while an insurance against false positives 
.•. should be quite high when this has regard to the nonna! citizen, the 
'. ratio might reasonably be reduced when persons who had already 
, committed crimes or partiCUlarly violent crimes were concerned. This 
j 'is not an unreasonable suggestion, but it sets further constraints and 
. f raises other issues which can be subdivided and considered (see table 
I 2). 
I 
l 

J 
t 
I 

Table 2. Prior record' and morall~' acceptable false positives 

Classification of person level of false positives regarded 
as morally acceptable 

f (1) Nonoffender , ............ I~; •.......• · .......... : ...... (a) none acceptable. 
I .. (2) One prIor. nonviolent. proved offense: ..... (b) some slight reduction in the i r proportion of false pOSitives 

I,' (p). 
I (3) One prior, violent, proved offense ............ (c) value of (p) lower than tl'18tfor 

··,l 2(b}. 
J (4) Two prior, nonviolent, proved offenses ..... (d) value of (p) lower than 2 (b) 
I M~M~~7 in order that we can be sure to incarcerate the true posltlve cases. 

Is it reasonable or morally acceptable to treat as dangerous 100 per
sons of whom 10 may be correctly assigned to the "dangerous" 1 

: .. r (5)' Two prior: one violent, one nonvlolenL.... (e) ............ ," ......................... ",,, .. ,. 

H 
hl 

(6) ,~ ....... ~ .. ;~ .. +~ .•••••.•• ~ ••• ~/ •• ~ ••• ~ ................ .......... ,.-,-., .. (f) ..... It~ ...... 0'.~' ••• ,.1.' •.•. f •••••• , ••••.••••••••• f. 
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There is difficulty in establishing a hierarchy in the first collunn: 
Is (4) worse than (3) in an cases or only for some? Given that a 
hierarchy could be"established for that column, there is still the issue 
of determining the intervals among the (p) values' in the second 
column. Having established a hierarchy :for the first column, how~~ver, 
it w,ould follow that the second column should diminish in (p) v~\lues 
from the top entry downwards. Thus, we see that by spelling out in 
a specific form one set of issues, another set begins to show con
straints on the values which may be accepted as rational or morally 
acceptable. 

The analysis in the preceding paragraphs indicates what may be 
achieved by the process of attempting to provide models for the deci~ 
sion-making of judges, prosecutors, or others in the criminal justice 
field. At the present stage of development, the major contribution 
from decision theory may be in that attempting to apply it, new 
dimensions are forced into our thinking. Some useful models (as 
previously noted, see p. 71) are already being applied by the U.S, 
Board of Parole and much more could be done to build other models 1 
to harness the computer to assist the decision~maker. The moral is- ' I 
sues must be clearN defined, however, even though there may not 'f. 
be agreement about details. q 

It 
THE: NEXT STEPS IN DECISION RESEARCH 
FOR THE COURTS 

There can be no question of the judge's role being taken over by 
the comjtiter! The computer could, however, take a load of the work 
from the judge (or other decision~maker) and free his capacities for 
the kinds of considerations Which require human thought and assess
ment. Finding ways to use the computer to assist the decision-maker 
is not merely a matter of technology; indeed the technology seems 
simple. Rather, the major considerations lie in the interface between 
technical (or scientific) and moral (or humanitarian) principles. Moral 
problems need to be considered anew as they apply to contemporary 
society. There would seem to be a moral requirement that man should 
be as rational as he knows how to be; yet the field ot criminal justice 
abounds with symbolic activity. It is indeed doubtful whether society 
is ready for a completely rational approach to problems of social con-

, trol. Moral constraints apply to rational decisions, of course, but there 

I .! 

1 

is a need also to consider the rellition between our moral values and [f 

:e symbolic activity of crbninal justice procedures. ,I 
'1 
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,Perhap~ 0U: mai~ prob!em is that we have not been honest in our 
language m diSCUSSIng cnminal justice procedures. We have tri d t 
?elieve that 0U: actions were rational When they were mainly S~bol~ 
lC and ~e ~ave us.ed the language of a medical analog and contused 
many SIgnificant Issues. of equity in the process. If we were. to 
ac~o~ledge the s~bolic elements, we might begin to understand 
the~. unport .and dISC?~er that the?, were of considerable value. The 
deSIgn of ratIonal deCISIon models In relation to computer technol 
forces us to use a different language from that which has serve(~~ 
the past, and the ambiguities in our current language appear in our 
attempt~ to. translate. Furthermor'e, since the translation involves the 
communI:atto,n ,among persons,of different backgrounds; the field 
upon :vhl~h It, IS focused may be enriched and advanced. No one 
a~~honty In the field of criminal justice can merely delegate responsi
bIlity for certain specific areas to another; all concerned must un
derstand. the basic principles. We must be prepared to face up to the 
most senous problems of our time which lie in the interfaces among 
fields of specialization: This "no-man's~land" must be surveyed and its 
dangers and potential values explored. 
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CHAPTER V} 

Correctional Decision-making' 

DON M" GOTTFREDSON 
. , 

pro...""e;."S. 
Little "'''Ol:,k hns been. done towm.'d developing cln..~ificatioll methods 

tOr use ill jIDls" 'AAd little :s~reUlatic study has 'been completed which 
~uld giv-e probation. ~dministl'2.tol"s an ll\ereased confidence that their 
~m:g8S\v.ill he :pl:'Ovided the kind an,d degree of tl-eatment most ap
~;p.ri:ate fur the individuals assigned, To the e.~tent that each jail in
mate and eacll pl"oootionel' is uniqu~ llO amount of e).1>e.rience can as
sm-i! fSttch confidence; but to the ~'rtent tllat similal' persons respnnd 
similiuiy to dirf~ntial program placements. tJUlt experience could 
,gmae furore decisions .and thus could improve the l-eSruts of jail and 
pro'bsOOn ptogra,ms. 

ID;[uih more researeh has been done with persons sentenced to 
pr..snn:s or to eon-ectional i"'acilities for youth, and muc.h of th~t has . 
~v.anee til) ('lassffication problems in the area of jail and probation. 
E~'t fu wose :ressal."cll :stum~ the word# "'classification/' typically 
refers ae~. in c(U"l'Iecl;igDS, to procedures for the assignment of 
~gns to m.sum::W)l~S or to instihItional programs. In some systems. 
~ in CaJlifurni~ the newly attived. prisoner is observed and studied' 

COltREC'l'lONAL DEClSION-MAXUN'Q 

jllteilS~\',ely ~Ol' n period of ~, 01' 3. n~onths in n !.'Ipeciqlly: de~igned 
l'~C!e~~~~'gUldunce ?entel' fUClht.y, Snch st.udy may include interviews 
With thQ. ln1l11lte winch) together with matel'ials assembled from illqui .. 
ric5 of others, provide t\hnsi~ f01' Il brief SOcilll history, Vocational 
cOlUlseling mny be provided und recommendations made concerning 
offender needs for education and trainil1g, Group and sometimes in
dividunl psychologictll testillg muy be included in the assessment 
procedures; sometimes they include observations of behaviol' in 110US-

. ing lmits, i'ecl,'entiOllt\l. facilitiesj and counseling sessions; and (more 
l'~rely) t~ey include Psyc.hia:l'ic evaluations ~l' individual psychological' 
dmgnosclc study. Tlle obJectives typically ate determination of the 1n-, 
stitution in which the prisoner will Mrve at least the first part of his 
term: the degree of custody . (i.e.~ physical security and surveillance) 
:'eqUll'ed1 und the treatment pl'ogram plncements judged appropriate 
III ,t~l'ms of l'ehabilitative aims. In cortectional systems with so~ 
~lllstlcated ~l'eatm~llt reSOU1'Ces, pl'OKl'am placement altel'uatives may 
lllclude a \vld~val'u~ty of programs-each with ardent advocates with 
respect to rehabilita'l;ive value. For example, they may include educa
tioI)~l l':~imes, vocati?lHll training for numerous. occupations

l 
group 

and mdlVldual counselmg andpsychothel'apy fJ.'om diverse theoretical 
frames of reference, occupational therapy, forestry 01' road camp pro~ 
gt'anl s, and work-furlough placements. The data collected to aid in 
these decisions are sometimes painstakingly compiled with careful ac~ 
curacy, ~l'dinal'ily, however, there is little evidence of the validity of 
the .data m terms of any objectives of the conectional process, Hence 
agam, much data, little information. ' 

The.t'e are, indeed, beliefs nmong cO)"l'ectional staff responsible for 
these decisions in the validity of certain kinds of data in predicting 
program outcomes. Such beliefs are most usefully regarded as 
hypotheses to be tested through followup studies. Thos~ found valid 
can be ~etained and, use~ in educating other decision~makers, hope
fully to Ulcrease the ·likelihood of helpful program placements. Those 
not supported by the evidence can be rejected. Without such a 
process of systematic study and feedback to the decision~makers, im
provement in the decisions cannot be expected. That which was 
reasonably supposed, assumed, or thought likely is apt to be taken in
creasingly as that which is supported by evidence-indeed to be . . , 
mIstaken for fact. Presumptions concerning relations of offender data 
to desh'ed outcomes may in time achieve the status ,of folklore. These 
~oncepts may provide a basis for implicit classification models. Thus 
nnplicit classification methods based on tradition and folklore rna; 
become the chief tools of the correctional decision-maker, 
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Many useful starts toward more explicit and reliable classification 
methods have bf'\rn made; and vafidation studies-with respect to a 
variety of correctional purposes-have begun to be reported. An ex
cellent c'liscussiof, by Warren (1971) (intiuding many ul?eful references 
on this topic) has shown there is a considerable conununality among 
many of these classification systems. . 

These classification methods, from psychological, sociological, or 
psychiatric perspectives, are not equally valuable for all purposes. 
Some have more direct f;r~atment implications than others. Some are 
demonstrably more reliaole than others. Some are ~or~ helpful in 
generating testable hypotheses than others. In only a few inst,ances 
has the relevance of the classification for treatment placement been 
clearly demonstrated. Thus, the need is great for development of 
theoretically sound, clinically useful, testable classification systems, 
with enunciation of the probable etiology~ for proposed treatment or 
control measures;' and for demonstratii:l?i of the effectiveness of dif
ferential treatment placements. (Grant 1961; Warren 1971; Cor:mier 
1959; Argyle 1961; Gough and Peterson 1952; Peterson, Quay, and 
Cameron 1959; Sullivan, Grant, and Grant 1956; Venezia 1968; Bor
jeson 1967, pp. 173-236; Sparks 1967, pp. 129-169; ,Wolfgang, Figlio, 
and Sellin 1972, pp. 218-243 and pp. 252-255; Quay 1964;' Grant and 
Grant 1959; Warren 1969, 1972.) 

The importance of person classifications at each step in· the cor
rectional continuum 'from conviction to discharge should be 
emphasized (Warren 1972). To the extent that criminal justice agen
cies adopt goals of modifying behavior to reduce the probability of 
law violations, it is important to have available at e::i.Ch decision point 
(concerning placement decisions) classification information which will 
indicate the setting and methods most likely to achieve those goals. 
In the absence of any classification system, no interactions of persons 
by treatments on outcome measures can be observed; and there is 
now considerable evidence that such interactions are critically impor
tant. Warren has provided examples of such interactions based on in
terpersonal maturity classifications from the California Youth 
Authority programs (Warren 1972a). Evidence now available from 
this line of investigation' (diligently pursued since 1957) clearly sup
ports the central thesis of the importance of offender classification 
methods in treatment evaluation research. She cited a variety of d 

other examples. A Project Outward Bound program in Massachusetts 
was said to be effective with one classification of delinquents but not· 
with another (Kelly and Baer 1971). Two studies were said to demo~1-
strate effectiveness of individual counseling programs with\\c"as~!S in . 
the middle range of difficulty but not for easier or more.,difficulC· 
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Many useful starts toward more. ex~licit an~ relia~le classification 
methods have been made; and validatIon studies-Wlth :resp~ct to a 
variety of \~ortectional purposes-ha:e~.be~ to be reported.,.!ul ex
cellent discussion by Warren (1971) (mcludmg maJ.!y useful ~eferences 
on thls topic)"has shown there, is<a con~iderable ~~mrnunality;among , 

, :many: 'Of these classification sY$tein~" "".,', 2 ..: ' 
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cases (Berntse~}and Christiansen 1965). A study of group therapy 
was reported t()~ve shown a differential impact on persons in van

. ous offense categories (Clanon and Jew 1969). 

'These classification meth,()ps, from:psychologl~al, sOCIologIcal, or 
psychiatric perspectives, al;~: ,not equally valuabl~ for all purposes. 
Some:have more direct u'eat,l)1ent impllc"ations tha,n others. Some a:e 

demonstrably more reliable~pan othe:r,s. Some are more ~elpful m 
generating testablehypothes,e:~ th~ otpers. In 0t:tlY a few mstances 
has the' relevance of the classificabonfor treatm~?t placement been 
clearly.,' demonstrated. Thus, theneed{is great f01: dev~lopment of 
theoretically sound, clinically useful, t.estable clas~ificatlon systems, 
with enunciation of .the probable etiolo~; for pro~~se~ treatment ?r 
conh'ol measures; and for demonstratio~; of the e~,ectlveness of ~
fe~'ential treatment placements. (Gl'ant ~961; Wal'li:en 1971; COl'l1ller 
1959; Argyle 1961; 'Gough an~} Petersori~; 1952; Pe~erso~, Quay" and 
Cameron 1959; Sullivan, Grant; and "Grant 1956; ~eneZla 1968;:S~r
'jason 1967, pp. 173-236; Spal~ks 1967, pp:, 129-169;'!y0lfgang, Flgho, 

Offenders ai:i~\;not the only proper subjects for classification efforts. 
'Other c6mpon¥ri~ of intervention strategies may be classified also; cas 
Warren sugge~t~ these may include environmental settings, workers 
(treaters)1 and t17eatment methods (Warren 19720, p. 12). One may 
then proceed to seek to sort out the optimal "matches" for greatest 
effect in terml~ o£:desired putcomes. Reviewing studi!;'ls of correctional 
treatment in>~~i~munity settings, Warren (1972b) cited current 

'. research report~d)y about 125 persons in 25 countries (including in
. .. vestigations in ,25 of the United States), She concluded that '. two 

,~ general movements can be observed in these studies, which involve 
.: "increasing differentiation of the 'who' and the 'what' o:f:correctionaL, 
:,programs." The 'Iw},lo" question refers to increased·concetn with Qf~' 
."fender characteristics and y.riththgii:~~ relatic~~:t() "what will be 
iL,iequired to get hllnout of th~r~on;ectiop.al syste!~'r:p~rman~11tly." The 
"lwhat" question points to md:eased attention to· "e,t'Lidyb'ig various 
treatment elements and their':c6utl'ibution to outcome!' 

and Sellin IP72, pp. 218-243 ,and pp. 252-·~55; Quay;}964j Grant and 
Grant 1959' 'Warren 1969, 1972';) " i' , 
,,' ,The imp~l~flnce, of person#~ssificatioris at each ;step in the, cor
rectional corltinuum from,c()nviction,~o discharge should be 
emphasized (Warren 1972). T9::'the extent::that cril'mnal justic~ .agen-
ch~s ~\dopt i\6,a1s of modifyin~(behavior t?~reduce t~epro?~bihty. of 
l~w violatiohs' it is importan(to have availa..b1e at ea~ deCISIon P01~t 
(concerning plkcement deciSi~g?s) classificati?n info~~tion which will 
indicate the s,etting and m~~hbds most like)y to achie:;e those>~~als, 
In the absenc~; of any'dassifjcation system/ no inte:ra~tlOns ofJ'):';so~s 
by treatment#i on:;p:~~come;l11easures;'can,;be. observ~d;.,~d,~,~ere IS 

now conside~~able "evid?,nce t~~t suc1;t, mtel~?tJ.0ns are.frJ.tlc~~~ 'lIDP?r: 
tanto W arrerihas provl~led examples of s':}ch mteract19~ b~ed on ill 
terpersonal m.aturity:'ciassifications ~o~ the C~~0n.l;a." Youth 
Authority programs ,('Warren 1972a). E.:Y1dence now::avall~b1e from 
this line ofinvestigatio~ (diligently pu:r;~ed since 19~7) c1~?::ly s1;lP'" 
ports the central thesisS of the importan£;e of offend~t cla~si?catlo~ 
methods in treatment.§valuation rese~~h. She ci~~d a :vanety o~; 

c, other examples. A. Proj~t Outw~'d Bou.@ program 111. Massachusetts ;;: 
was said t&be?ffectiv~5vith Ol~e classifi*tio~ o~, delinq~e~ts but not 
with another (Kelly and~~ae:l' 1971). Two'~~tudl~~Alv'ere saldto demo~
strate effectiveness of fl1c1ividual:cpunse1ipg pr~gram~s with c~es In, 

the middle ·:i:ange of d~culty but not ~~.r easier o~imol'e' difficult 
,~, ~.:: 

:~-
~.:'. ,~~ --

~';:~ ':: 

·~f: ' 

, Parole is an area of corrections which provides a good basis for 
(\iscussion of our presently limited knoWledge o1;.<;lecision-making and 
of th~ contributions and limitations of Classification and prediction 

. methods. 
(Parole ~n the United States evolved from "tickets of leave" whlch 

had been used in England, along with indeterminate sentences within 
aJixed range, since 1853 and since 1840 in a program of transporting 
prisoners from England to ~ericain accordance with English law 

.. P~ 1597 (Newman 1008, pp .. 19-20; Rubin 19<63, p. 33). A:t the organiza
tio.nal meeting .ofwhat is now the AmericanCorrectiollal Association, 
a principle involying classification was aci()pted, apparently having 
grown from a system of marks (forgood:~onduct and achievement in 
education and industry) asa basis for tiqkets of leave with communi-
ty·.sup!')rvision;The principle stated, I 

. . • The progressive classification of prisoners based on charac
teristics and worked ()n some wellc?f,ijusted mark system should 
be estliblished in 'all prisons abo~~ the common jail (Lindsay 
1925-1926);~{<' , .. ~~: 

"Thus, a centt:iiy ago, American correctional leaders were urging ~ 
cal'~ful, systematiC., classification ofoffendei~ by their characteristics 
an~r progress in corl.'ectional programs. The examples below l'epl"eSent 
bu~slow progrEiss toward this objective through a long IDie of 

, research efforts;';:' 
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A brief look a~~e history of these studies, aimed at p~ole prcd:i~-
tion -shows that~they began about 50 years ago (Mannheun ,and Wil-
kin; 1955i~§irno~ 1971). Warner's (1923) study of items related to 
parole,su~~~s and failure was continued by Hart (1923) who SUg
gested co$bining items into a single score, a task !pparently first 
performed'by Burgess (Burgess, Bruce, and Hamo 1928). , ' 

The next three decades saw the further development of these ef
forts in the United States. The Gluecks published eight ,volumes on 
th"e':~topic between 1930 and 1950 (Glueck and Glueck 1930, 1934a, 
f934b, 1937, 1940

1 
1,943, 1945, 1950). Meanwhile, probationers ;rere 

studied in Minnesota,(Monachesi 1932), attempt was made to, validate 
Burgess' results, (Tibbits 1931), jail recidivists we~ studied (Argow 
1935), and those from a correctional school (Fento~1935); the,use of 
inmate hunches rei~rding the parolability oftherr fellow pl'lSoners 
was investigated (LJ#ne 1936), further work ()u pl~ediction was done 
(Ohlin 1951), and c~~sely related studies we~'e published (Caldwell 
1951' Reiss 1949' Witmer and powers 1951). Attempts were \made to 
validate the Glu;ck'~M5Jes with other groups--i:for example, with dUl-
dren with behavioi' p!~~~lems. !.~ , .•... 

Related research -itrls completed meanwhil~;in Europe, Mannheim 
finished a similar stJdy' in England and a'Jater one with,\Yllkins 
(Manriheim and Wilki~s 1955). . ';:: . .)' " .' 

These studies led~ to parole predictlonefforis ill Califol'llla 
beginning in 1958 (q~ttfredson 1959). The pl~m~'Y.~otivati~~ for 
these attempts was ript to provide assistance, m ~ndiVldua1 d~~ls10n
malting; rather, a c1f1:~~ification tool was sought. ~th a potenb~l ~se 
in studies of effecti'/eness of treatment and ill prog.::am plrummg 
(Mannheim and Wilkins

1L
,t955; Filkins 1961~. The methods .developed 

and tested fa:!!' adult tt!@e and female pnsonersand f?I c~nfin~ 
youth have <lIemol1s~:r!}t\~d va1!dity for sa:npl~s released ill diff~ren-c 
years, to different g~~p-aphica1areas, ~ dif~erent sea.:'0n.s ?f. the 
year, from differen,t institutions, m, different JUrlsdictions 
(Gottfredson and Beverly 1962; Havel and Sulka 1962; Gottfredson, 
Wilkins, and Hoffman 1972). ' . ' 

,':{};, ' , 
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~~;?~5' 

of California's prisons;gi{ore than 20,GOO persons) first by base ex
pectancy (parolepredi§§!bn) scores, then by further clinical criteria. 
The result, with ,!J.oth~}:&le and female prisoners, was that some per
sons were referred ~.i)r parole consideration at a date earlier",than 
originally schedulecli'Bomeof these were released on parole bi'dec~
sion of the parole ,bdard. 

~ In a second aJ?'plication, minimal supervision case loadS of male and 
J female paroll:!tl~iwere established. Persons assigned to classifications 

c having al1!gji' probability of successful parole completion received 
minimal,i~~ijervision. Experience demonstrated that these cases may 
be giveri'1ess supervision with no increase in the parole violation rate 

" (Havel 1963). This enabled parole workers to deploy their forces from 
~;:r~~l ar.eas where .help was less needed to concentrate efforts to where it 
~,:~::~~ mlght be mOl e helpful. '" -
ff:C-:::-Z: ~ased upon a parole p~'edlctlOn deVIce for female offenders, a new 
:l-:,',':.asslgn~ent and. supervisol'~ ~ystem was -~s.tablished (Betts 1961). ~he 
i1 .... ,hest risks receIved only mInimal superVISIon, and parole agent t1lne 
{{'was ;redeployed to treatment-oriented supervision of judged amenable 
!t)aroleesand to surveillance of judged nonamenable cases. 
J ~':, In supervision of male parolees, the saved time was used for more 
~l :,~,~tensivesupervision of middle risk parolees. This was an application 
I :'8f a research result reporting no differences with reduced case loads 'il' 1~ the case of good and poor risks but a favorable gain (i.e., fewer 
! .' vi91ations) with parolees in the middle risk group (Burdman 1963). 
: 'i,These efforts had reSUlted in substantial :rnonet~ry savings by 1961 

:i ~ith no in,.,\!.;,.r~.~~e in parole. v~ola~ion~. The female offender cl.assll. ica
I tion progl·f1.}ll:;.;,~·educed the InstItutIOnal population and it was the 

opinh.:m OfCO:l;l~€(.:ltional adn)inistratol'$ that this program had accom
plished the avoidance o(tl~e~:fiW~~ssity.toP~i1d a newwomen'sprison. 

,These instruments,for classification of offenders accordmg"to a 
specific predictive p~ose have been fO\lIld useful for t?e res~,~:?h 
purpose intended (Gottfredson 1965) as well a~ for practIcal, app}f~8.:~, 
tions to program planning problems. I1lustr~tl~ns, of the la~ter use", 
show how classification study results ma~ b:e . mC9rpo~~ed mto ad- .i~ 
ministrative deci~jo~s 'which· in turn affect mdhlldu~ ~eclSlons. .) ~ 
" One applicatiol,psought to alleviate problem& o;:,-pnson ~v~rcro,:"d~~?,.1 
ing and increased confmement costs. The Fns~n adminlstratl~l1j{;:::;:. 
through its research division, screened the entll'e confmed populatIOn,) ':j 

'. '1 

In 1961, the California legislature' approved a progTam based on a 
screening {)f inmates by base, expectaneyscores corrtbined with pro
grams for more intensive institution and parole sel'vices. The goal 
was redpction of institutional costs for nonviolent' cases by release 
slightly ahead .of the expect~d time (Burdman 1963).·By 1963the·De·: 
partment of Corrections r!ilported to the legislature that this program 
had reduced the institution popUlation by more than 840 men and 
women, that support,c;;avings were at least $840,000 and .that $8~ mil:
lion in capital outlay were deferred. These savings were attributed to 
the new program a::ld to initial efforts by the parolinK'authorities, ~o, 
base decisions partly on base expectancy measures (Buhlman 1963). 
, By 1969, the California Departw,~nt of ,Corrections T?ported an as

t- signment sYI?X.~lU fm' parolees with-three -classes of. stiI)erviston. 'l'he 
_. ./ ,<.\ .• t_.. "." ,"." 

program obj~'~otives were to increase C9~plnunity prot~;cti,on, improve 
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performance by parolees',' and save institutional costs. The base ex
pectancy measure provided a basis for the assignment procedures. 

CO~RECTIONAL DECISION-MAKING 

recordkeeping, anal~~is, ~nd feedback system has been established. 
The ?ecessary classIflcatIOn studies and required assessments of the 
relatIOns of ?ffend~r, treatment, or environmental variables to the 
outcomes whIch, defmecriminal justice system objectives can likewise 
?e done only wlth an adequate base of data on these variables Only 
in such a co~text. can dat~llOw presumed pertinent to decisi~ns be 
tra~s!ormedmtomformatlOn actually useful in efforts to make such 
deCISIOns more rational, In chapter IV Professor Burnhamd' 
th~se correctional decisions and these information needs in d :s~lusses , e~, 
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CHAPTER VII 

Modern:Decision Theory and 
Co.rrections 

R. W{[l,.IAM BURNHAM 
, . \~ ~ ;.( 

II 

Corrections are a subsystem of;~~~i~Cl:iminal justic~ system ~~ th~t .I 
. agree to can the chain of agencies involved 111 the pu c a - i,'I' 

IS) we . "t" S me contemporary 
ministration of criminal justice a eys em. 0 " J 
criminologists prefer tQrefel' to "the criminal justi~e process for the ,1 
very reason that thl'l features necessary for a sequence of ~ven:s ~n~ '\:,'.'1. 

l'ocedures to be defined as a "system" are abs~nt from t e crImm. , 
~ustice world. I start. with this point because Its. ~eleva~ce to ,~hlS 
~lla tel' is more than that of an idea which is ac~demlcall~ l?tereStI~g'J 
p., . ··';taht For any considerat1on of decIslOn-malung J 

but m practIce ummpOl.. . '0 • 1 t . t d dif .\ 
in the corre~tlbnal system must consider how this. r~ a e~ o~ an - ! 

f f d~~ision-rnaking in ot1ler sectors' of crImmal JustIce :vor~, IlJ 
er: r~~is td' be merely a descriptive account of .current ~:~actIce 111 " 

~;r~:~ lrespects; and this chapter is intended to be other tha\t~:t~ f . 
In some r~spects the decisions that are to be made ~s .a ma el 0 . t ... 
, . . '. '. paraUelto those con- .' 

routine within thecorrectlonal process are .h 
sidered el~e\vhere in this book. Tl;~y de~l with persons, who a;e 1 
relatively little control over their .lmmechate fate .and . ax e made ~ " 

era ..... ~) who have little involvement in that fat~, ~ o~lY on accoun ~ ~ 
~f t}~!numbers involved. Th?y. are Tmhade ~obm:~~y 1~: '~::~~~~::i~~' . ~ 
. t' which may be Clonfhctmg: . e pro all , . t~: l;:~qner} and the diepensation or Ujui?tice" (a n~~oriOU~l~ c~~ple~ .'! 
concept). These may be combined tUlder the term th~ ~l oe:;~:a:t ., 
society" While these l3.re the only objectives to be maXImIzed, .; 
in fo1'n;a1 theorYr and ope~ly profe~sed i,~ mo~t of :;do~e:r::j:~~ 
f . . l' stice wotk In cor.rectlOns tlLere 1S a . 

o. crlmhl~~ JUgain may co~flict \"Iith either of the other t\vo...,..the main-
. tlVe, w ~c a. f h t An who have worked 

tenanceof the internal stability I() t e sys em... '.. fr 
. in cOl.'rectional or prison settings will kno:v:hat. the queS lO~. on 

h ther inmate X is allocated to an open mstltutlOn or to. a glVe 
w~ . . d nds upon the number of places a~aIlable, at 
trall11ng program epe . ds f ~\ inclusion. 
least as much as upon his own personal chums or nee °i 
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Countless examples of variations 9ll this theme can be given, and 
there is no need to belabor the point here. In an sectors of criminal 
justic!€ work there are many moii:: objective&-l'!hich it may be in
tended to achieve by a given decision or decisions, but these are large
ly covert, and sometimes deliberately so. The reMllt wt:itings on 
the sociology o;}fpunishment, law-enforcement and corrections provide 
plenty of instances, but for the moment we should simply note the 
point (to which I return in the proposed theoretical appro.ach), and 
turn to three respects in which decision-making in correctional en-· 
vit'onments differs significantly from that activity in other,~Hminal . 
justice environments. " 

SPECIAL/FEATURES OF CORRECTIONAL ,. 
DECISION-MAKING 

First,and already mentioned, there is the very strong effect of 
system constraints and requirements. All prisons are) in several sen
ses, run hy their inmates, and a regular supply of these to essential 
jobs, such as kitchen and the laundry, must be maintained. Thus there 
are twa types of decision usuaUycolIapsed into one. (1) IIWhat is the 
appropriate disPO'sition for this particular inmate?" (in terms of which 
instftution, which work assignment, which t~'aining programJ etc., is 
the most .suitable for him), and (2) "Which inmates are to be use~ to 
proVide the manpower for the following essential tasks?" Wile 
problem emerges in the con~psed form as {3) I'ls this inmate suitable 
for what he requests, and does it suit system requirements for.,him 
to. be so: allocated?" or more simply (4) "Can we ll110w bim to do what 
he wants?" In vet'sion (4), the factors involved in ltaUowing" 1'·efe1' to' 
both the per~(mal qual~ties of. the inmate (e.g., offense, viohmce 

,record, intelJig'ence, aptitude test scores) and vacancies, either open 
to be filled or which must be filled. Although parallel considerations 
may intrude occasionally into some other aspects of the system, they 
are exceptional and not, therefore, to be considered as a pe,:;:manent 
and important parametei', with. respect to which decision-making 
techniques are to be analyzed. 

Second, the sheer number of decisions is different. For each 
passage through the system, each inmate usually is arrested once, 
tried once, sentenced once, paroled once, and so on. In the" cot'
l'ectional stage, he is subject to frequent decisiorls which affect where 
he lives, what he does, and other issues which matter deeply to him. 
Thus in one reSpect correctional decision-making impinges more on an 
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inmate's life. But in a more important way, it matteI'S less-for most 
of these decisions are reversed with relative ease; and thus, as well 
as having less far-reaching implications for t~e subsequent system 
career path of the individual, they are not so fn:al. In. general ter~s, 
we can characterize criminal justice decision-making, perhaps as bemg 
infrequent but momentous (for the individual), except for the cor
rectional process wherein final importance is traded off for frequen-
cy, and a sequential for a one-off nature. . ' 

The third main difference is in the amount and type of mformatIOn 
available to the decision-maker. The arresting police officert. the ~is
trict attorney or whoever brings the .charge, the co~,t whIch tnes, 
and the judge or jury who sentence will often have, 0: pro~~blY feel 
they have a shortage of data upon which to base thell' decIsIon. But 
what the; do have is' significant. Once an individual is in the COl'
rectional system, however, data about him are acc~ulated ,very 
rapidly, so that a great deal is known; but much of .1t IS see~u:glY 
trivial and unirtformative with regard to the partIcular deClslOns 

required. 

iNFORMATION AND DECISION THEORY 

I should make clear at this point that I am following th,e standard 
information theory/decision theory ,practice of distinguishutg' betw~en 
IIdata" and "information" by the criterion of uncertainty reductIon. 
That is, all bits ·of potential knowledge which reach the deci~i~n
maker or whoever are referred to as ildata." These can be claSSifIed 
into t1information" which is that Which genuinely reduces uncel'tainty 
in the decision or problem under consideration, and "noise," wh~ch is 
the residue. As information is defined as being specific to a pal'tlculm' 
decision or problem, any single datum, therefore, can change state 
from tlinformation" . to "noisel' 01' vice versa in a Ghangt! of context. 
No datum is ever one thing or the other by virtue of any intrinsic 
quality; only the use to which it is put determines its ~tatus for that 
moment. It will be familiar to aU experienced correctlOnal workers, 
again, to consider that one of the greatest pro~lems in ,correctional 
decision-making is to distinguish between the mformabon and ~he 
noise in the abundance ofrlata available; in other words, to d:t~:rmm~ 
which are the significant data, from all available, for any speciflc deCl-

slon. '. . I 
By the middle 19608

1 
it had been realized by cerlflm ~orrectlona 

and other criminal justice administrators, and by certaIn research 
. crimi;nologists led by Leslie ,J. Wilkins, the author of another chapter 
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in this book, .that these factors required a specifically-designed 
response to the problems of rationalizing, or attempting to rationalize, 
decision-making in corrections. This requirement was, inter alia, to 
design an information and decision system which would enable a ra
tional sequence of decisions in the specific correctional environment 
to be taken with optimal outcome and"also to provide for the most 
effective and suitable interface- with the information and decision 
systems of other parts of the eriminal justice system. A detailed 
study of certain parts of this general problem was undertaken by the 
Correctional Decisions Information Project, with the help of NIMH 
grant ROl M~l 4787,and the results were published in 1972 (Hill 
1972). 

One aspect of that study, undertaken by the present writert was 
the development of a theol'etical basis for constructing a rational case 
decision system in corrections. The l'esults of the :"empirical testing of 
the proposed system are published in appendix E/ toCorrectionetic8, 
hut the theol'etical background was not included \~s that pUblication 
is prima:t'ily for direct pl"actical application. Howev.er, the theoretical 
study revealed a great deal of highly significant inf6rmation concern
ing the structurIng of decision-making systems and"~,the information 
flow with which they work, and a summary of that ~tudy is what fol
lows. Its application and relevance, therefore, are ri'dFspecific to any 
one correctional setting, nor is the solution prop'dsed the only one 
p~ssible. Indeed, it is vel'y likely that for certain, p~rhaps even most, 
cU'cumstances alternative solutions are preferable;. only experience 
will reveal that. The significance of this chapter:now is that any 
proposed system which does not take account of theJactors which are 
regarded as important by this theoretical study ,;',iU probably en
counter severe, perhaps disaetl'ous, practical diffic~Ities later. Thus, 
too, the following analysis is normative, and not~escdptive; it at
tempts to point out what we should do to improve, 'flnd not what any
one actually does now. Likewise it is exploratory; ti~~re is no claim 
that this ~s definitive or final. Indeed, by the natur~'i~f,:the study, 1 
am comlnitted to the view that continuous inflow of iirroi,l,mation will 
lead to revision of our views as to what is appropriate. Yit~the case 
of individual prisoners this process has to be cut off fairly quickly 
and some dispensation made; in the case of developing a system, not 
only can the continuous revision go on, but it should, What is written 

'l hel'e in early 1974 should contain the seeds of not perhaps itsOW11 
:."1.[" destruction, but at least its own replacement or considerable refine-

ment within the next decade or so. . 
" The bulk of this material is derived from the empiricaf research of 
others, mostly psychologists, and the analyses of decision theorists. U. 

, .~'. 
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can be dangerous to transfel' the results of one experimental situation 
to another without qualification; and therefore I have attempted not 
to build extreme positions on tIle results of a few people working in 
another field. Most of the chiims made have been SUbstantiated by 
several workers, and the exact ,standing and degree,of support for 
each assertion can be found in t}},e, original fun ,YElrsion of this study 
(Burnham 1969). This study alsd~~~presents what maY be a growing 
trend in social science, that of secdndary scholarship. By this 1 mean 
the practice of some social scientists} instead of pursuing individual 
research on a limited topic "at the frontiers of knowlrdge/' of at
tempting to perceive patterns and information at the :r.'iacro level in 
collections of micro studies done by others, perhaps in fields not nor
mally related to the one in question and which have no obvious sig
nificance when considered in isolation. 

The material to he considered consists therefore, of two different 
types: A summary of the empirical findings of research psychologists 
concerning the interaction between human decision-maker and the 
mode of provision of information to him and a bl'ief summary of the 
most relevant parts of modern decision theory.", ' 

The summary of the findings is concerned, as much with the 
retrieval and perception of informatiop.as with actual decision-making 
as such. We must appreciate, ther~f91;e, that any distinction between 
these two processes can be a dangel~ous one, as they are, psychOlogi
cally, so inter-related that they can bo .::onsidered one process. For 
if it can be shown, as r think it can and will be below, that the way 
in which the information is presented can and often does affect the 
reaction to it of the decision-maker, then we cmWlotconsider solely 
the latter part of the process-the formal pl'oduction,of the decision, 
For the decision may already have been made. In turn,'~his has impli
cations fo,1' the style of data preseutation throughout a correctional or 
any other system, so that we shaH considel.' informatiqn systems and 
decision".making procedures as components Df a proce~s which, except 
for acc\ti:'acy of detail and conceptual clarity, will not;pe decomposed 
more tI1:an necessary. f, 

VARI~BLES AFFECTING DECISION-~AKING 
,,~;... I:':::'? ~ ~'t;~ 

The s~hdY of the variables which affect the d:~cision-making 
process, in this wide sense wbich I have defined an~& de~ended the 
term, and in which I propose to use it henceforthd¥ghhghted two 
clem,' dimensions along which the variables could begroupedl These 
are labeled "operational val'iables/' being those variables within which 
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behavior appears reasonably consistent across subjects, but depen
dent upon the environment in which they are operating and 
It l't . hI "b' ' pe:sona 1 .y varIa es, . emg those wherein behavior varies among 
subjects With the operatmg environment held constant. 

Operatio'nai Variables 

The consideration of oper3,tional variables, where we are looking at 
~he effe~ts of change in situations external to the judge, begins with 
mformatlOn search and the predecision processes of the decision
makeI'. It seems that decision~makers rarely take all the data availa
ble, t,~<>them, a.nd postexperimental disc~ssion with my own subjects 
le~1ri'" to beh?ve that one of the major factors responsible is the 
W1d,e~pread belIef that to take all data is in some way a sign of a poor 
decislOn-makel'; a good decision-maker is to some extent one who can 
~anage on the smal~est amount. If this belief' is indeed widespread, 
l~ could be. dysfunctlOnal, perhaps severely, in many decisioii.,situa
tlOns. ~espIte- this, decision-makers do search quite extensively:;tor in
formatIOn before making a decision, and the largest single de'termi
nant of t~e extent o! the, ~earch is a feeling of uncertainty. Ai~t~ng 
as there IS no predIspOSItion on the part of the decision-maker;tt~~!;; . ,;: 
prefer. one decisIon to the other (i.e., he has started to choose one al~"1''1i~;!<,;:{' 
ternatlve over the other already), this search for information will be :,:;;' , 
nonselective. That is, the decision-maker will take" data items he 1'e- ",'" 
gal'ds .as most likely to have ~~gh information confent, and not,those 
most lIkely to support a particular outcome, no matter how weakly. 

The effects of the style of presentation of data to the decision,. 
maker ~ave not yet. been very fully researched, but one o:J'two things 
seem fa~rly s~re. ~lrst, th~ assumption that data should be presented 
sequentIally, I.e., ltem by Item discretely, may not be valid, at Jeast 
f?r all persons and all decision situations. In some experimental situa
tions not. totally dissimilar to correctional environments, summary 
pre~e~tatlO .. n of dat~ led to an improvement in decision quality for a 
maJorIty ot the subJects. If sequential presentation is used, and this 

j. s~ems the most likely especially if computer~baf>.ed electronic informa-,, . 
1 bon systems become general, then the so-called Iforder effect" is im- ::',> 
I portant. To complicate matters~Q,re, it can work in one of two, mu- :': 
i tuayy' contradictory, vtiiys. Itls-Ptne situations or with some people 
*,' (thl~ IS not Y7t kn0:-vn), the deci,slon indicated as appropriate by the 
i ~~rhest data ltems IS then adh~'i7ed" to in the face of later counterin-
I thc~tive data with higherinfOl'll1ation value, At other times the data 1 whIch are given a weigntiuli in .'~xcess of their information 'value are 
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those which occur lasf}"i!l'lmediate1y before the information search 
and/(ll' data i,t;l!!ut is termiD:at~d, Th~s,a.i~houg~ we cantlpt,s~y for 

e how the' style of data prese~ltatlOn WlU affect the outcome "pf a 
Sdur , , 'w' e will be well advised to beat in mind that it WJ.,'U do so 

eClSlon, " . t h' f t\,. 
d 't ' '11 be necessary at some stage to mvesbga e t IS UT!.' I~er, c 

an 1 Wl ' "" , t tll. ' t 
When we move from tlfE~:/~~~le of ~~ta,',Rr~,s~ntatlon () 'e amoun 

to be presented, we find a much more deVelop~\ds~~~~, of ~now!edge. 
,'his derives above all from one study ~onefor th~ :~:~lt~d ot~tes 
military~ome years ago, (Ha~es 1962) ai1~l:,!o sh?W' Its re~ev~nce for 
the correctional situation, I WIll quote part 0 .. the mtroductIOn. 

This report will be concerned with decisions similar to decisions 
involved in choosing which one of a number of car~ to buy an~ 
which of several apartments to rent. Most usually m ~uch d:~Cl
sions, the .,alternatives Will differ from ~ne anothe~ m several 
chm:acteristics, and these differences must be taken l~to acco~nt 

, ' : simultaneously in making the chOlce. For ex,ample m c,?oosm
g 

amonK)alternative apartments,. omt ma~ conslde~ cost, .sIze, ap
p~l:lrance, convenienc~ of locatIOn, q~a~Ity of ne~g~borho?d) and 
pi~~sibly a number of other characterIstics. The dIfflculty m mak
ing such decisions arises in trading the advantages of anflterna
tive in sbme characteristics against its disa?vantages 1~ ?ther 
characteristicS". Such decisions might be descrIbed as mulhdlmen-

sional judgments. 
It is commonly 1lssumed that the mOl'e l'elevant da~~ one ~akes 

into account in making· a decision, the better that decislon WIll be. 
lt is clear, however, that as one takes more relevant chara~ 
teristics into account for comparing altel'natives,. the opport~m
ties for confusion increase. If confusion were to m~re.ase rap:dly 
enough as th~ number of characteristics incre~sed! It IS conceIVa
ble that decision-makers would perform better If some of tbe 

relevant data wm'e elimw:ated. . if 

One important ~int to notice is the wording of the l~st line,The 
author is not merely distinguishing information fl'om nOlse, but ~u.g

., gesting that there can be an overload of information in the strIct 

sense. h t d th t 
Extensive testing, both by Hayes and others, as sugg~s e . a 

the maximum number' of data items along different dimenslOns which 
can be pr~cessed profitably at the same ti~~? without an~ fo:'mal 
decornpositionand restructuring of the deCISIon pr~ces~~ ~s ao~ut 
eight. Above that number, confusion d1)€,s set in re!;ultmg m .a dec~e 
in decision quality .. However, it bas been demonstrated also ~th 
some reliability,:t~at decision~makers seem to. have a psychologIcal 
need to take inore than~~his optlmal'number,pl'obably for reasons of 
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confidence. If thi~,;r~so, pel'haps what is r~q'uirE:d is extra data Qf a 
nondamaging kip'd, which can provide the increase in cl{)nfid~nce 

rl•. necessary to bri~lg the decision-malter to delivery without. inducing 
". confusion. At ver.y least, we must be aware that information overload 

is real, likely, impOl'tant, and damaging. 
The number of data items required by the decision-maker before 

he feelS himself ready to make Qr announce a decision is called in the 
technical literature the lldecision criterion." There is evidence. to sug
gest th&.t not only does this vary with the diff~culty of the decision-a 

,borderline decision requi~s more data items, that is, has a higher 
decision criterion, than one in which aU the evidence points the same 
way·-but also with the method of information presentation, Follow
ing a period of unce!'tainty, where data conflicting in respect of the 
decision outcome they support are intf'rmingled, any introduction of 

I .... unidirectional <iatal · all supporting the same Qutcome, will produce a 
. marked drop in decision criterion. The decision-maker becomes in 
fact, very ready to be persuaded. ' I 

"F~edhack" is a word which has become a part of thevQcabulary 
of .every man who wishes to claim even nodding acquaintance with 
the \Vorld of socia1 science and modern business methods. As with all 
such'trend words, it·has become rather d~ffuse in meaning. I use the 
term here, however, in a fairly narrow sense, as in its original 
cybernetic sense, as referring to the provision of information· to a 
deci~ion-maker as to the outcome of his previous decisions and/or ef
fect of his pl'evious ta.ctics. Whenevar dedsions are to. be made in a 
situation wliere not all the independent variables are:ltnown that is 
a probabilistic one, there are two senses in which a deciiiio~ can be 

• it right. It can be the decision which ,gives the. higltest theoretical 
probability of achieving theq.esired outcome, although occasionally it 
win fail just through being iprobabilistic, like backing a hot fav~rite 
which los~si or it can be thel!,decision which in this instance gives the 
actual desired outcome,' ll'l'espective of the theoretical odds like 
backing, a rank outsider which wins. Feedback with respect to 'these 
two meanings of the term is called l/cQn'ect~answerl) feedback and 
(Iou~comell feedback, respectively. The first is geru'ed to some kinclo! 
dec.ision theory and is predicated upon an assessment otp~pbabilities, 
whIle discounting the effects of intangible or ul')lmown facfbrs such 
as luck, The second gives direct empirical obs'er'Vations'~thout 
rec?urse to t:neory,and no guidance as to whe.thex:tn~i' result' was 
achIeved (or not achieved) because the chosen aIternntive was' 

.. theo~'etical!y a. good (or bad) choice,· or 'whether this in8hinc~,\~1}~Jt an 
atYPIcal mmonty occurrence. ··',;<,r,,' .. \ 
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Experimental evidence suggests that. al~hough the ?r~VisiOn of sion-maker brings to b~ on fresh data in a problem-solving ,situa-
both types of feedbatll~ is helpful to deci~lon~pakers, It, 1S correct tiOl:, can be broken down i}~'t?Z Hdata"-facts, opinions, or impressions 
answer feedback which is essential ifdecisiol1'"l'nakers are. to learn b! WhICh are traceable to identif'llible sources and subject to consciously 
their mistakes and. SO improve theit performance over, ~lme. Al~o~ It controlled analysis, Ifintuition"-past learning and experience, plus 
seems that, if correct answer feed~ac~ is n~~ supplie~ routmely perhaps instinctual inheritance, which cannot be analyzed in practice 
whenever the decision-makel's are followmg an m~pp~op:~~t7 strate- and "bias"-emotions, unconsciously compiled attitudes} etc., in n~ 
gy, an excessive and unnecessary amount of co?tramdlcat~v~ mforma- way subject to conscious control. Fourth, aU men have their own cog-
tion is required to persuade them to change thIS; and .so~etlmes more nitive styles, that is habits of intellectual manipUlation and thinking 
is )"equired than is available. Thus any system which,~opes to be in its different respects, Although researchers have found a lot of dif-
evaluative and self-improving 111USt incorporate a regular correct ficulty in establishing knowledge in this area, they are lat'gely agreed 
answer feedback compol}t~nt. ·":~:·:_~r;,.,. thl'lt any formal models or systems of decision-making which ignore 

One of the most complex, and largely unr~solved, probl~ms. in th~ personality variables are inadequate for predicting beh~.viol' or con-' 
theory of decision-making concerns the level of ~onfidence m his .d~Cl- sistently optimizing outcome. It does seem that changing one's mind 
sion. or ability to make a good one, held subjectIvely by the declslon- and reversing a decision are more functions of personality than of' 
maker. The experimental evidence on it is often conflictin~, ~nd some- . operational vadablesj this, of course, is In agreement with the pre vi-
times ambivalent in its sigl(!ificanc~ even when not confhctmg. There ous remarks on confidence. " . 
is no doubt that the confidence level of an individual both waxes and . There is' considerable difference between the ,stylesjJl d~t~.gather-
waneG in various patterns, during. ,the genesis of a decision. It is al- mg ~sed by individuals. Some ask for all, or many, items in qUll:ik suc-
m.ost ~ertain that this is affectetl by the style of data presentation, ceSSlOn and then ponder over the col1ection. Others take the items 
although the details of this are complex and unknown. Oertainly, too, slowly and consider each one with some thoroughness before passing 
it is strongly affected by, and pel'hapspependent on, personality fac- on to the next. There are theoretical reasons for believing that the 
tors which are to be discussed next. . <;'",' ,second procedure is slightly prefel'able in the types of decision situa-

C~nfidence seemS to correlate positively with tn~ satriple~l§,~%~(}.~;B;~,:., : ,. tion ~ith which we are concerned in corrections. . ..... 
formation taken as aproportio~ of the data ay,~,iA~ble; but it doe~ ~(j~:'11! Mi~il~!iI~:s only :omm?n sense to: expect that the ability to make, good 
coi'l'elate very much, £ither ~ositi~ely 0~',\1[,~gativelY, wi~~ deCISIon l '\:,HeClSlO)J;~!,;~~ Investigated i~ co?tl'olledsituati?~S where ~ualitycrul)tJ~, 
quality. That is, the d-egree of c.onfldenct!}i7.fe1t by th~ d~clslon-~a~er . measu~~S~i;;I~correla.t7d wlthmtellectual abIlIty. Nothmg can makl':l 

. .in his judgment is a poor indicator of,tl1e quality of ~IS li~ely deCISIOn. l ~en wlth~'nt)qp;,C?g?ltlve ~ow~rs outstandingly good calculators. But 
:, This is not to say that high confidence necessarIly mcreases the f' It. s,eems that em~t1:1e variables, the way in and degree to which in

probi4mty of a poor decision.,il}ut merely that i~ is no gu~de o~e W~y I dlVlduals ar~ doml~~ted by. their emotions, do p1ayan important part. 
or th~ other. High confi9.enc~levels do a~parehtly e?tall an m.e:-tla i They ~o :hlS. Pllrt:cl1,tt'\l'ly In that theya~p~ar to control the .degree 
effect,,:-an unwillingnes,s~<?change one's mmd and reVls~ the declSIOn,j r. WhICh an mdl,V!dual p~rforms. up to hIS mtellec~ualpotentIal; the 
wr,,!:*,;,:persists long::;ifter this chap?e sh.ould be ~ade m accor~a?~ ! ilP:~s~n:t of certam.er~?,ttve val'lables ~ay result m his falling con
with- the arrival of fresh information dlsconformmg to the ongm . 1 § SIC ~la y sho:t of hIs_n~k-:?Hectually optrmal pe~~orn:ance. So emotive 
choice. I vanables, whIle not aff~~tWi~n the :'ole of .c?gnltlVe/mtellectual varia-

:t bles as necessary conditlont}.or hIgh declslonquality,pl'eYent their 

Persohality Variables 

Personality variables are those factors which affect the resu~ting 
decision without the).·e being any significant change in. the. env~on. 
ment. It has been rmggested that there ar.e four roam dtmenslons 

along which theworkil1gs of the minds of decis!on-maJ~er~ can val'~. 
Internally stored information, which is the eqUlpment WhICh a decI-
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I being a sufficient' conditi6fi.:,. This suggests that any informa
!.' Uon/decision system should aid'~he logical use of cognitive powers as 
I much as possible .while minhriizing effects . Which may activate 
1 deleterious emotive variables.';f1< '.. . 
j . The most important personality:'t,:al'iable is' that of abstractness or 
j complexity of cognitive style as conti'hsted with concreteness or sim
i plicity. Reseai'ch wOl'kei~s have estahfi$ped without much doubt that 
, men do vary along thisdirriknsion verY'significantly. Abstract think-

I . ".~~;:~.~ 
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e~'S are those who have the ability to construct a conceptualap
proach of some sUbtlety ~nd sophistication to any decision probl:m, 
considering several dimensions in probabilistic terms, Concrete thmk
ers are those whose conceptual structure in a decision uses few 
dimensions in a rathel' detel'ministict definitely yes-orono way. Not 
surprisingly, fOIl decisions of the sort encountered in most cri~inal 
justice areas, complex decision strategies produce an overall higher 
level of decision quality. 

It has been shown also that abstract environments, that is, a situa-
tion in which the data are so pl'esented, and the decision-maker is 
prompted, to encourage a complex conceptual approach, do definitely 
stitnulate concrete subjects. Such. people will tend to regl'ess to their 
simplistic approach if this stimulus is removed. Complexity of cogni
tive style appears to be cOl1.'elated negatively with authoritarianism, 
dogmatism and (perhaps not too sill,rprisingIY)t high decision con
fidence. Concrete persons use narro~ information categories, require 
guaranteed information, and ignore incongruent, disconfirming infor
mation. They claim to n~ed more information~ but in practice use less. 
They cope less well with changes in the information load, and it 
seems probable that they suffer more quickly from information over-

load, without realizing it. 
This chapter is concerned primarily with deeision-making as an in-

dividual exercise. But a lot ofcol'l'ectional decision-making is per
formed bygl'oupS, and while a11 of the above is thought to have equal 
rel~vance to the gl'oup situation, there is one important difference. It 

,;/\~:~~ms that functioning in groups stimulates an abstract approach to 
", .. :" decision-making and also leads to more risky decisions being taken. 

This could be either because the members of the group feel that their, 
coHectiveness in some way reduces their own responsibility, so that 
they al'e less pressUl'ed to play safe by taking a cautious decision, or 
becaus,e the members 1iisseminate more information to each other 
than an indrvidual takes alone, and ,more information usually leads to 

riskier decisions. 
Training in decision-making techniques, especially .in groups, ap-

parently helps an individual to become more complex in his conce'P- :~ 
tual approach, In particular, it has been shown that training call bring " f.', 

a realization o{'gl;~atel' complexity to a concrete individual who had r' 
previously not been awareQf all the variables, arid it can help him 1 

to COl1~~~~ct a complex d~:dsion strategy to cop~ :'rith it .. ~y enc?{irag- co, t 
ing an understanding of \he concept of probablhty, trammg. can ~elp ! 
in(lividuals overcome what has been called the conservatlsm f 
phenomenon. This is t~~:faet that decision-makers are often u~~lling ! 
to alter their estimates as to the 'probable outcome of a deC1S10n to } 

I 
I 
i 
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anything li~e the sa~e exte~t, that new information theoretically s:up~ 
ports. For Instance, If a deCISion-maker estimated that a desired out
come was 60 percent (Qr .13) lil:\:ely to occur as a result of a decision 
to follow one of alternative strategies, and new information became 
avaHabl~ which, if analyzed theoretically, justified an i~crease of up 
t{) 85 percent probability of success, the decision~maker may well 
r:"~e his estimate to only 75 percent, Clearly this implies that the sig
nifIcance of much information is likely' to be missed, and our system 
should try to counteract this, provided that it does not lead to exces
sive and wHd over-estimates of probability change. 

The in~roduc~ion of probnbility estimation has brought us, at the 
end of thIS sectIOn devoted to a consideration of the main operational 
and personality variables involved, to a: brief look at one 01' two key 
concepts of decision theory. ' 

DESIGN FOR RATIONAL DECISIONS 

O.ne .of the ambitions of most contemporary social support, 01'

gamzat~onal, 01' control systems now is to be able to claim that they 
~re rat1o~al-o~ at lea~t to. describe themselves as such. Rationality 
IS a qualIty whICh appi1es. m strict logic, to sequences of action with 
a view to achieving 1;1. desired (thougn~,:,:not necessarily pennanent) 
state. O~e. ?~n be rational only if thebouJidary conditions, and range 
of POssIbllitIes open, are known, at 'le?~~ roughly. Within this 
fl'amewol'k, ~~e decision theorists have argued,;fairly convincingly 
that the decIswn-make,' concerned must know whi61~>R£'/th,e,possible 
outcomes he p1.'efers. be consistent both internaily iri':tii§rol'der "0£' 
p:'efel'e~~e ,and in consid~ring only the outcome~ which depend upon 
h!~/:eclslOn, and. be abl~, to sepal'at~ completely his objectives1 or 
utI.ltiesl from belIefs, or. estimates of likeliness. It is not all that sur
prising that empirical 'i'ese'arch has found individuals to Taps'e'il'om 
these high standards in aU hut the most simple decisionsituat:i.ons. 
Therefore, if a decision system in corrections, or anywhere else, is to 
claim itself tqberational, it must encourage those who operate in it 
,tob~:,~~:n)sistent in their preference scales, to, have a definite choice 
or pre'ference, and to keep their estimates of probabilities as little in
fluenced as possible by their preference sca1e, while extracting all 
possible information from the data. ' 

I have introduced both the terms Itutility" and "prefert)nce" 
because both are used by decision, theorists, but they ,can be regarded 
as synonymous for our purposes. I Will stay with Hutility" f;t'orn now 
on, and elaborate just a little on the concept, It maybe defined' 
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roughly as the importance we attach to a given state of affairs which 
could be attained, as contrasted with the importance attached to. all 

. other states which are relegated to not being as a result, of choosmg 
. this one. The economic concept of opportunity cost is exactly parallel. 
Thus utilities are concerned with gmtls, ends, or aims, and most deci
sion 'situations entail the comparison amol1g various goals. Decision 
theory is basically concerned with carrying out this compa.rison in. an 
orderly, logical manner, and therefore will turn as far as IS practlca
ble in any giveW~~.ituation to the appropriate tools: numbers and quan-
tifying technique~. 

In theoretical' discourse, it is easy to talk rather blandly about 
quantifying. utmti.!3S, or estimates' of probability" but in. real.life . thin~s 
are a bit differellt. The following quotation from a soclal sClentIst wIll 
illustrate that' even academics sometimes appreciate this point (Gore 
1964). 

In reality, goals are always surrounded ~y a thick,~\i,ckY .coating 
of ambiguity, They are presented to us m a number of differe~t 
forms: regulations, aversions, concerns, purposes, and commlt
ments are only a few examples •. ,The expectations and concerns 
of power centres outside the organisation are also virile goals if 
accepted or enf{}l'ci:iable. Permeating almost all goals are the sub
tle unarticulated assumptions of society, Le., that an agency 
sh~uldeventuany show a soci~l profit. 

A look at eyen the outlin:es'()f' goals in the correctional field will . 

support this view. . . (:1 
'The utilities involved in correctiollal decision-making wlll, ~n-

evita,bly, differ in detail aITlong decisions: but they do have some fea
tures in common and these are the important ones. 'rhey are also 
very good exa:glples of that class of dimensions which seem~ qUit,e, u.n-
suitable for i(lY quantification procedure. The three mam utlhhes 
which are implicit, and sometimes explicit, in most policy statements 

.:;.;~ by'correctional ~gencies are justice, protection of .,society, and con- . 
··i){t\fsh~U'ctive treatment of the individual prisoner, or some paraphrase of 

these. The implication intended i!.~ that what happens to one man 
should beroughlYiparallel to whatever befalll'i allother who has a 
similqr transgression or record-all men should be judged by the 
same standard' that convicted men should be restrained from harm
ing gene;al so~iety at least for the length of tim: spent in custodY 
and that as much· as possible.'should be clone to brmg about the l'eso
cialization of the individual prisoner, usually within the constraints of 
the first two concepts., 
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Decision theorists have pointed out how soon the maximization of 
one outcome reaches a point where it can be accomplished onlY:·,at the 
expense of another outcome. These utilities are no exception. For in
stance, it is now widely believed in correctional circles that the more 
humanely and less oppressively a convicted man is treated, the better 
his chances of resocialization. So far there has been only a moderate 
amount of sound evidence to support this, but .more or less none to 
refute it, The practical implications of this are that offertders shoUld 
be placed in the community; such as on parole, or in minimum custody 
sq far as possible. But this certainly creates problems in respect to 
the second utility-"dangerous" offenders may be "freeH

; and ids 
quite possible that if sufficient differentiation is made among ca§es 
the Ill'st utility is also violated. ' , 

In additi()n to these overt utilities, there are secohdary ones W1:liC11 
in specmc instances can be equally significant. Public. opinion mus~;be 
observed and perhaps respected and this becomes more pressing the 
more immediate the link-up of the correctional and political systems 
of any given country or state. There are also, as mentioned at the 
beginning of the chapter, utilities internal to the system-bed·spaces 
available and requirements for prisoners to do specific skilled Jobs. 
Thus, there will be a cut-off point where the rtegative value of other 
utilities involved exceeds the positive value of the treatment utility. 

This cut-off point is a function also of the probabilities involved of 
a prisoner's acting in a certain'way. 

Another important the'oretical conside'ratiol1; lS "optimality." We 
want our system to help make optimal decisions, but what. exactly 
does this mean? First of all, it does not mean that the l'ight! decision 
is necessarily made· every time; for that to occur, and every choi.ce 
produce the desired \mtcome, we would have to becoPeratmgin a 
deterministic world from which all uncertainty can be e1iminated. I 

.1' do not feel it necessary to argue in any detail that the . correGtional 
world is very much probabilistic, and that ~ it uncert~ihty is the one 
thing more sure than death or taxes. Optimality, therefore, is con
cerned with obtaining the decision which, on theoretical grounds from 
the information~xisting at the time, has the.bighest probability of 
producing the desired outcome. Unforeseeable factors may intervene, 
and the resl;1lt may be different-the whole concept is parallel to the 
difference between correct answer and outcome feedback discussed 
earlier, Optimality, therefore, is like rationality in being most ap
propriately ascribed to a 'whole . series of decisions over time, Md an 
qptimal decision system is that whi~h. produces the theoretically best 
decisions overall. Note that if w~ do consider a series over time, the 
optimal decision strategy will produce the actual greatest number of 
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desired outcomes compared with any other strategy. If it does not, .•. the one great and troublesome task that must be attacked 
this is one Indicator that the system is indeed suboptimal. before decision theory has any general usefulness at all is that 

If we are prepared to talk of optimality, however, it d?es h~r'>. one of' developing a scheme by means of which people entrusted with 
implication for .any individual decision. It <'\ssel'ts that, m any gIven policy in an organisation can reveal their value system for these 
decision situation, there is one choice which can be decl~red, o~ outcomes ... and in such a way that the system is quantifiable 
theoretical grounds, to be superior to all possible alternatlVe deCl- and trustworthy. 
sions. That is to "say, it is a claim that the decisions in question It is very difficult to get at these values. If we simply ask the deci-
matter' that it does make a difference to select disposition A over sion-maker to state what his values ~.ret he may be prevented from 
disPosi1Jon l3 or vice-versa. I emphasize th.is because there. is, answering truthfully by any of the following factors suggested by 
generally, a mood of indifference in the correctIOnal world e~anatmg Hoffman: 
primarily from the studies of recent y~ars which tend. t? ~how that 1. He may hp-ve values of which he is unaware. 
institutional corrections are a failure m terms of reCldlvlsm rates. 2. He may not have sufficient insight into his own value system to 
That is, whatever we do to people in prison, however therapeutic the be able to state it clearly; and he may not be willing to 
regime or constructive the training, it has no effect in termsof later acknowledge this, even to himself. 
criminal career. If this i8the case, correctional systems should come 3. Value systems can be complex, and there may be t\VO or more 
to terms with it and either accept it, or atte~.pt to change themselves interacting in his system, which, in turn, he may not be able to 
to/alter it. 11'). either case a rational, optImal decision system is communicate. 
Nquired. In the first instance the bogus goal of reduction of recidiv- 4. He may have as working values ones of which he is ashamed 
ism should be removed from the decision objectives and replaced by and will not admit. I 

realistic, appropriate terms sllch as considerations of ~umanity ?r Thus, the decision system must do what it can to reduce the effect 
system requirements, and the emphasis placed on reducmg commlt~ of distorting or hidden values ,inthe selection of outcomes; and it has 
ments to institutions. In the second, such a decision system is neces- already been said that values"anci estimates of probabilities should be 
sary in order to monitor the effects of such reforms as may be in- kept separate.,::" 
troduced and to isolate the features of them which are responsible for Therefore even a quant,if,ying ptocedure involves some element of 
any change for the better (or wotse) which may b~ detected. value~ which ~a.y, no\t))e 'lconsciously expresse,4;, the impor~nt thing 
Although (and this is still probably an. open question~ It may I,:l~t :' ,at ~hlS. stage IS t~,. erilphasize tpat decision ~!feol'Y invokes no more 
matter much for recidivism what di.sPositions. are made, .l~ matt~l,'flpn .... SU~J~ctlve eV::J,~~~PlGU than anY:~$,he~ method Of arriving at courses of 
other grounds. It may well be that In correctlOn~.all de~!~1!0~W,~~~0"f.~d';'I\.,,;acb?~. S%*~~t}' al~ho~gh the ey~'\latlOn of Qutc?me may seem, and. be, 
decisions. But some are worse than otheJrs, and if we ~~,e..aeallI1it wlth ',c-)' i'~:'njJl:)ltrary,and subJectlve and l~h\fl one to question whether any of the 
a choice~of.lesser-evi1ssitua.tion, the least evil is the optimal decision. conclusi~ns fromd~~ipion:tM~~N- can be trustworthy, this is nO;IDore 

If different people makediffer~nt decisions on the same case, and. the'cas~ than inoi·:thodo~i)fe-~ling, in~uitive decisions. It is just that 
we accept the notion of optimality, all bu~ one ofth~ ~ecisions must the, rigorous fashion in which~he:;r-:e~mtnder of the problem'can be 
be nonoptim~l, unless we allow that the different declSlon-m~kers are ~an~led makes this. haziness stahtr;'Out':~~'~lld pe~haps redu.ce the 
using different utiUties as they have difterent goals. But if we do lIkelIhood ·of mutually concealing errors. Tfj(~fact·.that objective 
allow this, then VIe have removed th~ ques~~:~!l<fro~ the context of tefhn~q~les . have been introduc~d to try to obtain maximum benefit 
a single system d<llcision and substltuted a SItuation o~person~l for~mmWlUm cost Ipoes not entad any 1ack of conc€m for the sllbjects' 
opinions as being equally vali.d, a~d thus.no longer have a 't~~;id~~l- welfal\t:..... . . ., . ., . ." ... ' 
siGn situation ~tall.'l'hus optImality entmls some form of COnf:ll~.~~n;~lY The mam rrval ttl a utlhty rmtenon for optimality, although not th~;\;(t 
or agreement across decision-makers, and we wish to have asJpgh a I only one, seems to he a minimax strategy and criterion. This is the 
proportion. of th(3.~n as possible reaching our theoretical optimal deci~ ' .. strat~gyof minimlt~ing the maximum loss or disadvantage which 
slon. ..' _.:,; ,'" . ' . "', could result· from '!a given d,ecision outcome, The theorists have 
"',Th~.:ilUpact of personal values is critical. Another declsion theorIst·" ,.pointed .out that thUi; strategy is so conservativ\e that it can easily bEr-
has written (Hoffman 1958)~ , ,deino~s,trated to be s~boptimal in any case except when for some par~ .... 
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ticular and curious reason, no loss of an~ ~nd can be riske?. Cor~ 
ractional systems tend to revert to a Immm~x str~tegy aft~l a~y 
startling adverse publicity, and it is never w:thout Its adv?cates m 
the world of criminal justice; but on theoretIcal grounds It .cannot 
really stand as a serious rival. The decision strategy. ad?pted here, 
therefore is a utility theory, and that forms the crIteriOn for op
timality. By this I mean specifically the proposition thatll. go~~ set 
of decisions is a set which over a long run can be counted on tOiha~. 
imize the utility of the outcomes according to the values o~ the deCl
sian-maker or the rationally optimal decision is that for whIch the ex
pected utUity is greatest. The expected utility i~ the p~od~ct of .t.he 
probability of a given outcome's occurring and Its subJectlVe utlhty 
to the decision-maker. When, as will be the case in. what follows, t~e 
estimate of probability also is subjectively deterrnmed, the model IS 
known as the Subjectively Expected Utility (SEU) model. It must,be 
emphasized that this is intended as a normative n~od:l, structurl~g 
how decisions should be carried out, 8.nd not a descnptlve. one, .d~tall
ing how they are (as which the SEU model is not without ItS crltlcs~. 

The terms «probability" and IIprobability estimates" :-ill occ~r ''lIth 
increasing frequency, so that some brief account of thell' me~~l~g for 
our purposes is necessary. "Probability" is p~actically a SU~dlvls.lOn of 
mathematics, and. our concern here is with Just two detaJ1s. FIrst,. a 
rough definition: An assessment of the c.hance~ that. so~eevent x will 
occur. For convenience and by conventlOn thIS ratIO IS expressed ~s 
a decimal of unity, so that a probability of 0.1 means that, there. IS 

a 1 in 10 chance of the event happeningj or, of the 10 qmts w~lI!~h 
make up the certainty of occurrence, 1 ~s positive. and 9 a~e negatl~~. 
This is hardly a mathematician's definihon, but thIS paper IS not wrIt·, .. 
ten for mathematicians." .. . 

Second, where do these estimates come from? What ~s the gUl?mg 
logic behind the choice of figures fo~ an assess?r m any given 
problem? Thm'e are three main types of su~h loglC. Th~se. ca~,. be 

. "based on observations of what has happened m th~ past In Iden,,~c~ 
~ases(the frequentist school); a theore~ical c~lculatlO~ of the. rel~tIVI:
ty of vadOl..ls partitions of the total ~mv~rse III question, v:h1ch IS es: 
sentially confined to mathematical sltuatlons (the symrnetrxs.t schQol), 
and jndividuruopinion, or hunch, which may be a frequenhst model 

,fuodifie(r!;tO:\~lIciw for small differences am~ng eases~. or be much l~ss 
:"structured (the p~r~()!laJist school). This tllllrd form 1S the one whIch 

r shall be folJowing'u¢reaftel'. . .. 
Although its acceptance by statistical theorlsts 1S not complet7, 

,th~re exists in Bayes theorem a mathematica~ ,fo:m?la for t,he 1'e'11-
·~t~p of opinion in the light of fu~the:r' probablhstlc lllformabon, The 
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theol'em has been best explained, perhaps, fQl' our purposes by Ward 
Edwal'ds (ISS3, 1965a,1~65b), upon whose analyses and proposals in 
a different field of information and decision problems much of the fol~ 
lowing is based. Bayes theorem deals with revision of probabilities in 
the light of fresh information and does so by means of odds and 
likelihoods. In Edwal'ds' words: 

The odds in favor of a hypothesis is. simply its probabn~ty of 
being true divided by the probability of its being fals(~. The 
likelihood ratio is the l'atio of the probability that the datum 
would be observed if the hypothesiS were true to the probability 
that it would be observed if the hypothesis were false. ' 

It would not be appropriate in what is intended to b~ primarily a 
paper directed at lJ'ractice, even if in theoretical terms, to go further 
into Bayes. Sufficient to say that the technique exists, is mathemati
cally l'sspectableand is appropriate for handling sequences, or 
separate items, of probabilistic data. Some experiments have been 
conducted to see whether men can be l'easonable generators of proba;.; 
bility estimates for use in a Bayesian procedure, and the results have· 
been encouraging, although we should note that different§uBjeets 
value different predictors equally, or the same predi-(!tors differently, 
in the situation, They also apply different weights to utiliUes;!as we 
may guess. The implication here is that if a decision sYstem is to 
become more rational and hetter-structured as it i.s used, it is a 
prerequisite that some good j rigorous assessment of hoW the data 
items used in it are valued by different decision-makers, and Which 
items are valued with any consistency. . . 

There are one or two points to be amplified, and one potential criti
cism of the conceptual basis outlined to be met before all the material 
is synthesized into some coherent whole. To deal with the possible ob
jection first! this takes the form of the argument that lithe concern 
of the decisiol1"makers is to give what they believe to be the. best 
decision for the particular case,".and though plausib1e, is untrue. For 
the'jrue concern of th~; d,ecision-makers is to give what is the best 
decision in the case,as 'we aS8up:lethere;tq be,s\1cha choice, an9 they 
give whf\.t,they believe to be thebes'tiot only one reason: They have 
no other means of discovering what is the best save their (i~imp~r-, 
fect beliefs, based on Whatever information, calculations, and preju-

_dices the particular individual indulges in. Thus, the main task of any 
'rational system is to bl'ingitabout that the estimated best decision 
of, the decision-makers corresponds as often as possible,and more 

. often than not, with the "real» best decision. 
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l{ 
.... It may be objected that this is a:,1alse position, because in a human 
(1 judgment situation there can be no IlI"eal" best decision,and each 
~'::\!~cision'S optimality can be expressed only in terms ?f the ~iews, 

utilities and pl'obabilities of each decision-maker. But If that IS the 
case w~ do not have a genuine overall decision situation, but merely 
a series Qfpersonal pl"efel'ence scales; and timej effort, and mone,Y 
put into. amQdel'n information and decision syst~m are wasted. Tips 
objectiolliiails, however, iX!., that there is an extel'n~l, rather than per~ 
sonal, value scale by whicl) ' aU decisions are measul'~d, and this is' an 
undefined one emanating frotnsociety. The pel'sonal aspect of the 
decision problem arises onlyfrom:the fact that the decision~makel's 
are not only the individual estimators of personal probabilities, but 
also the individual interpretel's of society,~s values, as itl? appointed 
representatives. , 

Thus in our estimation of utility and: probability, these are two , ... , 
quite separate elements. To some extent,{'\ll d~;isions are p~'edictionsj 
the decision to play cricket or read a book is most often a s~rnple pl'e
diction of a meteorological future state for thos,e to whom the per
sonal utility, 01' pleasure, of the two is approxill1tttely equal. But not 
all decisions are only predictions, and so we have. in "the col.'rectiollal 
decision situation, not a sliding scale and a constant, but two slidhiit 
scales; and yet still a criterion, however theol'etical~ of one best deci": 
sion and inferior alte:rnatives, 

I have mentioned the desirability of huving a system which is capa
ble of some ,kind of self-evaluation and self~improvement, on a 
cybernetic modeL At the moment there is no body of material which 
derives fl'om the decisions made in a cm.'rectiQnal system othel; than 
a Simple statement of what they are. One substantial 'side-benefit of 
any quantification schemej that is one which requires individual esti
mates of sepal'ate probabilities andlor utilities in numerical form, will 
be that a large and eVE~1'" increasing amount ·of raw data yviIJbe 
generated on decision behavior. It should be possib1e to work cat by 
moderately sophisticated l'esearch whi¢h items are most correlated 
with correct and incorrect decisions, in the senses of successful 01' un
successful outcomes, and which with liberal or conservative decisions. 
Perhaps most important, these quantifications willhig~light w~at ~as 
heen called "secondary disagreemellt/' both in apal'ttcular sltuatlOn 
of disagreement over a decision and ill an analysis of whic!l items 
overall receive the most yaried weightings frorn individual decision
makers. Thus, a much more sha):ply defined area of disagreement can 
be specified; and this is often the first step tql the resolution of such 
disagreement. 

no 
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The end product of this collection of theoretical analysis and empir
icall'esearch results, of which the above is a brief summary; is to be 
a series of design directives. These lay do\ltitu the conditions to be met 
by a rational decision system, particula1'ly if it is to take full ad
vantage of a modern electronic data processing (EDP), i.e., computer-

(, based, information system. 

Design Directives 

These design directives merely state what specific minimal per
formance characteristics are required of a system to the best of our 
knowledge at the moment. There al;,e several alternative solutions, 
presumably, and the one which follo\v$ is merely the one considered 
to be the best example at the moment. With feedback over time, both 
the directives and the solution may change comprehensively or in 
detail. 

1. r[,he system should de-<:mphasize the effect of personality vari
ables, especially emotive personality variables, in the decision 
process. 
Because: 

P,ersonality val'iablesare known to affect the decision p1'9,~ess, 
and so produce a variety of decisions. This is not consonant, 

with the optimality criterion. /::;;?i'?\~liYrl'~:"~!.~'_"'.t"." ' 
2. The system should encourage the use of the cognitive" and in- . ,", _ 

'. p.,", teHectual powers of the decision-makers, by encoul'aging an 
abstract conceptualization of the decision. 
Because; 

a. Abstract environments seem to stimulate concrete per
sonalities to perform abstractly.,:;'. 

h. Concrete decision strategies are positively,.correlatel\vith 
dogmatic and authoritarian conceptualizations~:; 

c. Concrete personalities' use too little information in too nar
l'O',V a category width";';:;;",J,i.;<!: 

\"',' . 
8, The system should be able to be used to train decision-lWakers 

in a further understanding of the complexiti~sof their ta'§k 
Because: :~>, 
a, There is evidence that subjects do l'espond to formal media~ 

tion training ,and improv,e their decision quality;~/ 
b. On-the-job training has usually beeil. found to be the best 

method of evaluating expertise and refining, its usage, 
4. The system should rely as little as possible on the ,SUbjective 

confidence of the decision-maker. 
Because: 
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a. There is evidence that low-confidenc~, decision·makers may 
produce the highest quality decisions . .subjective confidence 
is known to correlate more closely with personality type 
than with the appropriateness of tlie decision, as justified 
by the quantity ,and quality of information processed: 

b. Subjective confidence Is known t~\ correlate more Wlth data 
sample size tha,n decision quality~ but the. extent of both 
these correlations, and especially the latter, IS unknown. 

c. Juclgments will be distorted by the unwillingness to change 
decisions when that is called for-the inertia effect-if de-
pendent on subjective confidence. . 

d. Subjective' confidence is hard to measure, so that lmprove
ments in the system would be made more difficult. 

:5. The system ,~hould provide large enough data inventories for 

the decis~on-makers. l' 

,Because: 
a. It seems likely that If a decision..;maker has access to only 

a few data Items, this influences his estimates of probahili· 

ties. 
b. Men desire morlT infornt§tion than they strictly need b! 

Bayesian thecry,'imd to some extent it may be psychologJ
cally helpful to supply this, provided that directive 6, fol-
lowing, is not violated. . ' 

6. The system sho\lld be able to avoid the effects of mformatH)n 

overload. 
Because:' 
a. It is known that the number of information items which can 

be processed by human decision-makers IS low-almost cer
tainly no more than eight-before a decline 11). decision per~ 
formance commences. ' 

b. With relatively low-value information items, as iSl~~ual1y 
the case ~n corre~tional decisions, as many potentially "help
ful items as possible should be considered. 

7. The system should;;tllow for the presentation of data t? ~e 
either sequential o+, nonsequential, or both. At lea~t this. 1S 

true at; the start, before further research can establish whIch 
if either of these presentation styles is-preferable. 
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°Because, 
a. There is evidence that a, a1,lmmary presentation has some 

advantages. . 
b. The ol'der effect, i.e., the question of whethel' the way In 

which the order iri"which the data are presented affects the 
decision will have to be c(lnsidered. 
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c. Most d~ta systems do use sequential presentation, and most 
correctlOnal personnel are used to some version of this at 
the moment. 

8. The system should be able to diminish the strength of the 
order effect, if sequential presentation is used. 
BBcause: 
This has been shown to have a marked effect on decisio~s 
both ways, i.e., both early and late data items, especially if 
clustered with respect to indication of decision (significance) 
can in certain circumstances receive more weight than is then: 
due. Again, this is a question about which relatively little is 
known at present. ", 

9. The system should arouse the tmcertaiY{ty of the decision
maker, at l\~ast, to start with, but diminish his vested interest 
in one decision at an eat'ly stage. 
Because: 
a. ,. Only in conditions of uncertainty will the decision-maker 

search at all extensively in the data provided. That is, the 
system must not encourage him to decide very quickly. ' 

b. Once a tentative decision has been reached, or a reason for 
preferring one exists, information search may become selec
tive in a, disadvantageous manner. 

10. 'lih~ ~ystem should generate da;~K,~~\,to the agreement among 
declslOn-makers, among differenltihdi'Viduais and over time on 
the weighting of factors. ' J 

Because: 
a. The adcumulati~n of such material will provide an excellent 

raw data b,ase for future research necessary for further lm-
provemell.t'in the system. ' 

b. Thu matJrial so collected will be' useful in the trainmg of 
future deci~ion-makers, particularly when combined with a 
multiple regression type analysis of the actuarial predi~tive 
valuB of the data. " 

11. The syst~m should reproduce formally, so far as possible, the 
underlying informal structure of everyday decision processes. 
Because: 
Any structured decision process will seem strange and .discom~ 
forting to decision-makers. It will be easiest to convince them 
of its present value if it Can be shown to be parallel td::their 
present style of decision-making. " 

12. The system should produce and utilize probability and utility 
estimates by the decision-makers in numerical form. 
Because: 
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a. Only in this way can these estimates be combined mathe
matically. 

b. Only in this way can they be recorded and analyzed as 
required by directive 10. I 

c. Any noncontrolled interaction betwE;len the two dimensions 
violates t1:aprinciple of rationality. 

d. The almostihevitable conflict of utilities in real life will be 
made clear. 

e, Such a process produces a specific area of secondary dis-
, agreement among decision-makers, which can then be more 

rigorously examined. 
f3. The system should employ the weighting of pay-offs, that is 

utilities, and personal probability estimation, perhaps based on 
frequentist experience, an,d revised by an appropriate 
procedure. 
Because: 
~. This will allow individual judgment to the decision.:maker. 
b. Game" theoretic (fl'equentist) models seem to be the most 

appropriate only where much is known and much is at 
stake. 

c. Bayesian statistical procedures are now generally accepted 
as the appropriate formal methods for the revision of 
probabilities in the light of new evidence. ' 

14. The system should encourage decision-makers to improve their 
es~jmation of probabilities and utilities 
Because: c::::;;: 
a. It is through such estimation that their expertise is b1;ought 

to bear., c:c 

b. It js known that for untrained personnel this estimation is 
likely to be biased and naive, whether knowingly so or not. 

15. The system should discourage any tendency not to be as in-
, fluenced ·by fresh information as much as is theol'etically war

rented (the conservatism" effeet) or at least have the capacity 
to check for that built in. 
Becausel ' 
The conservatism effect is knqwn to be a distorting factor in 
probability estimation." , 

16. It may turn out to oe preferab1e eventually for the system to 
use estimates of likelihoods rather than. orthodox probabilities. 
Because: \, 
There is evidence that men tend to be better atderivi,ng the 
former than the latter.' 

1'7. 'The system should provide considerable feedback,preferably 
of a correct-answer type. 
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Because: 
a. It 1s known that this type of feedback produces the 

greatest improvement in decision quality in controlled deci
'sion situations, where the provision of such feedback is 
possible. 

b. This type of feedback is essential to any cybernetic, self-im
proving decision system. 

c. Over many outcomes, this will also be outcome feedback. l:f 
this is not so, this fact is evidence of a failure or weakness 
.in the estimation of the quantiti~s. 

d. This will provide decision-makers with information about 
other decisions, and thus, hopefully, improve decision con~ 
sistency across decision-makers. ' 

18. The system should encourage consistency across deciglion
makers in the hierarchy, of decisions, and especially in te~pect 
of the decision criterion. 
Because: 
a. This is a necessary condition for a rational system, and so 
, for any "just" system. 
b. ItO is known that untrained personnel are erratic in their 

choice at decision criterion, as well as of probabilities, 
19. The system should ha,ve a criterion of optimality, which entails 

both measurement across many outcomes and consistency 
across decision-makers. ' 
Because; 
a. In a probabilistic world, individual outcomes are too open to 

unpl'edictable, perham, random, influences. ' 
b. For optimality to be genuine, there must be one decision 

better than the alternatives, and for a system to be better 
than others, the decision~makers within it must choose cor
rectly more often than those in other systems. 

20. The value of information extracted from the data in a, system 
is to be defined as a measure of its ability to reduce uncer
tainty. 

DecisJon $.ystem Desig n 

The .search for leads to. devising somekind~f decision system to 
" ll1eet all or most of these re,quirements brought me, again, to the 
';iv.~y.rork of Ward Edwards and his associates. Speaifically, the Pl'oba
'~,:bilistic Information Processing (PIP) system proposed by them 

(Edwards et al. 1968) for use in a military decision situation-the 
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decision as to what defensive measJJ~~~Jlt9",take un(i~i· conditions of 
tincer'tairity as to whe~her an enemy attackwas imminent-see:ned to 
have many features which one would expect in a system meetIng our 
reouh:'ements. The basis of this is that the system structures very 
cm=efully the way in which decision-makers handle and process their 
information, and in the case of man-machine systems, the way in 
which the machine accepts estimates on individual data from the man 
and combines them according to set rules. Thus, the human element 
is not' excluded but limited to that function whicl1 !it alone can per-

i "" , 
form, while irrationality in calculation is minimized. I have' S~lggested 
above that eve11tually correctional decision~making will take place in 
the context of computer-based information systems, such as that in 
which PIP is desigrtecl to operate. But the principles of PIP can, in 
fact, be applied even if the information system is the traditional :atty 
bulging file with all the pages in the wrong ordei'i, and the ratIOnal 
calculation device is a pencil and paper. , ' 

One source of significant support which can be found for such an 
approach is the work of several eminent decisiQTI theorists (Shephard 
1964), (Pratt et al. 1964), who have emphasized the ,fact that such a 
structuring is remarkably close to the way everyday decisions can be, 
ahd often are, taken. Pl'att and his colleagues write: 

The essential point is simply that the decision-maker can solve 
any decision problem, no matter how complex, by merely ex
pressing his basic preferences and judgments with regard to 
very simple problems and then performing straight-forward co~
putations. Whether h~ will feel th~t he c.an .e.xpress h~s 
preferences and jud~wehts more effectJvely by mtUltlVe analys~s 
of complex problems 'is another matter; but even though ther? IS 

a good deal of empirical evidenee to sho,y that many practIcal 
decision-makel's instinctively want to avqid the rather awful 
clarity that ,surrounds a simple decision, wEPh@,;y,~tyheless believe, 
that mo~t: responsible decisi~n-makers who taK'~r\t~~e:!~~~%!?~~rt~F()' t 
train !,th;e~~s.elves. to support ~ris clarity will end by prefer.l'mg·.~o l 
make tr&clswns m such a way that they can see what they ale 
doing. '\ 

Edwards and his co-authors describe the functioning of their 
system, and the way it handles data, as follows: 
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A PIP system has no advantage over a mor~ traditi?nal det~l~
minis tic information Pl'OC1-~ssing system un!e.s5 Its SP~clal capab~l~
ty, the ability to accept and generate expltclt numerICal probabl.h
ties is necessary to successful performance of the system mlS
sio~. It is therefore an improvement over a determin.istic sY,stem 
only if the input information is fallible, or the relatwn of 1.nput 

inforrnation to output diagnostic categories is a:rnbig1.UniS 01' un
certain (my emphasis, see below), or the output is required to be 
in expressly probabilistic form. If one 01' more of these three 
characteristics obtains, a PIP should be superior to a deter
ministic sy~tem. The extent of that superiority will, of COUl'se, de
pend on specific matters which vary from system to system and 
time to tiine. Under some quite plausible circumstances, a PIP 
should be able to produce quite usable outputs while a deter-
ministic system would be completely baffled.' . 

It is perhaps useful to point out that the strategy of informa
tion processing used by PIP differs in an important way from 
that used by deterministic information-processing systemS. Most 
deterministic infol1Uation-processing systems begin by pel'f()rm~ 
ing an operation which might be called "cleaning up the data." In 
this clean-up operation, information judged irrelevant or likely to 
be incorrect is excluded; and a tidy, orderly display of relevant 
information plus first order deductions from ltJ (e.g., iderttity) is 
prepared. Thereafter, a deduction of the meaning of this clealled-
up illfol~mation is made. ' . 

PIP 'works differently. 1t does not achieve order by throwing 
out information which mayor may not be irrelevant or incorrect. 
Instead it assesses the cou'ectness and relevance of every item 
that comes its way and processes them all by means of an or
derly mathematical process which takes formal account of the 
degree of correctness and of relevance of each item of informa
tion. This orderly mathema:tical process produces an orderlydis-.. 
play. But~hat orderly diSplay already contains an evaluation of 
the meanil1g: of the inf0l'mation because that evaluatio'ii!-~'\~~1.s. ap
plie~ to. eac~ incoming t~w;;,9.g\dnformation ill the course til as
sessmg It~tX'~!evance to desrred system output. So the two stages 

, of ORE,l};)~.tiollof deterministic information-proces~ing systems are 
completely mingled and cannot be separated in PIP. 

The sentence which I have italicized in this extract seems to me 
to describe exactly the situation of the correctional decision-maker: 
We do not know the predictive or diagnostic value oflmy data 
precisely, and for quite a lot of them not at all. This suggests a priori' 
that PIP or something similar may have a lot to offer us. It was my 
encounter with this proposal of Edwards that first turned my 
thoughts to the possibility of a system whel'.ein human decision
makers, especially in correctional classificatory or placement deci
sions, provide a series of sequential assessments of the significance 
for gQ(~d or bad of each datum, e~"pressed in numerical terms and 
then these are summed and expressed as an ove:rall probability deci-
sion by a machine.· ", 
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A description of the PIP here would be ina~propriate for sp~ce 
reasons and it can be found in the reference gIven. The adaptat~on 
of it which I propose for' correetionaL:decision~making is the followmg 
sequence of stages. The parts v.:ithhl., parenth.e~es are exp~anatory 
comments, or discussions of pomts iOf re~ammg uncertamty, as 
"distinct from the system description proper. "', ',' 
I;~'·l. The evidence available to the de,cision-maker should be present~d 
,to him sequerttially. (1 believe that a brief summary beforehand WIll 
'be he1pful, and that it is still uncertain wheth~l" he should be fed the 

information in a set order, or be allowed to choose the order himself. 
On both these points further research is needed.) 

2. The decision-maker should be asked t()~T,ecord his estimate of the 
significance of that piece of evidence relative to the deci~ion in 
question. This estimate will first be based on the extent to wh1ch th~ 
decision-maker reg~rds the evidence as information, and so by defim
tion reducing :Alis"':'uncertainty, 01' "noise" and so of no further 
relevance. Tl1r'second criterion for the estimate will be the value
judgment, ol:'utility, content of the datum. That is, the decision-maker 
will express in numerical form his estimate of whether the case 
deserves, 011 moral, legal, social, or political grounds, a favorable or 
unfavorable disposition, and whether he deserves this strongly or 
only just. The third criterion will be the predict~ve content of t~e 
datum. That is, the decision-maker will express in numerica15?rm h1s 
estimate of whether the case is likely to succeed in the more liberal 
of the dispositions for which he is being considered. . 

All of these estimates will be made on a scale from 0~10, With a 
score of 5 the neutral figure. The logic-of this is that these estimates 
are essentially probability weightings for a Bayesian, revision 
procedure, so that a prior p~obabilitr" of x is unal.tered by a score of 
5, which represents the ratlO 5:5 I:W~ not a dec1mal of 0.5. Thus a 
favorable estimate to the prisoneJ.:tJs" 7, 8 or, 9, which sta~~ for 7:3 
8:2 9:1. It will be remembere~,Al.llat the posterior probabIlity of "~~ 
event w"asdefined as theprlorf.p~bbability multiplied by the probabdl
ty of the hypoth~~!s;'\:i:ieing correct from the new datum over the 
probability of tH~nhypothesis being i~correct. .' 

The first criterion will merely deCIde whether the estImate 1S to be 
an extreme or a central one. If the datum is estimat:d to be o~ ~o 
great releyance, i.e., is mainly "noise," the estimate Will be .5. If It :s 
estimated to be moderately relevant and significant, the estimate WI~ 
be 4 01' 3 if adverse to the case, and 6. or 7, if favorable.I~ it is esti
mated to' be very relevant and significant, t~e estimate Will be 2. or 
1, if adverse, and 8 or 9, if favorable. It is ~mport~nt that ~he ~lrst 
criterion be understood to have no direcbonal SIgnpost; l~ glves 
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guidance only as to the magnitude of the estimate, and the degree 
of its placing away from or at the center of the scale, and no guidanc~ 
as to which end of the scale it should be. 

The second and third criteria will decide the direction of the esti~ 
mate. For many data items, both criteria:will affect the estimate, and 
for some only one. (I left undecided whether it will be better to use 
two separate figures, or ask for a combined weighting. I h:we::fol
lowed the latter course in my practical research because I wished to 
keep the structure of the decision task as simple as possible oni'first 
run-through. In the light of subsequent research this may pr()\re to 
be the poorer choice, and it certainly is not as theoretically pure:) 

The score of 0 will be used only if that item, in the eyes Jf the 
decision~maker, is totally swamping in its implications for once,~ zero 
is introduced into a multiplication process, the product is zero. There
fore a zero score implies that for some reason, moral or predictive 
the, decision-maker thinks it right to rule out any chance of a de~isio~ 
favorable to the prisoner. The converse of this is slightly diff~~:mt: 
No one factor can prove, finally and beyond all doubt, that a pris&her 
must morally be given and will in practice succeed in the more lib~i;aI 
disposition. Therefore, the score of 10 is never used, and excep~dn 
qUIte exceptional cases, the scale to be used is 1~9.if. 

3. These weighting estimates will be made for all the available data 
items which the decision-maker feels could be relevant, one afte1' tl\e 
other. (There is no need for the decision-maker to consider moraith~'n 
one at a time, and so he can cope with many items without info~~ili
tion overload and has no need to feel confident to decide to stop:'lh-
formation search.) ,if ,:: 

4. These weighting estimates, in the form of a long fraction'\'l1[s 
which the series of ratios can be regarded, will then be multiplied ~ut; 
If an EDP system is in use, the machine can be prograWJhed:tb: 
receive each estimate and revise the prior probabilities accordingl>H~ 
(In a probability revision process which is essentially the multiplifjng-::« 
of one fraction by another, t,he multiplication can be done as eachhe\V',':i~l 
estimate arrives or in one long process at the end. This procedur~>is 
one reason for my using a ratio/fraction representation of probabi]it.§; 
rather than the more normal decimal representation.) \' 

5. In the survey of utilities in a correctional system, earlier, I ~~ote 
that it was generally considered desirable to have as liberal a disP~si
tion as possible fOl' the prisoner, within the boundary conditions of 
the values of society and the ptobability of his succeeding therein. 
For each two~way decision, therefore, the decision-maker is to make 
his estimates relative to the more liberal alternative. Should the 
result of theca1culation come to more than unity, the optimal decision 
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will be, on theoretical grounds, to grant the more l~beral di~posi~i?n. 
Should the result be less than unity, the less lIberal dispositlon 

becomes the correct decision. . .. 
In cases where there are more than two dIspOSItiOns, the process 

should be started for the most liberal, and re~eat~d for each s~cce~
sively less liberal disposition, with altered weightmgs as the dl~POS~
tion becomes more severe, until a product of greater ~han umt! IS 
first encountered, and this disposition will be the theoretIcally optlmal 
one. (In practice I think that this will not" be as clumsy or lon~ a 
process as it sounds.) Owing to the fact that the most conserva"lV/~ 
dispositions will always have the highest prediction .for succ~ss, as 
one can ,always guarantee, for instance, that ~ prIsoner WI:} not 
misbeha,ve on parole if he is not p!}.l'oled, we are I~terested not m t?e 
decision which produces the highest fraction, but m the cut-off pomt 
at which the element of risk involved becomes accept~ble. . 

Such is the system. When it is measured agal~st the desIgn 
directives, it emerges reasonably well from the.c~mpar:S()J;l'. . 

Directive 1 is satisfied, as the only resp,ect In whIch person~l~ty 
variables could have any effect would be'illthe actual q~antIfled 
weightings. Any personal p~'ejudices w~uld thus have to b~ ~lred and 
declared publicly for them t'J have any lllflu~nc~ on the de:l~lOn. 

Directive 2 is reasonably satisfied, as it H/aqUlres the deCISIOn-maker 
to consider many different data items specifically from more than o~e 
perspective and to be nondogmatic in his \~?rnbinati{)n of the m~ 
ferences from these. ' .' .' 

Directive 3 is satisfied in that, with an EDP s~rstem, s.m~latIOn 
training runs, with feedback '~n(l: discussion, would very p.asIly. be 

","e ','\,1, 
possible. . . . . . . ' t' 

Directive 4 is satIsfied, as the decision-maker contmues estlma mg 
. '. until he has useo' all the information he considers relevant, whatever 

";'.:hi~:confidencelevel. ",'. . 
."Dib~ctive 5 is satisfied,;'forall the available evidence IS presented, 

as in a PIP system.' ..... 
Directive 6 is satisfied, for the decision~maker has to evaluate eacb 

item separately and tecotdthis weighting. After this he can .forget 
that item and carry 011, so that he does not have to~carry the Impact 
of any ever-growing number of data items in his he~d all at once. 

Directive 7 is neither satisfied nor violated. ThIS really conce:~s 
the information display system, but my proposed mod\ls op.er~ndl IS 

capable of use in either environment, and to that exte~t satIsfIes the 

directive. . ' . f h 
Directive 8 should be satisfied, as, although the .estImatIon 0 eac 

weighting is bound to b~ influenced a little by what has gone before! 
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and perhaps desirably. so, tit~ei'~"isnocut-off point and each datum 
is considered in some isolation from ·tl~e rest. This condition is 
brought a.bout by the fragmentation of the decision process. 

Dir.ecti~' 9 .sho~ld b~ satJ~,fied, as vested interests should not ap
pear m an estunatlOn sltuatlOn as compared with a direct choi(!e and 
subjective uncertainty is not lowf:red by the weighting estim~tion 
proc.ess. . . ., if . 

Dlrective 10 IS satIsfIed as aU )the weightings can be recorded and 
v~rbally or st.atistically analyzeq; especially if an EDP system pro~ 
vldes automatIC access to it eom~\.lter. 

Directive 11 is satisfied, as" I argued with the support of the 
theoreticians, when descrihing the PIP. 

D~l'ect~ves 12 and 13 are satisfied by the descripti6'n of the system. 
plrectIves 14 and 17 are together capable of being satisfied in that 

the comparison among decision~makers, and the analysis of ;ecorded 
past experience, should act as correct-answer feedback to improve 
decision performance. 

Directive 15 is not satisfied intrinsically by the system and further 
research will be needed to discover whether the conservatism 
phenomenon is indeed a serious problem in practical as distinct from 
psychophysical, situations. ' 

Directive 16 is not satisfied and is in fact violated. it seems likely 
t.o n;e that the greater difficulty of understanding the concept of 
hkehhoods rather than the more straight-forward odds which are the 
terms in which correctional personnel are accustomed to think will 
prodllce a greater decline in decision quality than the more the~reti
cally sound likelihoods will produce improvement. This requires care
ful,research, for it may well be either that I am wrong and considera
ble improvement may be po'ssible, or that in the end it will transpire 
that in a situation as unrefined as correctional decision-making this 
is not a significant variable. ' 

Directives 18 and 19 are satisfied in theory, as shown in the system 
description and by. analogy with the PIP:'The sy~tem proposed is 
above all an .a.t~empt to render these directiV:~~.~,i-n';·:~ practical form. 
Th~y remai:r~~5}I~!'! demonstrated .satisfied in pra:~£fce.' . 

Directive,~·t~):Jis satisfied by the first estimation criterion of step 2 
of the proposEfii system. 

I suggest, therefore, that this proposed system has some claim to 
be considered, on theoretical grounds, a rational system for individual 
correctional case decision-making, which satisfies most of the require
ments of a normative decision theory while absorbing or avoiding a 
good proportion of the hazards discussed in the earlier part of the 
paper. Even if it is accepted as such, it will inevitably require refine-
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ment. revision, and retil{)deli~g in some respects before it is opel'a
tionally satisfactory. 

The opel"ational hypothesis which ean be derived from this th£loreti
cal matel'ial may be expressed as follows: 

A simple quarttification procedure of probabilities ofsucces8 and 
social value utilities, combined in a Bayesian manner, can be shown 
to produce a higher degree of consistency of decision among cor
rectional decision-makers than the normal unstructured decisioll 
process; and for theoretical reasons, this achieved level of decision 
agreement will favor the optimal decision. ,ij . 

This hypothe&is Was tested through the good offices of the Adult 
Authority and the Department of Corrections of the State of Califor
nia on three important correctional decisions. The results are 
published in appendix E to Gorrectionetics cited above. In brief, we 
can say that the change to a formalized stl'uctUl'ed method produced 
no deterioration in consistency across decision-makers, and .it was the 
opinion of most of the subjects, that, given time to get used to the 
new system, it would both improve their own understanding of th~ir 
decision proceSSes and contribute to clarity and consistency in the 
decision over time and among different personhe1. The short time 
required to begin to adjust was also very ehcouraging. The smallness 
of the sample p'revented much meaningful analysis of the significance 
attached to djfferent data items, but the resuits were encouraging 
enough to stimUlate further l'esearch along these li.nes, which is now 
being planned in England. 
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CHAPTER VIII ,', 

Some Research Needs 

DON M. GOTTFREDSON 

IMPORTANCE OF DECISION STUDY 
, 1 t, that available methods of 

It has been argued in precedmg Clap e1 s , t 0 ide 
", 1 'ediction are mad equate 0 prov 

diagnosis; f c:ass~~ca~;nto al:~v ~~forcement, prosecutorial, judicial, or 
much ~se u gu~( ~n , lthou h much has been learned tha,t 
correctIOnal declsIOn-makmg, A g t d that the decl-

, h' d ce it has been sugges e 
c~n ~o~:~~~~y t~r~l~~naf~~~~e 'functionaries throu??out:?,~he sd~stemt 
S10n 0 t' I A rational decIslon, accor mg 0 
rarely can be assured to be radlo~a: 0 'a'mong those possible for the 

" (h t V) His that eCISlOn 
Wll~{l?S c ap ,er h' h' the light of the information available, ma~
deCisIOn-makel w IC I m h' t f the purpose of the decl-
imizes the probability of the ac Iev,emel~ 0 II 0 

sian-maker in that specific and 'part~cul~l ?a~:~ile and criminal justice 
I t is clear that increased ratIonalIty In JU 'bl t 'd tl'fy 

t 't h become POSSI e Olen 
is likely to come about only af, er 1 a~" cific ob' actives 
explicitly, with adequate oP,erabon~lt deoffmlt~~n'a~hpea::t:s desi~ned to 

h h of the varIOUS pal s :I:' ' 
of eac P ase 'th problems of delinquency and 
reduce, control, or a~ least t

cope t~ the identification and adequate 
crime, A second l'eqUlrem~n ~us, , e choices at each step, The third 
descri~tion of thte ahl~e~na~~v~a::l~~;haps the least evidence, is the 
neceSSIty, abou w IC \ 

requiremen~ of inform;t:n, doeS not refer to mere data,no matter 
Infol'matlOn, as use ere, r ble It refers instead (as defined 

how car~fullY, col~ct~d ,n~;~o:o ~~l~~e data whid~ reduce uncertainty 
by Burnham In c ap e1 . , Th' im lies knowledge of the 
in the decision under ,considet:'atl~' the I~ecis~on objectives; an~i' this 

lation of the datum m ques IOn 0 . 0 < ~, 
re ,. 1 k' 
knowledge ord~nal'ny 1S ac t~', the information needs for more ra,., 

It is far ~asier t~ concep ua I~:hieve them in practice. One reason 
tional decisIOn-makmg than to . "bJ' ctives at each of the decision 
, t lack of consensus on v e h ' 
IS the pre~en , h fl f persons through the process, Anot et 
points Whlch defme t e ow 0 
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is lack of knowledge ge.nerally of the relative effectiveness of the 
available altematives-in terms of the objectives chosen-especially 
as these may differ for different classifications of pet'sons, The third 
reason is that agency information"systems with appropriate interlac
ing with other agencies in the system do not exist to provide the fo]
lowup studies of pex'sons which are essential to estimation of the 
branching probabilities of objective ~'achievement along' the tl'ee of 
decisions, 

Additional importance to study of criminal justice decisions must be 
ascI'ibed by the fact that at each decision point considerable discre
tion by the decision-maker typically is permitt\~d, Ordinarily, there is 
no explicitly stated policy to guide those d€cisions, 

DEFINITION OF DECISION OBJECTIVES 
"~~~':~<'';:>l' 

If the decision-maker is ll)lclear on the objectives of a given deci. 
sion, that person can hardly be expected to behave rationally in the 
sense of maximizing the probability of achieving that undefined PU1'

pose, Given a mixed set of criminal justice goals, however, including 
the possibly c(lnflicting aims of punishment, deterrence, rehabilitation) 
or reintegration, it cannot be surprising to f.lnd absent a consensus 
on objectives within or among criminal justice;';t:tgencies, 

Much research is needed, at each of the stages of criminal justice 
procedures, to more explicitly define objectives with some degree of 
COl'!sensus and to give operational meaning'to these terms of the 
"rational decision" equation, This maY be expected to include a good 
deal of measurement development work, includil1g at least rnor€ at
tention to the measurement of end result cQuC(~pts such as offense 
severity, 01' recidivism, but also concepts related to intermediate, or 
earlier, stages.": 

The definition and improved measurement of objectives is an obvi
ous reqUisite to improved effectiveness and efficiency, but these 
latter values still can be attained only in terms of those definitions. 
The meanings assigned to the more global concept, justice, could 
justifiably be assigned a logically higher priority for research and 
searcb for consensus, setting the stage for derivation of intermediate 
objectives to be sought in its pursuit. Even in.' the absence of such 
guidance, however, it seems clear that the concept, equity, may be re
garded as a necessary though insufficient condjtion of justice, And it 
has been al'gued that the definition of objectivC:ls, with formulation of 
rules for decisions with respect to specific cl~~sifications of persons, 
provides a plausible means for increased equity\in decision-maldng, 
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Examples of lack of clarity of definition and in~deq?a~e me.asu:e
ment of objectives abound in the juvenile and crlmmal Just~ce 
systems. Reseal'ch is needed at each of these ~teps to better ~efme 
the decil:lion problem, then to cull the infol'matl~n f:om the avaIlable 
data by assessment of the relations of data to obJectlv~s. . ' 

Among juvenile justice procedures, what are the obJectlves, for ex
ampie, of taking a child into custo(ly by law enforcem~nt personnel? 
Setting aside the due process issues subsequently raIsed by (what 
amounted to) arrest of Gerald Gault (U.S. Supreme Court 1967) ~ne 
may ask whether the objectives to the decision problem confrontmg 
the sheriff's officer in a like situation are clear, l'~ason.ably well 
agreed upon, and hence permit assessment ?f the. ra~t?nahty of t?e 
decision. Was thp. purpose to ensure Gerald s avallablh~y to t~e ~u
venile court? If so, were alternative procedures to achIeve thIS aIm 
available or possible of invention? Was the "arrest'l 01' the subsequent 
detention required to prevent Gerald's harming of others, . hin;self, .01' 

running away? Much attention has been given to the con~tlt~tlOnalls
sues stemming from this famous case and to the ?otentlal l~pact .of 
the Coutt's decision on the philosophy and practice of the JuvenIle 
courts. Little attention, however, has been given to the funda~e~tal 
questions which must be as~ed when. thera~ionality. of the ~e~lslons 
(of the officer or the juvemle court· Judge) IS e~am111ed. ThIS. IS. not 
to minimize the importance of the legal issues 111volved; but It. l~ to 
assert that these may have little to do with whether 01' not deCISIOns 
are taken in such a way as to maximize the probability of presumed 
objectives of those decisions. 

When it comes to the postadjudication decision for placement ?f the 
young offender, we are in a situation analogous to the sentencmg. of 
adults and no more clear on the objectives. To argue. the relative 
merit~ of parens patriae and criminal sanction~ adds lIttle to such 
needed clarification. If this is incorrect, and If, for example, the 
philosophy of the juvenile courts leads to assignment of ~ .greater 
degree of importance to rehabilitative aims, less to pumtlv~ ~nd 
deterrence goals, this does not negate the importance of specifymg 
when and how the assessment of rehabilitation is to be m~de. Only 
when ~uch criteria are developed can we ask wheth~r boys lD ~era1d 
Gault's circumstance' ought rationally to be placed l~ custody, 111 de
tention, or in the training school in additioh to askmg whether con-
stitutionally correct ·procedures are followed.. .. 
Som~ of the problems to be encountered 111 seeking Imp~oved 

definitions of police deciaion objectives are sug!J~ste? by P~pU1S~~ 
(chapter ~II). He proposes that th? police and thelrchents WIll ~Iave 
to be equipped to define expectatIons for themselves, &nd that the 
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task before the social scientist-consultant is not that of defining the 
substance of policemen's expectations but of defining a procedure by 
which expectations can be articulated;i~d revised by those who meet 
them," (p. 45). He' provides a numYJer of suggestions as how this 
might be done. . [. iI 

An example of tl~:~:,,~tility of greater clarity in decision objectives 
is given in the Pl'Os~q:(!'t.ion area by the project PROMIS discussed in 
chapter IV. Implic'ltl¥· at least, the prosecutoI' has determined (by 
study of predictors d; experienced prosecutor judgments) that cases 
to be prosecuted are: those that are more serious and those that 

, present the greater risks. Further, the inclusion of measures of these 
two variables in linear '~ombination provides an explicit description of 
the decision

L 

policy witli respect to the weighting of these determi
nants of the de~ision. Itl turn, tlle Weighting of objectives may be in-
ferred. ('." 

Whether ~r not the sole purpose of bail is to ·~ssure appearance of 
the defendant for trial is the focus of present controversy reJated to 
preventive detention. The arguments tend to focus on the traditional 
presumption of innocence }1efore trial (although this is a stage in 
proceedings when prob5l.b1E) 'cause presumably has been established) 
and on the lack of validity of predictions· of new offenses (additional 
offenses?) if the personois released from conf.jnement. Certainly, the 
objectives demand clarification; and in this case it may be that that 
must be done by the courts. 

In the sentencing arena, judges are beset by conflicting societal de
mands for retribution, punishment, deterrence, rehabilitation, rein
tegration. It cannot surprise us, and we cannot blame the judges, if 
they are unable to clearly atticulate the objectives of the individua:l 
decisions required of them. It may be possible, however, to identify 
the objectives which are implicit in their actions, through procedures 
analogous to. those. adopted for development of PROMrs and for the 
establishment of policy in the U.S. Board of Parole, (discussed in 
chapter 1 V)" ~c 

A further avenue tnwardilseful research in this area, with promise 
of potential aid to jUdges in seeking a greatel' degree of rationality 
in their d€cisions, is suggested by Wilkins'pl'oposaI (chapter V) that 
it may be necessary to break down the complex process of arri~~ 
at a decision into simplerosubproblems with later recombination. As 
his example of "Sentencing the 'Dangerous Offender'" mruresch'lar, 
the objectives of sentencing may differ Over various c1assifications'.Of. 
offenders. 0" 

A similar breakdown of problems into subproblems may be 
require~ in correctional placement deciSion-making, with similar con-
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'., .,,' 
sequences for the statemei{f<: of ob~ectives. Th€)se may differ over 
classifications of prisoners, probatIOners, or parolees. Some may 
require secure custody and this may be, for those cases, ;l.'egarded as 
the paramount objective. Which ones? Some may be thought. to 
benefit, in terms of reintegration goals, from some types of p:'obatlOn 
supervision. Which ones, and what types? Some may be beheved. to 
profit in tel'ms of rehabilitation goals, from other placements. Wh:ch 
ones 'what pro!ITams? Are the objectives the same for all categorIes 
of of-fendel'? Perhaps we . need to diffel'entiate not only di~ferent 
kinds of programs for different kinds of offender.s b~t to artIculate 
clearly different kinds of objectives for those combmatIOns. 

Burnham notes (chapter VII) the objective of maintenance of the 
internal stability of the system. How should this be t~ken into ac
count in defining correctional objectives in pursuit of mcreased ra
tionality in decisions? He notes also the number and frequency of 
decisions to which the prisoner is subject once he enters ~he cor·, 
rectional st~g~%particularly if a first decis!on resu~ts in co~f~nement. 
There are m~{lY decisions to be made besIdes ObVIously CrItIcal ones 
such as those about parole or the length of sentence to ~e fixed. They 
include designation of the specific institution, and withl~1 t~at, place~ 
ment in particulat programs. The program goals and obJectives, how
ever, typically are notoriously lacking in definition. Rarely. are these, 
program objectives related explicitly to the more general aIms of the 

correctional agency. 
As Bumham points out further, " ... it is correct answ:r fe~dback 

whi,~h is essential· if decision-makers are to learn by theIr mIsta~es 
, and so improve their performance over time" and "any system whICh 

h9pes to be evaluative and self-improving must incorporate a regular 
(ljrrect answer feedback component." Obviously, the answer. to 
"correct in what sense?" can be answered only in terms of the obJec~ 
tives of the particular decision. . . ' . . . 

Burnham's suggestion, however, that three mam utIlitIes are Im-
plicit' (and sometimes explicit) h: mos~policy I~~at~m:~ts by. co:
rectional agencies provides a startmg pomt. The Just:ce . t~rm m hIS 
formulation (p. 92) seems equivalent to or at least mcluslVe of the 
equity concept. The restraint and resocialization concepts are the 
familiar two possibly conflicting purposes; and Burnha~ ?otes that 
resocialiiation is usually seen as an aim to be pursued Withm the con-
straints of the first two concepts. . . 

Explication of paroling decision objectives, like those concermng 
sentencing, is complicated by widel~, di~ferent le~al structure~ among 
. . d'ctl'ons In some instances WIth mdetermmate sentencmg, the JurIS 1 .' , . . ., th . 
function is one of sentencing deferred. In other JurIsdICtIOns ere IS 
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less discretion as to the length of sentence but still conside,.able 
leeway for .placement alternatives, including placement ir..t",~fecific 
programs in confinement or on parole. The fact that objectives differ 
markedly among parole board jurisdictions (and sometimes within 
board memberships) is illustrated by the fact that some boards (or 
members) will assert the objective of selection of good risks for 
parole as an element of the decision process, while others argue that 
it is the poor risks who ought to be paroled. The latter assertion 
seems to surprise many people at least until they hear the rest of the 
argument: The good risks ought to be discharged; most offenders are 
released eventually, and both societal protection and rehabilitation 
may be enhanced by surveillance and provision of services to the poor 
risks. . 

Are correct parole placements to be judged by recidivism? If so, 
how is "recidivism" to be defined? Does the concept include parole 
violators returned to finish terms in prison without conviction for a 
new offense? If so, is the objective of such return the prevention or 
restraint of expected new offenses? If so, are the correct returns 
(parolees who would in fact commit new crimes) to be counted as suc
cesses for the board though as failures for the parolees? How would 
such correct answers be known? Are the incorrect returns failures 
for the board (since they would not in fact commit new offenses) but 
unhappy successes back in prison? If recidivism does not include 
parole violators returned to finish terms, are these persons to be 
returned to pl'ison but counted as successes? 

What are the intercorrelations among outcome .cpteria, which may 
be included as candidates for improved measures of paroling or cor
rectional program objectives, such as work stability, freedom from 
drug or alcohol abuse, length of time in the community without con
viction, or reduction in the seriousness value of offenses? How are 
such criteria to be measured? Can composite measures of objectives 
be defined as single scales to provide reasonable and' satisfying objec-
tives? ' 

INFORMATION ABOUT ALTERNATIVES 

Knowledge that an alternative choice exists does. not by itself pro
vide the decision-maker with information. That is, the availability of 
the alternative does not reduce his uncertainty about the probable 
consequences of his selection; that requires knowledge of the relation 
of that choice to the decision objective. This is a principal reason for 
the need forprograrn evaluation at each stage in the juvenile and 
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DECISION-MAKING IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM , 

. . . d it is why such research is critical to criminal JustIce processes, an .. k' 
. t of individual declsl0n~ma mg. . 

th~:provo:~le~roblem of program evaluation is a ve::y large to~ic m-
e g~~~ many complexities. Generally, however, eIth~r expe~men

d~ed, w ._ perimental statistical designs are used, WIth th? aIm of 
ta o.r ~U~SI ex 'f n of the variance in outcomes (I.e., con
determmmg ~~wd ~~~~jIec~v~s) may' be attributed reasonably to the 
sequences r~ a e t d This is the kind of information needed by t~e 
pro?:am unk e~ s ud

Y
. h ,alternative available must be assessed m declSlon-m4 er, an eac , 

this w,,?-y. . '<':", e of the system. The juvenile 
This circumstance eXIsts at each ~t~~ f 11 study 

k f m the eVIdence after 0 owup , judge needs to now" 1'0,,'<1 k difference in 
whether detention vs. foster home ~l~cement::;,a t~S :~:w empirically 

terms of later deli~qu~ncr .T~e J~h~~i~t:h:nges the probabilities of 
whether p!acement m t e .raml~g s other~diternatives. The probation 
future delmquency, compaled WIth s i~~ed in treatment category 

~ficer nl~~~~Y ~o ~;~e;~;~':~~: :'F~el'sons placed in categol'fr 
more . uires knowledge of the different consequences, 

B. The J~?ge req. sus ended sentences, comhinations of these, 
an~. of .fme':;e~~o~~~odassiffcation committee in the plison reception; 
or .ImprlSOn t . d to be aware of the probable consequences 0 gUidance cen er nee s , 

their placements. 1 hi t at the complexity of the 
These examples, of course, on y ~ this complexity are as folgeneral problem. Some consequences 0 

lows: enc information systems are \equired with suffi~ient so
l. ~~stiC~tion to provide program evaluation feedback l'outme~~en_ 
2 Since it is not feasible to provide such feedback fr~m expe~ pro-
. t 1 desi s for all treatments of concern, the sys em mus . 
v~de for~tatistical control of outcome-rel~ted nontreatment varI-

a ~~:s;"terrelated nature of the climinal j~sti~e 'fte: i:" s~~~ 
. that the necessary feedback can be obtame on y y 

. . rf' f the inter-agency components. 

In ~::~:!:~ Ofa;;~~ :!stetnS·dther~~:~a~.::t~:e :!C~~i~:~~ 
cepts diagnoais, claSSIfIcatIOn, an p "'t tility for classifi-

' ",., d t t be assessed to determme 1 S u 
DiagnuStIc a a mus 1 t t treatment placement. The criterion 
cations demonstrably re evat? Of riance in outcomes which",is as-
f 1 'y is the propor lOn 0 va . t' 

o 1'e evane .... . 'f' 'oups of persons. PrediC IOn 
sociated withctreatment for specllc gI . ':d the means for 

t b devp'loped and tested' to prOVI e 
measures mus e .~~ . . bl s in the feedback l'eporting statistical control of nmsance varla e . . 
.system. 
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Such a system would have great potential for both scientific and 
practical contributions. It could provide a general framework for ad
ding to knowledge about the relative effectiveness of programs in 
achieving specified objectives for various classificatiqn~ of offenders. 
At the same time, the decision-makers could be advised routinely of 
probable outcomes to their alternative decision choices.,It could pro
vide also a basis for feedback from parts of the system which deal 
with offenders at a later phase of the process to those 011 stage earli
er in the drama. The' police need information oD the results of their 
decisions from prosecutors, judges, and corrections. The judge needs 
feedback on results of sentencing from the probation, prison, and 
parole agencies. 

These arguments are related to issues of effectiveness and efficien
cy; but what of justice concerns? Such a system cannot define justice, 
but it can provide information necessary for addreSSing concerns at 
least of equity. Throughout the justice system, the data should be 
available to permit fairness comparisons for various classifications of offenders. 

Given such a system, the needs for study of the decision-making 
process as suggested by Wilkins in chapter V would be no less sig
nificant. Such study can contribute not only to Our understanding of 
perceived objectives by decision-makers and their perceived informa
tion needs; but also to our understanding of how information_to be 
most useful-is best arranged to assist them. These inVestigations 
should help define how decision-makers go about their tasks and in
dicate their p}!~J~rences not only for different kinds of information 
but also different methods of presentation. This may be especially 
pertinent if deciSIon choices are associated not only with the quality 
of the information but also with the mode of presentation. If decision 
choices are associated also with differing ways in which the informa
tion is processed by decision-makers, then types of decision-makers 
may have to be taken into account in s,yste~atic attempts to aid 
them. ; ',.''\: 

DECISiON STUDY AND RELATED RESEARCH 

It has been argued in this monograph that a study. of decisions at 
each step in the jUvenile and criminal justice procesS' 'provides a use
ful starting point for assessment of the rationality of that system. A 
focus on decisions may provide at the same time opportunities for in
creasing that rationality. especiaUy if we can contrive to present 
demonstrably relevant information to decision-makers which enables 
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DECISION-MAKING IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

them to enhance the probabilities of achieving agreed-upon objec
tives. 

An analysis of typical decision problems encountered by criminal 
justice decision-makers emphasizes the needs for improved definition 
and measurement of objectives, for more complete specification of al
ternatives, for evidence not now available on the consequences of dif
fering methods for handling offenders or providing treatment to 
them, and for building further 011 progress made toward useful 
methods for classifying offenders. A study of decisions aimed at as
sessment of their rationality clearly suggests needs for the develop
ment of information systems which are equipped to focus on program 
evaluations and to provide routine feedback to decision-makers. Such 
systems, to be effective, apparently will have to take account of deci
sion-maker styles, or cognitive processes. 

The problem of increasing the rationality of decision-making is thus 
extremely complex. Attention must be given to seemingly diverse but 
actually closely-related al'eas of study: problems of ~lassification and 
prediction, treatment effectiveness, agency information systems, and 
decision-maldng processes. The studies discussed in this monograph 
represent steps toward solutions to the general problem, but much 

'\';~I)remains to be learned if we are to claim an increased rationality in 
"}~'bese decisions. When we can justify such a claim we may claim also 
i('~;,'contribution to effectiveness and fairness in the criminal justice 
!/~~J;-JI .. / 

,,;i~«ystem. r 
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